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Abstract 

This dissertation investigates a hybrid model for network threat detection that combines 

artificial immune system approaches with conventional intrusion detection methods. 

The research thesis asserts that a model combining artificial immune system and 

conventional methods can overcome limitations seen in conventional intrusion detection 

methods, such as false positive detections and difficulty adapting to novel threats. 

The Network Threat Recognition with Immune Inspired Anomaly Detection 

(NetTRIIAD) model presented here incorporates conventional intrusion detection and 

status monitoring methods as input for an artificial immune system based on the 

immunological Danger Model. This work details implementation of a prototype 

NetTRIIAD system and experimentation on a series of intrusion detection scenarios 

including both known and newly created threats. 

This dissertation makes several contributions to knowledge in the areas of artificial 

immune systems and information system security. This work presents a novel 

methodology for applying artificial immune system techniques to a complex information 

system security problem. It also presents a working model for integrating artificial 

immune systems and conventional approaches to network threat detection. A further 

contribution is to the body of knowledge concerning the relatively new field of Danger 

Model inspired artificial immune systems and its application to solving complex 

problems. 
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The NetTRIIAD prototype demonstrates a reduction in false positive detections and an 

improvement in positive predictive value, compared to that of a conventional misuse

based intrusion detection system. The prototype also demonstrates the capacity to detect 

novel threats. These results support the thesis that the hybrid model can overcome some 

of the limitations of other intrusion detection approaches. This research points to the 

usefulness of immune-inspired approaches for problems in the domain of information 

system security, and represents a step toward providing an immune system for self

protecting information systems. 
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1.1 Motivation 

Chapter 1 
Introduction 

Information system security is an important and difficult problem area in computer 

science. Information systems increasingly represent critical assets for businesses, 

governments and the day to day activities of people worldwide. More and more, the 

information these systems process, store and transmit has value in concrete, economic 

terms. Thus information systems are progressively becoming more valuable assets, 

requiring commensurately improved protection. 

Threats to information systems are unlikely to diminish any time soon. The increases in 

the complexity of software and systems mean that vulnerabilities due to defects and 

mismanagement are only likely to increase. The prevalence of networking provides a 

manyfold increase in the assets a system can reach and an equivalent increase in the 

threats that can reach the system. 

Intrusion detection is an important tool for information system security. Intrusion 

detection systems can help to protect our systems by detecting attempts to find and 

exploit vulnerabilities or providing warning that a penetration has occurred. Conventional 



intrusion detection systems have been fairly successful in detecting known threats. 

However, novel threats still routinely go undetected. Efficiently and accurately detecting 

both known and novel threats would contribute significantly to protecting information 

systems. 

A long-time goal of the security community has been to create an 'immune system' for 

information systems with the flexibility, effectiveness and robustness of the immune 

systems that protect organisms. A system that can respond effectively to new threats with 

little or no human intervention would significantly improve the security of information 

systems. 

Artificial immune systems offer a means to solve complex, dynamic problems like many 

of those found in the domain of information system security. Artificial immune systems 

refer to a group of computational intelligence techniques that are inspired by, and attempt 

to emulate, the information processing capabilities of the natural immune system. These 

systems are effective at anomaly detection and show promise in detecting novel threats to 

information systems. However, issues of scalability and detecting the broad range of 

potential threats have limited the success of intrusion detection systems based solely on 

artificial immune systems. 

A hybrid threat detection model that combines artificial immune system methods with 

conventional intrusion detection techniques has the potential to provide performance 
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superior to that offered by these approaches separately. Developing such a model leads to 

increased knowledge regarding the application of artificial immune systems to complex 

problems. This approach could also be a step toward self-protecting information systems 

and improved security for these critical assets. 

1.2 Research Thesis 

The primary hypothesis of this research is: 

"A hybrid network intrusion detection model, combining an artificial immune system 

approach and misuse-based intrusion detection, can detect both known and novel threats 

and can overcome limitations seen in other intrusion detection models." 

To prove the hypothesis, this research first investigates how such a hybrid model can be 

constructed and implemented. Experimentation in threat detection scenarios compares the 

performance of the hybrid model with that of conventional intrusion detection. 

1.3 Research Goals 

The primary goal of this research is to investigate the hybrid, immune-inspired model for 

network threat detection. This includes experimentation to determine what beneficial 

characteristics, if any, such a model offers. It also includes gaining knowledge, from the 

development process, on the application of artificial immune system techniques to a 

complex problem. 
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The primary goal leads to three supporting goals: 

1) Develop a feature set, representation scheme and immune-inspired methodology for 

detecting threats in Internet Protocol network traffic. 

It is not feasible to simply represent complete packets, or even the headers alone, as long 

strings of bits for pattern matching. The research requires an informative set offeatures 

derived from the network traffic, permitting discrimination of threats while reducing 

extraneous information. The representation scheme and immune-inspired mechanisms 

must efficiently represent and process the features, facilitating a detection process with 

time and space complexity suitable for the network environment 

2) Explore methods for combining artificial inunune system anomaly detection with 

misuse-based intrusion detection to achieve improved network threat detection 

performance. 

The goal is not to just operate conventional and artificial immune system approaches in 

parallel, but to combine them to improve the capabilities of each. A system that can 

automatically combine information to provide improved performance is preferable to the 

alternative of presenting a security analyst with multiple sets of output for manual 

correlation. 
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Additionally, the conventional threat detection methods should retain their value as 

independent systems. Part of this goal is then to build upon the proven capabilities of 

these components rather than to supplant them with an unknown capability. 

3) Investigate the development of an artificial immune system inspired by the Danger 

Model of immunology and the applicability of such an approach for network threat 

detection. 

The Danger Model is a relatively new development in immunology and a similarly new 

source of inspiration for artificial immune systems. As a new area of research, much 

knowledge can be gained from developing artificial immune system methods inspired by 

the Danger Model. Similarly, applying the resulting Danger Model approach to network 

threat detection will yield knowledge on applying this model to complex problems. 

1.4 Contributions o/this Research 

This dissertation contributes to the body of knowledge in three main areas. A more 

detailed discussion of the contributions is in Section 6.2. 

This dissertation applies artificial immune system techniques to a fully-featured network 

threat detection problem. The hybrid threat detection model presented in this dissertation 
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includes an effective immune-inspired representation scheme for features of the network 

threat detection problem. The development of the model and the experiments on a 

prototype implementation provide an improved understanding of methods for applying 

artificial immune systems to the complex problem of network threat detection. 

This dissertation presents a working model for combining artificial immune system and 

conventional intrusion detection approaches. The hybrid model maintains the utility of 

the proven, conventional components while providing additional depth in threat detection 

with immune-inspired components. Experimentation demonstrates that the prototype 

implementation of the model achieves a significantly lower rate of false positive 

detections and a higher positive predictive value than are achieved by a conventional 

intrusion detection system. 

This dissertation contributes to the body of knowledge concerning application of the 

immunological Danger Model to artificial immune systems and complex problem 

solving. In addition to presenting a novel methodology for using the Danger Model, this 

dissertation applies the methodology to a problem more complex than many of those 

found in the literature. This research can provide insight for subsequent work developing 

approaches based on the Danger Model and for complex problem solving with artificial 

immune systems. 
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1.5 Organization of the Dissertation 

This disseration consists of six chapters including this introduction. 

Chapter 2 is a review of the literature, presenting background material and work related 

to this research. The chapter provides an introduction to information system security 

terms and concepts. It then provides an overview of the natural immune system and 

concepts from immunology that inspire artificial immune systems. Chapter 2 then 

introduces artificial immune systems and reviews general work in this area. Finally, the 

chapter reviews work applying artificial immune systems to problems in information 

system security. 

Chapter 3 introduces and defines the Network Threat Recognition with Immune Inspired 

Anomaly Detection (NetTRIIAD) model. This begins with a discussion of the natural 

immune system processes that inspire the model. The chapter also details the 

representation methods used for the pertinent features of the network threat detection 

problem. Finally, Chapter 3 provides definitions for each of the NetTRIIAD components 

and specifies how these components work together. 

Chapter 4 discusses the implementation ofNetTRIIAD as prototype system for 

experimentation. This chapter details the implementation of each NetTRIIAD 

component. This includes introductions to the conventional tools incorporated into the 

prototype and detail on the software implementation of the components. 
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Chapter 5 presents experimentation with the prototype implementation. This begins with 

details of the experimental set up including the network test bed and sources of 

experimental data. The chapter then discusses the experimental methodology and 

preparation. Finally, Chapter 5 presents the experiments and their results. 

Chapter 6 is the conclusion, discussing the results and contributions of the dissertation. It 

also discusses limitations and areas for future work. 
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Chapter 2 
Review of the Literature and Related Work 

2.11ntroduction 

This chapter reviews literature and work related to the thesis. Section 2.2 reviews the area 

of threat detection. Section 2.3 provides an overview of the natural immune system and 

topics that have inspired artificial immune systems. Section 2.4 reviews the field of 

artificial immune systems. Finally, Section 2.5 discusses related work applying artificial 

immune methods to the problems of information system security. 

2.2 Threat Detection 

This section provides an overview of intrusion detection systems, an important tool for 

information system security. The section presents some important information system 

security concepts and discusses models and methods for intrusion detection. It then 

provides some background on the development of intrusion detection systems and some 

important issues in the field. 
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2.2.1 Introduction to Information System Security 

Information system security is an important and difficult problem area in computer 

science. The primary goal of information system security is to protect assets from threats 

[114]. The assets include the resources, processes and information system infrastructure 

that an organization has determined to require protection. A threat is the potential for the 

occurrence of events that would cause an undesirable effect on the organization. 

Three central principles of information system security are confidentiality, integrity and 

availability. Confidentiality entails protecting information from disclosure to 

unauthorized entities. Integrity entails ensuring that information is not altered 

accidentally or by entities unauthorized to make alterations. Availability entails ensuring 

that information is accessible whenever needed. Each of these principles also includes 

providing assurance that security failures have not occurred and detecting any that do 

occur. 

The goal in information system security then is to ensure the confidentiality, integrity and 

availability of information and the systems used to process, store and move it. Safeguards 

are the controls and countermeasures implemented to reduce the risk posed by a threat or 

group of threats to one or more assets. 
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The absence or weakness of a safeguard for an asset creates a vulnerability. A 

vulnerability has the effect of making a threat possible or amplifying the impact of some 

existing threat. Vulnerabilities can occur for a variety of reasons, including software 

defects, poorly configured systems and flawed security policies. Finally, the term exploit 

refers to a technique that takes advantage of a specific vulnerability to achieve some 

effect on an asset. 

2.2.2 Intrusion Detection Systems 

Intrusion detection is an important tool for information system security. intrusion 

detection seeks to detect and document malicious, incorrect or anomalous activity in an 

information system or network. intrusion detection systems (IDS) can mitigate threats by 

detecting attempts to find and exploit vulnembilities or by providing warning that a 

penetmtion has occurred. The intrusion detection system constitutes a safeguard, reducing 

the severity of vulnembilities on the protected assets. 

2.2.3 Intrusion Detection System Models 

A variety of approaches for intrusion detection exist. Intrusion detection systems may be 

classified according to their scope, the system architecture and the detection method used. 

The following sections define and briefly discuss these classifications. The 

classifications, however, are not necessarily exclusive; hybrids approaches are common. 
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The selection ofapproach is a function of the assets to be protected, the nature of the 

threats and the resources available to implement the intrusion detection. 

2.2.3.1 Scope 

The scope of the coverage is an important consideration for classifYing intrusion 

detection systems. This can generally be divided into host-based scope and network 

scope. A discussion of the differences between host-based and network approaches, as 

well as a survey ofa number of actual implementations, can be found in [137]. 

Host-based intrusion detection systems (HIDS) fall into two categories. The first are 

surveillance systems for multi-user systems. These were the original intrusion detection 

systems, designed to detect unauthorized access to the system by outsiders and misuse by 

authorized users. Host-based intrusion detection monitors items such as running 

processes, user log-in attempts and other account activity, file integrity, and file accesses. 

In some cases the intrusion detection system may have a scope even narrower than the 

host-level. monitoring only a specific application or service, such as a valuable database. 

The term 'host-based' can also refer to intrusion detection capabilities designed to monitor 

the network interface of a single host, often as part of a security package that also 

includes firewall and antivirus functions. 

The network intrusion detection system (NIDS) operates by examining network traffic 

flows, looking for patterns that indicate threats or violations of security policies. The 
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NIDS may consider individual packet headers and payloads as well as more complex 

traffic flows and traffic metrics. The NIDS may also implement intrusion prevention 

functionality that allows it to automatically shape network traffic to mitigate a threat. The 

network approach can be appealing because it provides an efficient method of monitoring 

the most likely threat vector for large numbers of systems, including those on which host

based detection cannot be employed due to resource or permission constraints [117]. 

2.2.3.2 System Architectures 

An intrusion detection system may also be classified as having a monolithic or a 

distributed architecture. Monolithic IDS are those that perform detection. analysis and 

response on a single computer system. This simplifies coordination among the various 

functions but may limit the coverage provided by the system. The monolithic architecture 

also represents a single point of failure. although this can be mitigated with redundant 

systems. 

Distributed IDS spread their functions across multiple host computers. Commonly this 

involves multiple sensor hosts reporting events to a central host for analysis. However, a 

distributed IDS may include more complex arrangements, such as multiple otherwise 

independent. monolithic systems working cooperatively. 
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The distributed architecture involves more difficult problems of communication and 

coordination among the components than are seen in monolithic systems. However, 

distributed systems have the potential for wider coverage and may also provide for 

continued operation despite the loss of some components [142]. 

2.2.3.3 Misuse Detection 

A significant consideration for intrusion detection systems is the method employed to 

identifY interesting events. These methods are commonly divided into misuse-based and 

anomaly detection approaches. Further discussion of these detection approaches is in 

[98]. 

Misuse-based detection involves looking for patterns that indicate known threats, 

violations of security policies or other misuse. Misuse-based intrusion detection requires 

prior knowledge in order to successfully detect threats. If a misuse-based system 

possesses no knowledge of a given threat then it cannot detect the threat. Thus a novel 

threat will often go undetected until a human expert becomes aware of the threat, encodes 

the know ledge needed to detect the threat and adds the encoded knowledge to the 

intrusion detection system. 
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Common methods of representing the knowledge for misuse-based detection include 

signatures for pattern matching [115]. simple threshold rules and more complex rule

based inference production [98]. and state machines [187]. 

Since the detections are based on some known set of events occurring. misuse-based 

systems normally provide good capabilities to name the detected threat and explain the 

reason for the detection [128]. The misuse-based approach is efficient and generally 

effective in monitoring large volumes of data, such as network traffic [I 15]. 

2.2.3.4 Anomaly Detection 

The alternative to misuse-based detection for identifying interesting events is anomaly 

detection. Anomaly detection involves finding interesting deviations from the expected or 

'normal' behavior in some characteristic properties of a system. The definition of 'normal' 

is usually learned through observation of system behavior over a period of time [37]. 

Anomaly detection is important for applications such as fault detection. software defect 

detection, fmancial modeling and a variety of security and intrusion detection tasks. 

When applied to intrusion detection, anomaly detection involves establishing a baseline 

of normal behavior for the subject under scrutiny. This may include system parameters 

and activities in a host-based IDS or some characteristics of the routine network traffic in 

a network IDS. Activity that differs from the baseline by more than some defined 
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threshold is considered anomalous and constitutes an event of interest to the intrusion 

detection system. 

An advantage of the anomaly detection method is the ability to detect novel threats [128]. 

Anomaly based-intrusion detection operates on the assumption that threats, or at least a 

significant subset of threats, will appear to deviate from the normal behavior of a system 

[60]. Thus the system does not require prior knowledge of a threat; the threat merely has 

to cause an anomaly. 

The anomaly detection method may also present some disadvantages. A threat having 

features similar to normal activity may pass unnoticed, resulting in an unacceptably high 

mte of missed detections [60]. Further, threat behavior present in the system during the 

learning process may be accepted as normal and thus not be recognized as a threat. The 

potential also exists for a higher mte of false positive detections than is genemlly seen in 

misuse-based intrusion detection systems [117]. Often the set of possible anomalies is 

large with only a small subset representing actual threats. 

A variety of computational approaches have been applied to information security 

anomaly detection. These include static baselines. statistical methods. neural networks. 

genetic approaches and artificial immune systems. 
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A static approach involves establishing a baseline for the expected state and periodically 

checking that the current system state matches the baseline[98]. This approach is viable 

for situations where the state should remain static. An example is the Tripwire tool for 

checking file system integrity [102]. 

Statistical methods use measures such as standard deviation or probabilistic methods such 

as Bayes networks to determine if the system state differs sufficiently from a baseline to 

constitute an anomaly. The baseline can be Updated with subsequent state observations, 

allowing the definition of what is anomalous to adapt to changes in normal system 

behavior. An example of this approach is the Statistical Packet Anomaly Detection 

Engine (SPADE) [172], a plug-in to the Snort misuse-based intrusion detection system 

(157]. 

A variety of applications use the pattern recognition capabilities of artificial neural 

networks for anomaly detection. Examples include detection of manufacturing defects 

[112] and fault detection in circuits [120]. Ryan, Lin and Miikkulainen investigated the 

use ofbackpropagation neural networks for host-based intrusion detection [159]. The 

resulting Neural Network Intrusion Detector (NNID) attempted to detect anomalous user 

behavior after being trained with samples of normal behavior for each user. Self

Organizing Maps (SOM) have been found to be useful for classification of data into 

anomalous and normal sets [71]. Labib and Vemuri used SOM to classifY real-time 

network traffic in their network intrusion detector, NSOM (118]. 
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A number of researchers have employed artificial immune systems for anomaly 

detection. Section 2.5 presents a review of this work. 

2.2.4 Intrusion Detection System Background 

The problem of intrusion detection and the methods used to accomplish it have evolved 

over time. It is convenient to divide this evolution into three generations [98]. 

The problem of intrusion detection arose in the 1970's and 1980's as computer systems 

and networks evolved from relatively small, closed communities to larger ones in which a 

trustworthy community of users was not assured. The first generation of intrusion 

detection dealt with the problem of detecting unauthorized activity on single, multi-user 

systems [10]. 

The second generation expanded to detect intrusions across multiple systems [137]. In 

1987 Denning proposed a model for a real-time host-based intrusion detection expert 

system (IDES), considered to be the foundation for most subsequent intrusion detection 

work [46]. 

The current third generation of intrusion detection problems and solutions has resulted 

from the rise of pervasive networking and the proliferation of small, single-user 
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computers [98]. In most environments, monitoring behavior on networks has become 

more important than monitoring the behavior of individual users on single hosts. The 

increase in connectivity and availability comes with a commensurate increase in the 

number of threats that can affect a given system. The large numbers of networked single

user systems have tended to increase the points of vulnerability and make the problem of 

intrusion detection more complex. Users and system administrators, often one and the 

same, can no longer be expected to cooperate in detecting and preventing intrusions. 

Misuse-based approaches are most prevalent in systems deployed to protect production 

networks. Examples include Snort [157] and products from Internet Security Systems 

[90]. Cisco Systems [30], and Symantec Corporation [176]. However, these systems have 

begun to also offer some options for anomaly detection [81] [172]. 

Two significant issues affect the effectiveness of intrusion detection systems as security 

tools. First is the difficulty of detecting of novel threats. As stated above, misuse-based 

detection is essentially reactive in nature; the approach can only detect threats after they 

have become known. Anomaly detection has some ability to detect novel threats, but 

lacks the specificity and efficiency of the misuse-based approach. In order to improve 

effectiveness, IDS must accurately and efficiently detect both known and novel threats, 

A second and often more pressing issue is false positive detection. This occurs when the 

detection system identifies a threat where none actually exists. The false positive rate is a 
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significant limiting factor on the effectiveness of an IDS [12]. Since the ratio of actual 

threat events to all events is usually quite small, a poor false positive mte can result in a 

flood of false alarms that will reduce the predictive value of the IDS and render it 

ineffective. In order to become more effective. intrusion detection systems must reduce 

the frequency of false positive detections for both known and novel threats. 

Intrusion detection systems are an important tool for information system security. The 

Iitemture contains a rich body of work on intrusion detection, incorpomting a wide range 

of models and methodologies. Although these systems have proven useful, room for 

improvement always remains. 

The next section presents an overview of the naturel immune system. Later sections in 

this chapter discuss artificial immune systems and work using immune-inspired methods 

to improve the effectiveness of information system security. 

2.3 The Natural Immune System 

This section contains an overview of immunology concepts intended to provide a 

background for the discussion of artificial immune systems that follows. The material in 

this section is largely derived from immunology texts [92, 146, 185]. The reader should 

consult these texts for more detailed covemge of immunology. 
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The immune system is a network of cells, organs and tissues that work together to defend 

the body against threats from outside [185]. These threats, or pathogens, include bacteria, 

viruses, parasitic organisms and some toxins. The terms vertebrate immune system, 

mammalian immune system and human immune system are commonly found in the 

literature, often with overlapping meanings. In this dissertation, the term natural immune 

system (NIS) refers to those systems found in biological organisms. Although much of 

the immunology literature cited deals specifically with study of the immune systems of 

Homo sapiens, the term natural immune system will serve to differentiate the immune 

systems found in organisms from the artificial immune systems discussed later. 

2.3. J The Innate and Adaptive Immune Systems 

The natural immune system can be divided into two major components: the innate 

immune system and the adaptive immune system. 

The innate immune system includes the mechanisms an organism has from birth that react 

to external threats in a non-specific way. The innate immune system works to identity 

and eliminate debris, bacteria and many pathogens from the body. It also signals the 

adaptive immune system when more specific immune responses are required. 

The innate immune system's capacity to detect and react to pathogens is encoded in the 

genome of the organism. Thus it does not normally change during the organism's 
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lifetime. In fact, many of the genetic structures that encode the innate immune system 

appear to be highly conserved, changing slowly over the evolution of species. Although 

the innate immune system is relatively fixed, it serves as an efficient and dependable first 

line of defense against many ancient and persistent threats. 

The adaptive immune system provides the body with the means to recognize, resist and 

remember pathogens that evade the innate inunune system. The adaptive inunune system 

has the ability to differentiate molecular patterns associated with external threats from 

those associated with the organism itself. This allows the adaptive immune system to 

mount specific reactions to threats in contrast to the more general reactions of the innate 

immune system. The adaptive immune system provides a defense against new and 

mutated pathogens. 

The adaptive immune system generally takes longer to react to a threat than does the 

innate immune system. The adaptive inunune system must learn to recognize a given 

pathogen and develop an effective response. This process of recognizing and reacting to a 

novel threat is known as the primary immune response. 

The adaptive immune system has an immune memory, the capability to remember 

pathogens to which it has already reacted. This allows the inunune system to respond 

more quickly and effectively to threats previously encountered. This is the mechanism 
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that makes vaccination effective. This quicker reaction to a threat cataloged in the 

immune memory is referred to as a secondary immune response. 

2.3.2 Receptors, Antigens, and Antibodies 

Much of the functioning of the immune system revolves around receptors, antigens and 

antibodies. The immune system uses a variety of structures, collectively known as 

immune receptors, to recognize various complex molecular patterns. These structures 

bind to specific, matching patterns in an analog of the matching between keys and locks. 

The term qffinity refers to the strength of the binding between the molecules and hence 

the specificity of the match. The portion of a molecule that reacts with a receptor is called 

an epitope, while the portion of the receptor that reacts to the molecule is a paratope. 

Antigens are substances, usually fragments of proteins (peptides), that bind with immune 

receptors. Different antigens have distinct structures, thus each antigen can be thought of 

as representing a distinct pattern. The immune system processes antigens to detect and 

produce specific responses to pathogens and other threats. 

Each immune receptor structure binds with only one antigen. However, immune 

receptors can take on any of an astronomical number of possible structures. Furthermore, 

at anyone time a huge and ever-changing variety of receptor structures, with a relatively 

few copies of each, are present in the body. Thus a foreign antigen. say one associated 
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with an invading pathogen, will at some point encounter an antibody or other immune 

component having an immune receptor with which it will bind, possibly triggering an 

immune response. 

An antibody is a complex, Y -shaped molecule that includes immune receptor sites for a 

specific antigen. Antibodies are a key agent of the adaptive immune response and are 

found on the surface of some immune cells and floating free in the body fluids. In the 

early stages of the immune response, the binding of an antibody with its complementary 

antigen can serve to initiate an immune reaction to that antigen. Later in the immune 

response, antibodies binding to an antigen leads to inactivation or destruction of the 

pathogen or other object of which the antigen is a part. 

As mentioned earlier, the innate immune system also uses molecular pattern recognition. 

Pattern recognition receptors (PRR) identifY pathogen associated molecular patterns and 

the chemical signals resulting from cell stress. Pathogen associated molecular patterns 

(P AMP) include patterns such as double-stranded bacterial RNA segments, bacterial 

Iypopolysaccharide and flagellin, the key protein in bacterial flagella. These patterns are 

essential to the functioning of the pathogens, are not a part of self, and do not change 

rapidly. Thus they serve as reliable indicators of the presence of many pathogens. Unlike 

antibodies, these receptors do not change during the lifetime of an individual. This is 

effective because the PAMP themselves change slowly. Research suggests that 
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recognition ofPAMP complements antigen recognition as means for the immWle system 

to identify infectious agents [9 I]. 

2.3.3 Self - Nonself Discrimination 

An important concept in immunology is the discrimination of self and nonself. Selfis 

composed of the antigens that are a normal part of the organism. Nonself(sometimes 

called other) is then all the other antigens not part of self. Self - nonself discrimination 

(SNSD), the principle of tolerating self while attacking nonself, is the Wlderlying 

imperative of the immWle system. However, the actual functioning of the immWle system 

appears to be significantly more complex. 

2.3.4 Immune System Components 

The immWle system consists of a variety of components located throughout the body, 

operating in a distributed manner. The lymphatic system forms a network of vessels, 

lymph nodes and specialized lymphoid organs that facilitates the movement, interaction 

and maturation ofimmWle cells. Various immWle cells are also fOWld within the tissues 

of the body and circulating in the bloodstream. Many of the cells circulate between the 

lymphatic system and the rest of the body. These cells search the body for nonself 

antigens. returning to the lymph nodes to interact with other immune cells and possibly 

generate immune responses. 
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Immune cells rise from stem cells in the bone marrow. These cells differentiate into the 

various immune cell types based on chemical signals present. Some will further 

differentiate their functions as they mature, based on interactions with pathogens and 

other immune system components. 

2.3.4.1 Lymphatic Cells 

The main agents of the immune system are leukocytes, or white blood cells. This includes 

a variety of granulocytes and monocytes that act to engulf and destroy detected 

pathogens. It also includes the lymphocytes: natural killer cells. B lymphocytes and T 

lymphocytes. 

Natural killer (NK) cells are an agent of the innate immune system. These large 

lymphocytes seek out and rapidly kill any cells that are not presenting the appropriate self 

patterns on their surfaces. This includes foreign cells and self cells in distress. It is 

thought that cells invaded by viruses or that have become cancerous will alter the self 

patterns on their surfaces to signal a NK cell to destroy them. 

B lymphocytes, or B cel/s, are the immune system's antibody producers and archive. 

Along with the T lymphocytes, these are the main agents of the adaptive immune 

response. B cells are produced and mature in the bone marrow. Each B cell includes 
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multiple copies of a single antibody on its surface, where they are referred to as B cell 

receptors (BCR). The body is constantly producing new B cells, with millions of distinct 

antibody patterns produced each day. 

T lymphocytes, or T cells, are also produced in the bone marrow, but migrate to the 

Thymus, in the lymphatic system, to mature. T cells serve multiple purposes in the 

adaptive immune system. First, they serve to regulate the immune system and prevent it 

from reacting to self antigens. Also, as helper T cells, they serve to stimulate the immune 

response to nonself antigens. Finally, some T cells mature into cytotoxic T cells that kill 

cells presenting an antigen recognized as representing a threat. 

2.3.4.2 Antigen Presenting Cells 

Most cells of the body present antigens on their surfaces at some time. However, the 

immune system includes some 'professional' antigen presenting cells (APC) that are 

specialized for this purpose. The primary professional APC are dendritic cells (DC) and 

macrophages. These cells ingest pathogens and cellular debris, break them up, and 

present on their surfaces the antigens found. Dendritic cells are particularly effective in 

this role and are abundant in tissues where pathogens may enter the body, such as the 

skin, lungs, and gastrointestinal tract. DCs migrate from these tissues to the lymph nodes 

to show the adaptive immune system the antigens they have found. B cells also act as 

APCs, ingesting and presenting antigens binding with their surface antibodies. Antigen 
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presentation an important source of information for the adaptive immune system, 

informing it of potential threats found within the body. 

2.3.5 Immune Reactions 

The immune system can be as dangerous to the body as it is to pathogens. The immune 

system depends on interactions among the various components to regulate the immune 

response. In the general case, both B and T cells must recognize an antigen to produce an 

immune reaction to that antigen. This requirement for confirmation by disparate parts 

helps to prevent self-reactive immune cells from causing auto-immune reactions, attacks 

against the body's own tissues 

2.3.5.1 T Cell Development and Selection 

A T cell possesses T cell receptors (TCR) on its surface, enabling it to recognize a 

specific antigen presented by an APC or other cell. These receptors will bind to a specific 

antigen presented in the context of a major histocompatibility complex molecule. These 

major histocompatibility complex (MHC) molecules act as a framework for the display of 

antigens on the surface of a cell. The pattern ofMHC is essentially unique to each 

individual. A T cell uses the combination, or complex, of an antigen with selfMHC to 

recognize the antigen and the fact that a self cell is making the presentation. 
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Each T cell begins in the bone marrow as an immature thymocyte, then moves to the 

Thymus to mature through processes of positive and negative selection. During positive 

selection the T cells are presented with example combinations of antigens and the self 

MHC molecule. T cells that do not bind to the examples with sufficient affinity die off. 

This ensures the T cells can bind to the selfMHC molecule presented with an antigen, 

whether self or nonself. A T cell that could not achieve such a binding would be unable to 

recognize any antigens and would be useless to the immune system. 

The survivors of the positive selection then undergo negative selection. In this process the 

T cells are presented with a wide range of self antigens in combination with selfMHC. If 

a T cells binds to any of these examples, it is subject to clonal deletion and dies. Negative 

selection ensures that the surviving T celis will not bind to self antigens and trigger 

harmful auto-immune reactions. This process of maturing T cells through stages of 

positive and negative selection has been summarized as "preventing the harmful and 

ignoring the useless" [84]. 

Some research has suggested that there is an additional preference for T cells that display 

a higher affinity for near self. nonselfpatterns that are similar to self patterns [58]. This 

preference presents a barrier to pathogens evolving to become indistinguishable from 

self. This would provide evolutionary pressure against pathogens evolving toward self 

since a stronger, swifter reaction by the immune system would limit their success. 
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Approximately 98% of the immature T cells do not survive the maturation and selection 

process. However, the body constantly produces an enormous number ofT cells, so there 

is an ever-changing population of mature T celIs that will react to a wide range of 

presented nonself antigens while tolerating self antigens. The survivors leave the Thymus 

as naive helper T cells and cytotoxic, or killer, T cells. 

2.3.5.2 T Cell Activation 

The naive helper T cells must become activated to participate in immune reactions. The 

twO-Signal model states that the immature T cell will become activated only when it 

receives both of two signals. or co-stimulation [23]. Signal I occurs when the T cell 

receptor binds to an antigen - MHC complex. Recall that because of the selection 

processes in the Thymus, the TCR will only have an affinity for a nonself antigen in 

complex with selfMHC. A chemical signal, or cytokine, from the antigen presenting cell 

comprises signal 2. If the T cell receives signal I without signal 2, it will become 

inactive. Thus a helper T cell will only become active in an encounter with a professional 

APC actively presenting a nonself antigen with sufficient affinity for its TCR. 

A similar co-stimulation process will activate an immature cytotoxic T cell that 

encounters a cell that is not a professional APC but is actively presenting nonself antigen. 

In this case it appears that the affinity between the antigen and the TCR must be 

somewhat higher, since the activated cytotoxic T cell will destroy the presenting cell. 
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The activated T cell will undergo clonal expansion, proliferating rapidly by producing 

many copies of itself. Some of the clones produced become inactive memory T cells. The 

remainder become active and circulate to facilitate immune reactions to the matching 

antigen in the case of helper T cells, or to kill cells presenting the antigen in the case of 

cytotoxic T cells. 

2.3.5.3 B Cell Development 

Concurrent with the maturation and activation ofT ceIls, the immune system produces 

and circulates B ceIls. The B ceIls mature in the bone marrow and undergo a negative 

selection process similar to that of the T cells. If the B cell receptors (BCR) on the 

surface of the maturing B cell bind to any self antigens the B cell dies. Thus, like the T 

cells, the body has an ever changing population of mature B cells that will react to a large 

range of nonself antigens while tolerating self. 

2.3.5.4 B Cell Activation 

Activation ofB cells is explained by a two-signal model, similar to that ofT cells. 

B cells can recognize antigens in their native form in the blood or lymph. This is in 

contrast to T cells, which can only recognize antigens presented in the context ofMHC. 
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When the B cell encounters an antigen that binds with sufficient affmity to its receptors, 

it ingests the antigen. This binding is signal 1. The B cell then presents the antigen on its 

surface in combination with MHe. Signal 2 is provided by a helper T cell with T cell 

receptors that match the antigen presented by the B cell. Recall that the B cell is one of 

the professional antigen presenting cells. Thus the helper T cell can be activated by the 

antigen presented by the B cell and in turn provide the signal 2 needed to activate the B 

cell. 

B cells require co-stimulation from helper T cells to become active. Both the B cells and 

T cells must recognize a given antigen in order to generate an immune response. This 

helps to prevent a B cell from producing a flood of self-reactive antibodies that would 

attack the body. Upon receiving both signals I and 2, the B cell becomes active and 

proliferates mpidly through clonal expansion. 

2.3.5.5 Affinity Maturation 

The immune system uses a process of ajJinity maturation to refine the specificity of the 

antibodies to the target antigen. This is an evolutionary process whereby a B cell 

produces multiple clones ofitself, the clones differentiate and those clones expressing 

antibodies with the highest affinity for the target antigen are selected to propagate into 

succeeding generations. 
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The clones resulting from the clonal expansion of an activated B cell alter their antibody 

patterns through a process of somatic hypermutation. This involves rapid mutation of the 

antibody structure that the B cell will express. The changes occur at a rate approximately 

105 times the normal mutation rate seen in the genome. This allows each generation of B 

cells to express a diverse set of antibodies based on that of the original activated B cell. 

The mutated clones then undergo a process of clonal selection. This selects the clones 

expressing antibodies with the highest affinity for the target antigen. The clones compete 

for limited growth resources. Those having the highest affinity to the target antigen get 

more of the resources and so produce more clones of themselves in the next generation. 

Those with lower affinity produce fewer clones or die out altogether. 

Thus during the affinity maturation process, the immune system evolves antibodies with 

successively higher affinities for the target antigen. After a few days, the result is a 

population of antibodies that are both highly effective at binding to the target antigen and 

highly specific to it. 

Most of the clones produced become plasma cells, while approximately 10% become 

memory B cells. The plasma cells circulate in the bloodstream for a relatively short 2-3 

days, acting as antibody factories. The antibodies that were formerly bound to the plasma 

cell surface as B cell receptors are released into the bloodstream in large quantities. These 

antibodies circulate throughout the body, readily binding to the target antigen. This may 
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hinder the function of the associated pathogen, mark it for destruction by other immune 

system components, or both. 

Memory B cells live much longer than the plasma cells. on the order of years rather than 

days. The immune system maintains these cells, often for decades, as part of the immune 

memory. The immune system appears to maintain this long term storage by achieving a 

state of homeostasis, balancing memory cell death with slow reproduction to maintain a 

small, stable population [193]. 

2.3.5 Immune Memory, Primary and Secondary Response 

The memory B cells and their T cell counterparts comprise the immune memory. This is 

effectively a library of the antibodies that the adaptive immune system has used to 

respond to pathogens. As mentioned earlier. the primary response is the process in which 

the adaptive immune system becomes activated by a new pathogen and develops a 

response via affinity maturation. 

A secondary response involves an immune system reaction to a pathogen already known 

to the immune memory. This most likely involves the appropriate memory B cell 

undergoing clonal expansion and differentiating into plasma cells. These plasma cells are 

immediately ready to secrete highly-effective antibodies without the days-long affinity 

maturation process. In many cases a secondary response can defeat the pathogen with few 
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or no symptoms in the host The immune memory is the mechanism that makes diseases 

such as chicken pox a once in a lifetime event and makes vaccination effective. 

Vaccination induces a controlled primary reaction so that the immune system is prepared 

with antibodies to mount a swift secondary reaction should the actual disease be 

encountered. 

2.3.6 The Danger Model 

The Danger Model is an alternative to self - nonself discrimination (SNSD) as an 

explanation for immune system behavior [122]. Many times the presence of nons elf in 

the body does not result in an immune response. For example, beneficial intestinal 

bacteria are tolerated, despite being nonself. Also, some vaccines composed of inert 

foreign proteins will not provoke a response unless a noxious adjuvant is added. 

Similarly, when the body changes because of puberty, pregnancy or age, it produces 

many new molecular patterns. These patterns were not previously present as part of self, 

yet the immune system does not react to them. 

The Danger Model states that the primary trigger of an immune response is not the fact 

that a pathogen is foreign so much as that it does harm and is therefore dangerous. This 

model explains that the immune system does not react to puberty, pregnancy or the 

beneficial intestinal bacteria because these do not present danger to the body. Similarly, 
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the immune system does not react to the inert proteins in the vaccine unless the adjuvant 

is present to cause tissue irritation and mark the vaccine as dangerous. 

The Danger Model holds that the body's tissues. not the immune cells. are the primary 

controllers of the immune response [124]. This implies that the immune system's default 

setting is 'off'. Only when tissues experience distress do they stimulate the immune 

system to find and resist the cause of the distress. Distressed tissues emit chemical stress 

signals to stimulate an immune response while healthy tissues induce tolerance. 

The chemical stress signals are referred to as danger associated molecular patterns 

(DAMP). DAMP are chemical signals emitted by distressed cells or released as the result 

of abnormal cell death. Cells in distress will release chemical signals, for example 

inflammatory cytokines or heat shock proteins. These signals are known to affect the 

immune response and often are the cause of symptoms such as tissue inflammation. 

Cells experiencing normal death, or apoptosis, shut down gracefully and mark 

themselves for removal by phagocytes, the body's garbage collectors. Abnormal cell 

death, or necrosis, disrupts the cell membrane causing the contents to be released into the 

surrounding environment. Some molecules normally found only within cells will become 

danger signals when they are found elsewhere [163]. The presence of these molecules 

outside of a cell indicates that cells are experiencing necrosis, thus danger is present and 

an immune response is needed. 
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In the Danger Model the primary purpose of the pattern recognition receptors (PRR) on 

the professional antigen presenting cells (APC), such as dendritic cells, is to recognize 

DAMP rather than the pathogen associated molecular patterns (P AMP) discussed in 

Section 2.3.2. However, some PAMP may be a subset ofa larger family of DAMP [163], 

or the receptors may be responsive to both PAMP and DAMP [II]. The presence of 

DAMP in the immediate vicinity along with an antigen will cause the professional APC 

to present the antigen to the adaptive immune system as a possible threat. 

The Danger Model discusses the possibility of , calming' signals, emitted by healthy 

tissue, that also bind to the PRR [123]. Calming signals indicate safety and cause the 

professional APC to present its antigens as non-threatening, advising the adaptive 

immune system that the antigen should be tolerated. 

The Danger Model also provides an explanation for tissue-specific immune responses. 

The immune system appears to tailor its response to the surrounding tissue. The immune 

system possesses a variety of response mechanisms, some of which are destructive to 

certain tissue types. For example, an inflammatory response that is appropriate for a skin 

infection would cause damage to the eyes. The Danger Model states that tissues in 

distress stimulate the immune system to provide an appropriate response, rather than the 

immune cells somehow knowing how to respond correctly in each type of tissue. 
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The Danger Model is not universally accepted as an explanation of immune system 

control. However, this model does explain many experimental results that cannot be 

explained by self - nonself discrimination alone. The Danger Model also provides a 

measure of grounding for the immune system; its functioning is ultimately concerned 

with the health of tissues, not merely with molecular pattern matching. 

2.3.7 Computational Characteristics o/the Natural Immune System 

The natural immune system possesses attributes of an intelligent system. It interacts with 

its environment through pattern recognition, it learns through the adaptive immune 

response and stores knowledge in the immune memory. The immune system thus 

represents an interesting model for computational intelligence. 

2.3.7.1 Pattern Recognition Capability 

The natural immune system displays sophisticated pattern recognition capabilities. Self -

nonself discrimination and the other means the immune system uses to identity and 

respond to threats are exercises in pattern recognition. The immune receptors can identity 

complex molecular patterns, with the affinity giving a measure of the exactness of the 

match. 
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2.3.7.2 Learning Capability 

If we consider a learning system to be one that can perform a task without having to be 

explicitly programmed for the specifics of that task, then the natural immune system 

qualifies as a learning system [52]. The innate immune system appears to be largely 

'preprogrammed' by the organism's genetic code. However, the adaptive immune system 

is not explicitly 'programmed' for its task. The huge number of possible pathogens, 

combined with the rapidity with which microorganisms and viruses change, make an 

enumeration in the genetic code of all possible threats infeasible. Any enumeration would 

inevitably have 'blind spots' consisting of unrecognizable threats. An immune system that 

could not learn and adapt to new threats would be defeated by some pathogen that found 

and exploited its blind spots. 

2.3.7.3 Information Storage Capability 

The inunune system stores knowledge by means of the immune memory. Ifpathogens 

represent the problems for the immune system, then the immune memory represents a 

library to solutions to previously solved problems. 
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2.3.7.4 Comparison to the Nervous System 

The natuml immune system is often considered to represent information processing and 

stomge capabilities at least as powerful as those of the nervous system [52,57,59]. In the 

human body the adaptive immune system includes some 1012 lymphocytes with a total 

mass about that of the bmin. The distributed, stochastic nature of the immune system 

appears to represent a qualitatively different, possibly more complex, mechanism for 

information processing than the deterministic, connection-oriented nervous system [36]. 

The potential for useful computing systems inspired by the immune system appears to be 

at least as great as the potential of the artificial neural networks inspired by the nervous 

system. 

2.3.8 Conclusion 

The natural immune system represents a robust and efficient system for identifying and 

resisting threats to an organism. The natural immune system possesses the capability to 

learn and store knowledge through the adaptive immune system and immune memory. 

The intemctions of the components to stimulate and suppress reactions represent a 

complex control mechanism. 
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2.4 Artificial Immune Systems 

This section introduces the field of artificial immune systems. It presents important 

concepts and models from the field then reviews related work and examples of 

applications of the methods. 

2.4.1 Artificial Immune System Introduction 

The term artificial immune systems (AIS) refers to a group of computational intelligence 

techniques that are inspired by and attempt to emulate the information processing 

capabilities of the natural immune system. Dasgupta provides one of the earliest 

definitions for the term: "An Artificial Immune System is an intelligent methodology, 

inspired by the natural immune system, for real-world problem solving" [36]. DeCastro 

and Timmis provide more detail: "Artificial immune systems can be defined as abstract 

or metaphorical computational systems developed using ideas, theories, and components, 

extracted from the immune system. Most AIS aim at solving complex computational or 

engineering problems, such as pattern recognition, elimination, and optimisation." This 

distinguishes AIS from computational models used in biology to simulate and better 

understand the natural immune system itself [45]. 

AIS do not specifically seek to simulate the immune system. Since the goal is to solve 

problems and not to model the behavior of an immune process, a strict adherence to the 
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actual workings of the immune system is not required. In fact, it has been pointed out that 

placing too high an emphasis on what is 'biologically plausible' can be counterproductive 

[61]. 

2.4.1.1 Usefol Features Gainedfrom the Immune Inspiration 

The immune system inspimtion provides a number of useful features for problem solving. 

The immune system represents a highly adaptive learning system. It has the ability to 

evolve countermeasures to pathogens, using little prior knowledge. The immune system 

must carry out dynamic problem solving to protect the body from a constantly changing 

set of threats in a variety of conditions. 

The immune system demonstmtes sophisticated capabilities to recognize interesting 

patterns and classifY them. The discrimination of self from nonself is a prime example. 

These capabilities appear to be useful inspimtion for solving problems in anomaly 

detection and clustering data. 

The immune system also appears to carry out multiple complex calculations in a pamllel 

and distributed manner. The results emerge from a network of interactions among 

relatively simple and autonomous elements. The ability to solve complex problems with a 

set of relatively simple components is certainly appealing. The distributed model is also 
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appropriate for situations in which we wish to avoid single points of failure or to 

distribute the work load. 

Finally, the immune metaphor has an inherent appeal to some problem domains. For 

example, from their introduction AISs have been applied to information security 

problems. The mechanisms evolved over millions of year to protect organisms from 

diverse and persistent threats provide an intuitive and appealing metaphor for information 

system security [45]. 

2.4.1.2 The Origins of Artificial Immune Systems 

The convergence of immune system concepts and computational system concepts began 

in the field of immunology. Jerne proposed his Immune Network Theory in 1974 [93]. 

This theory asserted that a network of antibody interactions regulates the adaptive 

immune response. 

In 1986 Farmer, Packard and Perelson observed the similarities between the immune 

system and learning classifier systems [52]. They discussed the properties of the natural 

immune system with emphasis on its pattern recognition and learning capabilities. The 

authors described a model of the immune system, based on Jerne's immune network 

theory, suitable for implementation on a computer, and note the potential to perform 

artificial intelligence tasks. 
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Forrest and Perelson elaborated on the potential of the immune system's pattern 

recognition capabilities for information processing [53]. They proposed a model based 

on clonal selection and longer-term genetic evolution as a variation on genetic algorithms 

(GA). This model was intended ultimately to solve computer science problems rather 

than to improve understanding of the workings of the immune system. 

By 1998 the first book on the topic [35] was published and the term 'artificial immune 

system' had come into use to describe these immune inspired approaches to computer 

science problems. 

2.4.1.3 Elements of Artificial Immune Systems 

A variety of related approaches fall under the heading of artificial immune systems. No 

single set of methods and definitions has emerged as generally accepted. In some cases 

terms borrowed from immunology are used with different meanings by AIS authors. 

Similarly, some AIS computational methods overlap or exist as hybrids of other 

approaches. However, it is useful to characterize AISs according to their representation 

methods. affinity measures and selection models. 

The representation method determines what features of a problem the AIS will consider 

and how those features will be encoded. The affmity measure frequently follows from the 
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representation method and describes the method to determine the similarity between 

problem and solution representations. 

The selection model drives how the AlS will behave. The three main models in the 

literature are negative selection, clonal selection and artificial immune networks. Each 

has certain types of problems for which it is best suited and draws inspiration from 

different portions of the NIS. 

2.4.2 Artificial Immune System Representation Methods 

Artificial immune systems generally emulate the molecular patterns of the natural 

immune system for representation schemes. The complex structure of proteins implies a 

capability for encoding information. AlSs typically implement a representation scheme 

using vectors of features describing a particular problem or solution. NIS terms such as 

antibody, antigen, epitope, T cell receptor, or pattern recognition receptor are used in the 

literature to label these representations. 

2.4.2.1 Antigens and Antibodies 

The complex process by which the NIS develops antibodies to bind to specific antigens is 

the underlying inspiration for many AlS. The term antigen often refers to the encoded 

representations of examples presented to the AIS. These may be patterns to be classified 
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or problems to be solved. The representations of the solutions produced by AIS tend to 

have a wider range of labels. The labels B cell, T cell, receptor and detector are found in 

the literature. However, the term antibody appears to be the most common and 

unambiguous label. 

Consider an AIS used for pattern recognition. This may emulate antibody - antigen 

recognition by developing a set of complementary antibody vectors that will facilitate 

classification with their ability to 'recognize' the antigens presented. 

2.4.2.2 The Self - Nonself Model 

A central concept in immunology is self - nonself discrimination [146]. The immune 

system is tuned to tolerate self, molecular patterns that are part of the organism, while 

attacking other patterns, or nonself. The immune system uses only examples of self 

patterns to develop receptors and antibodies capable of binding to the large possible set of 

nonself antigens. 

2.4.2.3 Shape Spaces 

Shape spaces are used as an abstract model of antigens, antibodies and their binding 

affinities [165]. Both Euclidean and Hamming shape spaces have been used to provide an 

abstraction of the complex physical structures of antigen and antibody binding regions. 
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The Euclidian shape space allows representation of the entities in question, such as 

antigens or antibodies, as sets of real-values coordinates. Thus the entities are points in an 

n-dimensional space with distance between them representing their degree of similarity. 

A Hamming shape space includes all strings of a given length, t, consisting of symbols 

from an alphabet. ~. The space thus includes I~I' strings. The degree of similarity for 

entities in the Hamming shape space is given by Hamming distance or some other 

measure of string similarity, as described in Section 2.4.3.1 below. 

2.4.2.4 Bit Vector Representation 

One representation method uses bit vectors to represent antigens and antibodies or 

receptors. This representation scheme was adapted from similar schemes used in genetic 

algorithms and appears in some of the earliest AIS work [53, 54]. The information is 

encoded as a vector of n bits. Each vector is then a string of length n over the alphabet 

{O,I }, giving 2n possible strings. An example is representing information pertaining to 

TCP connection events seen on a network as vectors of 49 bits [83]. 

Bit vector representations have the advantage of relative simplicity. Efficient algorithms 

exist for many of the computations an AIS would make with the bit vectors. For example, 
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comparison of such a vector against a set of vectors for a match can he accomplished in 

linear time. 

Bit vector representations also have disadvantages. One is scaling; the number of vectors 

needed to represent a given problem space can grow exponentially in the size of the 

space. This can make representing complex problems difficult due to space or time 

requirements. Bit vector representations have also difficulty in representing the structure 

of a problem space [69]. 

2.4.2.5 Rea/-Valued Representation 

Representations using vectors of real values offer an alternative to bit vector 

representations. In this case a vector of n real values represents the features. The problem 

space is then an n-dimensional hyperspace with feature vectors specifYing points (Xo, Xl • 

.... Xn) within. 

This real valued representation scheme also allows for the representation of matching 

rules in the problem space. In the simplest case, each rule defines a hyperrectangular 

volume in the n-space by using paired values for upper and lower bounds in each 

dimension [38]. Examples represented by points that fall within the volume are 

considered to match the rule. Representations oCrules using hyperspheres [94] and 

hyperellipsoids [164] are also seen in the literature. 
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Real-valued representations are more computationally complex to deal with than are bit 

vectors. However, this representation method is better able to capture the semantics of the 

problem space [69]. 

2.4.2.6 Gene Libraries 

Some AIS include gene libraries in their representation schemes. These libraries are a 

means of guiding the generation of solutions by maintaining knowledge of prior 

solutions. This has two purposes. One is to promote diversity in the solutions generated. 

The other is to make the process of evolving a solution more efficient by starting with 

some 'partially good' solution rather than a vector of random values. Gene libraries are 

seen to be more effective at improving the average quality of the solutions an AIS 

produces rather than increasing their diversity [28]. 

The gene library is usually composed of partial solutions that serve as the basis for 

producing complete solutions. These partial solutions could be fragments or substrings 

that can be combined to create a complete solution [171] or templates that can be used as 

the basis for evolving solutions [108]. 
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2.4.3 Affinity Measures 

The AIS must have some measure of the similarity between the vectors used in the 

representation scheme. This is modeled on the variable strength binding, or affinity, 

between complementary molecules such as antigens and antibodies. The affinity measure 

can be used to determine if a presented antigen matches a given antibody or receptor. If 

the affinity exceeds a specified threshold, a match occurs. The affinity may also be used 

as a fitness measure, determining the strength of the match between pairs of vectors. The 

choice of affinity measure creates inductive bias in the AIS. Various measures treat the 

differences between the elements of each vector differently and may return significantly 

different results. 

2.4.3.1 String Similarity Measures 

The choice of representation scheme influences the measure used to determine affinity. 

Bit vector representations typically use measures appropriate to judge the degree of 

similarity between binary strings. The most basic such measure is the Hamming distance, 

a count of the number positions in the two strings where the bits do not match. This 

method is most effective when each bit in the representation is equally significant [67]. 

Hamming distance is computationally efficient but does not consider the position of the 

mismatches within the vectors. Depending how the features are encoded in the vectors, 
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this measure may not be particularly infonnative about the true similarity. Thus, more 

infonnative affinity measures for bit vectors are found in the AIS literature. 

One such measure is r-contiguous bits matching [54]. In this measure, two vectors are 

said to match if a run of r contiguous positions have the same bit in both. The value of r 

could be adjusted to control the desired degree of specificity, with higher values requiring 

more similarity to achieve a match. 

This r-contiguous method is subject to the problem of undetectable nonself patterns, or 

holes. These holes occur in a situation where antigens must be classified into one of two 

sets, as in anomaly detection. If a given string is included in one set then any string that 

also contains the same r-contiguous bit substring, yet belongs in the other set, cannot be 

correctly classified [174]. A variation of this measure, called r-chunks, allows for 

matching by using smaller chunks of length r and treating the other bits as wildcards. The 

r-chunks approach can reduce the incidence of holes [15]. 

Another string similarity measure seen in the literature is edit distance, also known as 

Levenshtein distance. This measure defines the distance between two bit strings as the 

minimum number of bit inversions. insertions or deletions required to transfonn one 

string to the other. This measure is commonly used in bioinfonnatics for DNA and 

protein sequence alignments and has also been found to be useful as an AIS affmity 

measure [153]. 
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2.4.3.2 Euclidean, Manhattan and Minkawski Distances 

AIS employing real-valued representation schemes frequently use distance in the n-space 

as a measure of affinity. Euclidean distance is the classic measure of the distance 

between two points. For two points in an n-space, p and q, the distance is given by: 

This metric is used frequently AIS work, and is often cited as the 'default' similarity 

measure for real-valued AIS [68, 139]. 

An alternative to Euclidean distance is Manhattan distance, given by: 

;",1 

Manhattan distance is more efficient to compute than Euclidian distance. This measure 

also places less weight on large differences in a single dimension than does Euclidean 

distance. Manhattan distance is thus more tolerant of noisy data, since single erroneous 

values will not affect the overall distance measure as drastically [61]. 
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Another distance metric in the literature is the Minkowski distance of order p, given by: 

This is a generalized distance measure that includes the previous two as specific cases. 

For p = I this is equivalent to Manhattan distance and for p = 2 it is equivalent to 

Euclidean distance. This distance is used as an AIS affinity measure by Balachandran et 

aL, withp equal to the dimensionality of the problem space [14). 

Ji and Dasgupta use a partial Euclidean distance measure to determine affinity between 

two feature vectors of different dimension [97). The vector oflower dimension represents 

fewer features than the larger vector, so the partial Euclidean distance uses only the 

features in the smaller vector and the corresponding subset of features from the larger 

vector to calculate the distance. 

Hamaker and Boggess present an investigation comparing the effectiveness of replacing 

Euclidean distance with Manhattan and four other non-Euclidean distance metrics as the 

affinity measure in an AIS classifier system [78). They found the non-Euclidian measures 

to be more effective when the data includes features that are limited to discrete values 

rather than being continuous real values. 
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2.4.4 The Negative Selection Model 

The immune system's ability to discriminate self from nonself is seen as a natural model 

for change detection [54], anomaly detection [37, 56] and other problems in one class 

learning. This inspires the negative selection AIS model. 

The negative selection model emulates the T cell production and maturation process in 

the natural immune system, discussed in Section 2.3.5. Recall that the NIS produces huge 

quantities ofT cells, each able to recognize a different molecular pattern. Immature T 

cells that bind to self molecules while in the Thymus are killed, while those that tolerate 

self become mature and circulate in the body. 

The goal of negative selection models is to create a population of negative detectors that 

match only examples from one class, labeled nonself, and do not match any patterns of 

the other class, self. A detector that matches one or more self examples is said to be self

reactive, and is normally rejected to prevent classification errors. Note that terms such as 

'antibody', 'T cell' or 'B cell' are also used synonymously with 'negative detector' in the 

AIS literature. 

The negative selection approach is often used in anomaly detection, with the normal 

training examples comprising the self set. The approach is useful when the nonself set is 

iII-dermed but a meaningful self set can be constructed. 
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In general, the negative selection model proceeds as follows: 

While the detector population is not stable 
Create a new detector, d 
For each example, s, in the self set, S 

If d detects s, delete d 
If d was not deleted, add d to the detector population 

Thus at the conclusion of the detector generation, the population of detectors will match 

only nonself patterns. 

Gaining complete detector coverage of the nonself space is often not feasible. The 

representation scheme or affinity measure may make it impossible to generate a detector 

to correctly classify every example, as in the case of the holes discussed above. Further, 

the nonself space is normally much larger than the self space, so the time or space 

required to generate enough detectors to match every possible element of nonself may be 

prohibitive [105,174]. 

2.4.4.1 ARTIS 

A prime example of a system built on the negative selection model is ARTIS [57,82, 83]. 

This system uses a population of detectors, represented as bit vectors, to cover the nonself 

space. New detectors are randomly generated, much as immature T and B cell receptors 
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are in the NIS. ARTIS uses the r-contiguous matching rule, discussed above, as an 

affinity measure. 

The number of detectors ARTIS requires to cover the nonself space can become 

prohibitive [174]. As the detector popUlation size grows it becomes less likely that a new 

randomly generated detector will cover any nonself space not already covered by the 

other detectors. The r-contiguous matching can also result in holes in the detector 

coverage, resulting in undetectable nonself patterns. 

Hofineyr improved upon the basic ARTIS framework and applied it to network intrusion 

detection as L1SYS [82], discussed in Section 2.5.4, below. 

2.4.4.2 Evolving Negative Detectors 

Dasgupta et al. also employ negative selection for anomaly detection but use more 

complex detectors and generation schemes. This work uses real-valued vectors for the 

detectors and allows for a range of values for each feature [38]. This has the effect of 

defining a detector as a hyperrectangular volume within the Euclidian shape space. 

The detector matches any example with an n-dimensional point representation that falls 

within this volume. This approach avoids the problem of undetectable holes and has the 

advantage that a single detector can cover a large volume of the nonself space, thus 

reducing the number of detectors needed to achieve coverage. Other work investigates 
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the use of variable sized hyperspheres [94]. hypereIIipsoids [164]. and combinations of 

hyperrectangles. hyperspheres and hypereIIipsoids [14] to achieve better coverage of the 

nonself space. 

Dasgupta et aI. use genetic algorithms to evolve the negative detector population. rather 

than using random generation [38. 70]. The objective is to cover the nonself space will 

the fewest number of detectors while preventing the detectors from being self-reactive. 

Thus the GA fitness functions favor detectors of larger effective volume. defined as the 

volume of nonself space covered by the detector and no other detector. Further. a strong 

penalty for matching self examples tends to rapidly eliminate self-reactive detectors from 

the population. 

The multilevel immune learning algorithm. MILA. is a more complex real-valued 

negative selection model [41. 96]. MILA emulates the co-stimulatory interaction ofT 

cells. B cells and other antigen presenting cells in the NIS. using sets of negative 

detectors evolved separately for differing levels of specificity. 

2.4.4.3 Negative Detector Set Coverage 

Determining the coverage of the nonself space is important for the negative selection 

model. Uncovered nonself space can result in errors where patterns that should be 

classified as belonging to the nonself set are not. However. achieving total coverage of 
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the nonself space may impossible, because of holes, or may simply be infeasible because 

of the time and space required to generate enough useful detectors. Thus, knowing when 

the coverage is 'adequate' can be useful to tune parameters and to determine a stopping 

condition for detector generation. 

Balthrop et al. discuss the detector coverage possible using the r-contiguous and r-chunk 

methods as affinity measures [15]. The r-chunks method provides better coverage since it 

'fills' some of the holes that r-contiguous matching cannot avoid. 

It is often infeasible to compute the coverage of the detector set directly. Calculating the 

effective volume of many intersecting hypervolumes is a non-trivial task. Ji and Dasgupta 

present a statistical method to estimate the coverage of a set of detectors represented as 

hypervolumes [95]. This involved generating a random distribution of points in the 

problem space and determining how many fall within the volume of a detector. A 

sufficiently large set of points produces an estimate of the detector coverage with a 

required level of confidence. Related work uses Monte Carlo methods to estimate 

coverage of the detector sets [14]. 

2.4.4.4 Combining Positive and Negative Selection 

Hang and Dai present a variation on negative selection for anomaly detection by adding 

synthetic nonself examples to the training sets [79]. This work uses a co-evolutionary 
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approach to create nonself examples either from random starting points or from 'seed' 

nonself examples when available. Creating a balanced training set of self and synthetic 

nonself examples facilitates the generation of a detector set via supervised learning. 

2.4.4.5 The Usefolness of Negative Selection 

A number of authors comment on the usefulness of negative selection. For example, Kim 

and Bentley assert that negative selection has scaling problems that make it unsuitable for 

real problem solving, such as anomaly detection in network traffic [105]. Their analysis 

pertains to the ARTIS negative selection model discussed above. The central criticism is 

that randomly generating an effective set of bit vector based detectors. given a non-trivial 

self set, requires a prohibitive amount oftime. They suggest using negative selection as 

an operator in a clonal selection approach (Section 2.4.5) rather than as a stand-alone A1S 

model. Balthrop et al. respond to these criticisms, stating that the parameters and 

representation chosen by Kim and Bentley may have led to the unfavorable results and 

that one experiment is insufficient to conclude that negative selection is ineffective [16]. 

Stibor, Timmis and Eckert also criticize the ARTIS approach [174]. They show that the 

value of r used in the r-contiguous or r-chunks matching must be close to the length, I, of 

the detector vectors to keep the number of holes from making the detector set ineffective. 

The number of holes increases exponentially if r is not close to I. They further show that 

the detector generation algorithms have run time complexity exponential in r, 0(2'). They 
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assert that bit vector detectors for a network intrusion detection problem would need to be 

at least 80 bits long to represent a meaningful set of features, requiring a relatively high 

value of r and making detector set generation infeasible due to the exponential time 

complexity. 

Garrett presents an analysis of several AlS techniques, including negative selection [64]. 

He concludes that negative selection is a distinct and effective computational method but 

cautions that its effectiveness in relation to other more established methods such as 

artificial neural networks has yet to be demonstrated 

2.4.5 The Clonal Selection Model 

The clonal selection model for artificial immune systems draws inspiration from the B 

cell affmity maturation process in the NIS. Recall that affinity maturation includes the 

process of clonal selection, which favors certain B cells for proliferation into succeeding 

generations, and the process of somatic hypermutation, which mutates the receptors on 

the B cells to varying degrees during cloning. 

The AIS clonal selection model seeks to evolve antibodies with optimal affinity for some 

presented set of antigens. In this model the antigens represent the problem input, such as 

patterns to be recognized or scheduling problems. The AIS then generates solutions in the 

form of antibodies. The AIS maintains a population of antibodies which evolves to 
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generate progressively better solutions. The process is similar to other evolutionary 

approaches, but differences in the ways the populations proliferate and mutate make it 

distinct. 

2.4.5.1 Clonal Expansion and Somatic Hypermutation 

Two features characterize the clonal selection approach. First, antibodies proliferate at a 

rate proportional to their affinities to the antigens. Thus the antibodies representing the 

best solutions increase in number while those that are not as good decrease, possibly 

being removed altogether. 

The second feature is the method of modifYing population members between generations, 

based on somatic hypermutation. The AIS copies antibodies in proportion to their 

affinities, usually without any crossover of individuals. Each antibody then mutates with 

a mutation probability inversely proportional to its affinity. Thus the antibodies that 

represent the best solutions tend to change little, while less optimal solutions tend to 

change more dramatically. This tendency to preserve the best population members can be 

viewed as a form of elitism [173]. 

As the clonal selection proceeds, the population tends to consist mostly of individuals 

converging on the best solution achieved so far. However, the population also contains a 
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minority of fast-changing 'misfits'. This allows the AIS to proceed toward an optimal 

solution while maintaining the ability to escape local maxima. 

Clonal selection is distinct from other evolutionary approaches, such as a genetic 

algorithm without crossover. Early work in AIS considered the use of GA to model NIS 

clonal selection for optimization problems [53]. Some GA approaches do rely on 

mutation alone, even varying the mutation probability over time. However, clonal 

selection makes the rate of mutation a function of the fitness of each individual, giving it 

distinctiveness [64]. 

2.4.5.2 The Clonal Selection Algorithm 

The clonal selection algorithm, CLONALG, is a prime example of a clonal selection AIS 

[43,45]. This algorithm is primarily intended to solve pattern recognition problems, with 

the patterns encoded as a set of antigens. 

The CLONALG algorithm is as follows: 

Given a set of patterns to be recognised (P) 

1. Randomly initialise a population of individuals (M); 

2. For each pattern of P, present it to the population M and determine its affinity 

(match) with each element of the population M; 

3. Select n1 of the best highest affinity elements of M and generate copies of these 

individuals proportionally to their affinity with the antigen. The higher the 

affinity, the higher the number of copies, and vice-versa; 
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4. Mutate all these copies with a rate proportional to their affini1)' with the input 

pattern: the higher the affini1)', the smaller the mutation rate, and vice-versa. 

5. Add these mutated individuals to the population M and re-select n2 of these 

maturated (optimised) individuals to be kept as memories of the system; 

6. Repeat Steps 2 to 5 until a certain criterion is met such as a minimum pattern 

recognition or classification error. 

[45] 

The literature most often discusses application of the clonal selection model to 

optimization and pattern recognition problems. DeCastro and Von Zuben apply 

CLONALG to problems both in optimization and pattern recognition [43,44]. Other 

examples of the use of the clonal selection model include dynamic scheduling problems 

[31,80] and numerical optimization [33]. The clonal selection model is also seen as a 

component in hybrid AIS, such as aiNET (Section 2.4.6.5) and AIRS (Section 2.4.6.7). 

2.4.6 The Artificial Immune Network Model 

The artificial immune network (AIN) model draws inspiration from Jeme's ideotypic 

network theory [93]. This theory observes that in addition to binding with antigens, 

antibodies also bind to each other. The hypothesis is that antibody-antigen and antibody-

antibody binding forms a network of interactions that serve to regulate immune reactions. 
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2.4.6.1 An Immune Network Model 

Farmer, Packard and Perelson present a model based on ideotypic network theory [52]. 

The model is primarily intended to provide an abstraction of the process in the NIS and to 

make a comparison to classifier systems. The Farmer model represents antibodies and 

antigens as bit strings. Although the representation used a single bit vector as both the 

paratope and the epitope, the affinity measure was not symmetric. Thus the affinity of 

antibody Ab I binding to Ab2 was not necessarily the same as Ab2 binding to Abl. 

The model proceeds by allowing the antibodies representing better solutions to achieve 

higher 'concentrations', that is, to represent a larger proportion of the overall antibody 

population. The concentration of each antibody changes in relation to the antigens and 

other antibodies in the system. The concentration of an antibody increases in proportion 

to the sum of the affinities the antibody has for each antigen and antibody, minus the sum 

of the affinities other antibodies have for the antibody in question. The antibodies form a 

network of interactions, with each being stimulated by its ability to bind while being 

suppressed by being bound by others. 

Artificial immune networks appear to share some characteristics with other connectionist 

approaches such as artificial neural networks (ANN). However, some important 

differences make AIN distinct. First is the fact that AIN represent a more probabilistic 

approach to learning than the deterministic approach represented by an ANN [34]. Also, 

AIN represent the information learned in the types and concentrations of antibodies in the 
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network while an ANN represents this information in the weights of the connections 

between network units [36]. Finally, the AIN model combines both evolutionary and 

machine learning processes, providing the opportunity for significantly different 

adaptation from that of ANN [45]. 

2.4.6.2 Jisys 

Hunt et al. present Jisys, an artificial immune network system to perform data clustering 

and classification tasks, implemented in Java [S7]. The authors present an application of 

Jisys for fraud detection in mortgage applications. 

The Jisys network consists of nodes with a mix of real-valued fields and link information 

stored in a relational database. Jisys constructs its network from a set of training data 

nodes, linking those nodes having the most similar features. Nodes having more links 

receive higher stimulation, allowing them to replicate and mutate, replacing nodes with 

low stimulation. Jisys can then classifY input examples according to their similarity to 

nodes in the trained network. 

2.4.6.3 The Resource Limited AIS 

Timmis and Neal present a resource limited artificial immune system (RLAIS) that uses 

the artificial inunune network metaphor [ISO]. This work uses the term B cell, instead of 
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antibody, for computed solutions. The authors report that their initial efforts produced an 

unmanageable number of B cells in the network. They then developed the artificial 

recognition ball (ARB) representation scheme to manage the B cell population. An ARB 

represents a population of highly similar B cells. 

The RLAIS network consists of a number of ARBs and links connecting them based on 

their affinity. Each ARB represents a quantity of identical B cells, with the B cell type 

represented by a vector of real values. The system has a limited population ofB cells, 

with the ARBs competing for this limited resource. Each ARB can claim a number of B 

cells directly proportional to its stimulation level. If the sum of the claims exceeds the 

limited B cell population, the system eliminates ARBs, starting with those claiming the 

fewest B cells, until the claims match the B cell limit Thus a strong ARB tends to remain 

strong while marginal ARBs are eliminated. 

RLAIS uses a stimulation calculation similar to that presented in [52]. An ARB's 

stimulation is increased by binding to antigens and other ARBs, and is reduced by 

binding from other ARBs. RLAIS uses Euclidean distance as the affinity measure for the 

binding among these ARBs and antigens. 

RLAIS incorporates features of the clonal selection model in addition to the artificial 

immune network model. During training ARBs clone themselves in proportion to their 

stimulation levels and then hypermutate. A mutated clone can survive, establish links into 
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the network and begin to compete for B cells only if its distance to an existing ARB is 

within a specified network affinity threshold (NAT). 

2.4.6.4 Fuzzy ARB 

Nasaroui, Gonzalez and Dasgupta present a variation on Timmis and Neal's RLAiS that 

incorporates fuzzy set concepts [139]. This work replaces the ARB with a FuzzyARB. 

The Fuzzy ARB represents a fuzzy set in the domain of discourse rather than a single 

vector of values. The B cell vector represents a continuous fuzzy set membership 

function that decreases with distance. Stimulation for each FuzzyARB is a factor of the 

degree to which antigens and other FuzzyARBs are members of the fuzzy set. Each 

Fuzzy ARB also has its own self-adjustable radius of influence instead of a single network 

affinity threshold for the entire network. This allows the Fuzzy ARB to adjust its radius to 

fmd a niche in which it can maximize its stimulation level. 

This work also uses a modified method for allocating resources to the Fuzzy ARBs. This 

is intended to prevent the problems with premature convergence seen in RLAIS. In the 

final population, FuzzyARBs can merge if their distance is below a specified threshold. 

The possible merging operations include taking an average of the two ARBs or 

performing a crossover operation on them. The authors present examples of extracting 

usage profiles from Web site traffic and experimental results where the original ARB 

fails and the Fuzzy ARB succeeds. 
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2.4.6.5 AiNET 

DeCastro and VonZuben present an artificial immune network, or AiNET, to solve data 

clustering problems [44]. AiNET is an extension of the CLONALG clonal selection 

algorithm [43], described in Section 2.4.5.2, that includes ideotypic network interactions 

among the population members. After clonal selection on a generation is complete, the 

system makes paiIwise comparisons of the affinities between antibodies. If the affinity of 

antibody Abi to Ab2, minus the affmity of Ab2 to AbI, is below a specified threshold, 

then Ab 1 is suppressed. After the network converges, the system extracts the minimum 

spanning tree from the final network of antibodies. The tree provides useful results for 

data clustering problems. AiNET achieved better results on a number of data clustering 

problems than did a self-organizing map neural network. 

2.4.6.6 Artificial Immune Network with Diversity 

Sun et al. propose a different AIN model, intended for pattern recognition tasks [175]. 

This model appears to have more similarities to an artificial neural network than other 

AIN in the literature. The model includes a 'B cell layer', a 'T-helper Cell layer' and a 'T

suppressor Cell layer'. The B cell layer acts as an input layer, interacting with the 

antigens that present information to the network. The B cells signal the T -helper layer 

through connections, each of which has a variable weight factor. The T-helper cell 

receiving the highest stimulation sends a co-stimulation signal back to the B cell layer, 

again via weighted connections. The most stimulated B cell then emits an antibody to the 
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T-suppressor cell layer. If the antibody matches a T-suppressor cell, a suppressing signal 

is sent to the T -helper layer, reducing reactions to this antigen pattern. The network learns 

by adjusting the connection weights in response to a set of training antigens. The authors 

report favorable results with this model in recognizing the patterns of alphabet characters. 

2.4.6.7 The Artificial Immune Recognition System 

The Artificial Immune Recognition System (AIRS) adapts concepts from Timmis and 

Neal's RLAIS [190]. AIRS uses the artificial recognition ball (ARB) and the competition 

for a limited resource ofB cells. However, AIRS dispenses with the linkage between the 

ARBs, adopting a clonal selection model despite using the components of an artificial 

immune network. The system examines the antigens of a training set one at a time, 

performing a resource-limited clonal selection process to evolve ARBs with sufficiently 

high affinity for the antigen. AIRS uses a supervised learning approach, specifYing a 

class for each input antigen and assigning that class to the ARBs with the highest affinity 

to the antigen. 

AIRS also incorporates immune memory concepts. The fittest ARB for each antigen is 

added to the immune memory if and only if it has a higher affinity for the antigen than all 

of the existing memory ARBs. Furthermore, the new memory ARB can replace an 

existing memory ARB if the two are sufficiently similar. This tends to control expansion 

of the memory population and prevents clusters of , overlapping' ARBs. At the conclusion 
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of training the memory ARBs represent a generalized classifier for the training set. The 

system classifies subsequent antigens through nearest neighbors matching to the memory 

ARBs. 

Watkins also presents simplified, parallel and distributed versions of AIRS, making 

favorable comparisons with a parallel version ofCLONALG [191]. Hamaker and 

Boggess discuss the effect of replacing the original AIRS Euclidean distance affinity 

measure with other measures, including continuous, discrete and hybrid functions [78]. 

2.4.7 Danger Model Approaches 

Danger theory approaches to artificial immune systems are inspired by the Danger Model 

of inununology [122]. This provides an alternative to the AIS models, negative selection, 

clonal selection and AIN, primarily inspired by self - nonself discrimination. The Danger 

Model asserts that the inunune system reacts to actual or potential harm to tissues, 

referred to as danger, rather than reacting to a determination of foreignness via self -

nonself discrimination. Chemical danger signals, including molecular patterns associated 

with the presence of pathogens and chemicals emitted by dying cells and stressed tissues, 

constitute the initial trigger for immune reactions. The Danger Model also allows for the 

possibility of , safe' signals, chemical indicators ofhea1th and normal metabolic processes, 

than suppress inunune reactions. 
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The Danger Model does not do away with self - nonself discrimination and the adaptive 

immune response. However, these mechanisms are only brought into action when the 

innate immune system presents antigens in a context of danger or safety determined in 

the body's tissues. The innate immune system's antigen presenting cells sense danger and 

safe signals in the immediate environment of the antigens they process. The presence of 

danger signals causes the APC to present its antigens as a potential threat, thus initiating a 

corresponding immune response. Similarly, antigens found in the presence of safe signals 

are presented as non-threatening, indicating that the adaptive immune system should 

tolerate the antigen. 

2.4.7.1 Artificial Immune Systems in Danger 

Danger Model inspired AIS is a more recent development than the other AIS models 

discussed above. Burgess proposes using the Danger Model as inspiration for a 'computer 

immune system' to detect and react to intrusions at the host level [26]. His paper 

discusses some of the properties and potential benefits of such a system, but does not 

propose an actual implementation. Williamson also refers to the Danger Model as part of 

a review and discussion ofbiologicaIly inspired approaches to information system 

security r 192]. Aickelin and Cayzer present the first discussion of applying Danger 

Model concepts in the field of Artificial Immune Systems [I]. Danger Model AIS is 

seen as particularly promising for intrusion detection problems [2]. Subsequent work 

proposes a broader role for innate immunity in AIS [183]. 
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Danger Model approaches to AIS do not rely on self - nonself discrimination as the 

primary mechanism for problem solving. Danger Model AIS could be characterized by 

their evaluation of the intensity of a set of signals derived from features of the problem 

state. In information security applications the terms 'dangerous' and 'danger signal' are 

probably apt; however, a property of being 'interesting' may be more appropriate to more 

general AIS problems. 

Danger Model AIS leave room for self - nonself discrimination to playa role. For 

example, detecting that a given antigen is nonself could constitute a danger signal. 

Alternatively, the presence of danger could serve as a co-stimulation to confirm that an 

antigen detected as being nonself is in fact interesting in some way. Thus while the 

Danger Model AIS may include self - nonself discrimination, detecting nonself is viewed 

as a necessary but not sufficient condition for detecting an anomaly, recognizing a 

pattern, or otherwise fmding a solution. 

A benefit for AIS attributed to Danger Model inspiration is grounding [1]. Danger signals 

are derived from some specific system state and thus have concrete meaning. In contrast, 

the feature vectors used in self - nonself discrimination approaches may have no inherent 

meaning. Grounding is seen as a means to make AIS solutions more meaningful for real

world problems. 
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2.4.7.2 The Libtissue Framework 

The libtissue software framework is intended to facilitate implementation of AIS using 

concepts from the innate immune system and the Danger Model [184]. The heart of this 

framework is a Iibtissue server providing one or more tissue compartments in which 

cells, antigens and signal molecules can interact. Each tissue compartment has an antigen 

store and a signal store. both of fixed size. plus a population of cells. 

The libtissue cells are modeled on the behavior of the dendritic cells (DC) found in the 

NIS and have three main components: receptors, stores and producers. Receptors allow 

cells to recognize specific antigens or signal patterns in the tissue compartment. The 

stores allow cells to internalize antigens and signals they recognize, removing them from 

the corresponding tissue stores in the process. A cell's producers emit signals into the 

tissue compartment, present internalized antigens for recognition by other cells and elicit 

responses from other libtissue components. 

The architecture includes a variety of libtissue clients that allow the server to interact 

with external entities. Antigen clients produce antigens from external data and forward 

the antigens to the server for processing. Similarly, signal clients send signals to the 

server in reaction to external data Finally, response clients take specific actions, such as 

emitting an alert message, when signaled by the appropriate response producer on a cell. 
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2.4.7.3 The Dendritic Cell Algorithm 

Greensmith, Aickelin and Cayzer discuss fully incorporating Danger Model concepts into 

an actual A1S anomaly detector by emulating the functioning of the NIS dendritic cells 

[73]. This proposal has been developed into the Dendritic Cell Algorithm (DCA) [75]. 

The DCA is built on the libtissue framework, with the cells specified as dendritic cells 

(DC). 

The DCA does not involve pattem matching of antigens and antibodies as in other AIS 

models. Clients process external information to send antigens and signals to a tissue 

compartment on the server. The signals include: danger. safe, inflanunatory cytokines 

and pathogen associated molecular patterns (P AMP). A DC can be in one of three states: 

immature (iDC); mature (mDC), signifYing the DC is presenting threat or anomalous 

antigens; or semi-mature(smDC), signifYing the DC is presenting non-threat or non

anomalous antigens. Unlike other A1S, the antigens are not feature vectors. Rather, they 

are only unique identifiers for the events or entities under consideration, such as system 

process id numbers in a host intrusion detection scenario. As in the libtissue framework, 

DCs ingest antigens in the tissue compartment's antigen store and receive stimulation 

from the signals present. A DC matures based on a weighted sum of the PAMP, danger 

and safe signal intensities to which it is exposed, with the inflanunatory cytokine level 

serving as multiplying factor. The DC matures when the sum of stimulation exceeds a 

specified co-stimulatory molecule (CSM) threshold. The DC then migrates out of the 

tissue compartment to provide the algorithm's output. 
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The DCA output takes the fonn of a mature context antigen value (MCA V) in the range 

{O . .!}, signifying the degree of anomalous ness ofa given antigen [74]. Each DC that 

migrates from the tissue compartment adds its output value to the MCA V for the antigens 

it presents. 

The MCA V for antigen x is given by: 

MCAV = mDC output x 

x (mDC _ output x + smDC _ output r) 

where m _DC_output, and smDC _output, refer to the sum of output values for mature and 

semi-mature DCs that present antigen x. 

The DCA has demonstrated promising results in anomaly detection experiments and on a 

network port scanning scenarios [74, 75] 

2.4.8 Artificial Immune System Applications 

A1S have been applied to practical problem solving with favorable results [5,42]. This 

section reviews some of these application areas. 
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2.4.8.1 Optimization 

AIS are suitable for optimization where multiple solutions are useful, such as multiple 

objective problems or problems where getting a neighborhood of good solutions is an 

intermediate step to finding an optimal solution. Similarly, AIS are more suitable for 

dynamic problems that need to be solved multiple times rather than for one time 

optimization problems. Data mining is an example [5]. 

AIS have been successfully applied to job shop scheduling problems, achieving results 

superior to those produced by genetic algorithm-based scheduling [80]. Further 

refinements and extensions of AIS-based scheduling were presented in [3, 31, 171]. 

2.4.8.1 Fault Detection 

Dasgupta et al. present an example of AIS-based anomaly applied to practical fault 

detection [40]. This work uses real-valued negative selection to identifY faults, including 

previously unknown faults, in an aircraft flight control system. 

2.4.8.3 Data Clustering and Data Mining 

Artificial immune network models have been successful in data clustering and mining. 
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Jisys [87], discussed above, provides useful results applying an AIN to detect mortgage 

fraud. Nasaroui, Gonzalez and Dasgupta discuss using a FuzzyARB-based AIN to extract 

meaningful usage profiles from web server log data [139]. 

2.4.8.4 Semantic Classification 

AIS have also been successful in document classification tasks. The Artificial Immune 

System for E-mail Classification (AISEC) performs classification on e-mail messages 

[161]. This system uses a negative selection model to represent a user's interests 

regarding e-mail. Messages interesting to the user comprise the self set, while 

uninteresting messages comprise nonself. A set of negative detector antibodies, 

constructed from word-based gene libraries, filter uninteresting messages from the user's 

inbox. Later work extends AISEC by introducing a component inspired by the Danger 

Model [162]. A large amount of unread mail signals 'danger' to the system, making the 

antibodies more aggressive in selecting uninteresting messages and dynamically reducing 

inbox clutter. In similar work, Greensmith and Cayzer present an application of the AIRS 

AIS to classify web documents according to profiles of user interests [72]. 

2.4.8.5 Negative Databases 

Negative databases are a development of the negative selection model [50]. In this model, 

a set of negative detector strings provides a negative representation of the information in 
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the data base. The strings of infonnation in the database comprise the self set. The 

advantage of a negative database is the privacy-preserving qualities of the negative 

representation [49]. Compromise of the set of negative detector strings will not 

compromise the contents of the database. The authors show that, given the strings of the 

negative representation, recovering the strings in the database (i.e. the self set) is NP-hard 

[51]. 

2.4.9 Artificial Immune System Summary 

Artificial immune systems are a promising technique for solving difficult problems. 

However, the field is still developing. The AlS methods and models discussed above are 

not necessarily exclusive or exhaustive. Combining approaches in an attempt to improve 

results appears to be common. The true distinctiveness of the various AIS approaches 

from one another at a fundamental level is yet to be shown. Garrett notes a strong 

relationship between the clonal selection and AIN models [64]. He proposes that clonal 

selection may be viewed as a fonn of an AIN with the network interactions reduced to 

zero. The tendency of researchers to combine elements of clonal selection and AIN in 

more recent work supports this observation. Stepney et aL propose a meta-framework to 

better understand the differences and similarities of the various AIS models despite the 

differences of terminology and biological metaphor [173]. Interestingly, this work 

separates network-based AlS and population based AlS, such as clonal selection, into 

distinct classes. 
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Researchers have applied AIS successfully to a diverse set of problem areas, as discussed 

in this section. However, no one area has yet emerged in which AIS dominates all other 

problem-solving approaches. The next section reviews work in the area to which AIS 

methods seem most suited, information system security. 

2.5 Artificial Immune Systems and Information System Security 

From their introduction, immune-inspired computational systems have been seen as an 

appealing approach to information system security. Forrest and Perelson mentioned that 

their immune inspired computational technique would most likely be applicable to 

network security and intrusion detection problems [53]. The NIS has great power as a 

learning computational system. AIS represent attempts to harness this power to take on 

difficult problems such as those involved with enhancing security. Using the structures 

that protect biological systems as the inspiration for methods to protect our information 

systems also has a certain intuitiveness about it [45]. Subsequently, a number of 

researchers have explored applying AIS techniques to information system security. 
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2.5.1 Immune-Inspired Virus Protection 

Kephart proposes a biologically inspired 'computer immune system', intended to detect 

and prevent the spread of computer viruses [100]. The system uses self - nonself 

discrimination as its main inspiration. A set of checksums for programs and data files 

establish what the system considers to be self. Files having checksums not included in the 

self set are then considered nonself. These nonself files are examined further for signs of 

virus infection. The system uses sets of known virus signatures to detect infections. If the 

nonself file is not infected by a known virus, the system attempts to extract signatures by 

comparing the file with an uninfected reference copy. The extracted signature, iffound to 

actually signify a virus, is added to the set of known signatures. 

The computer immune system also uses decoy files. These are created specifically to be 

infected by viruses and are carefully monitored in an attempt to extract new signatures. 

Kephart likens the use of the decoy files to the ingestion and presentation of antigens by 

B cells. 

Further work on this system includes a learning classifier component to recognize virus 

infections [10 I]. The system had a much lower false positive rate than other antivirus 

systems and was better than human experts at extracting good signatures for new viruses. 
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2.5.2 Computer Immunology 

Burgess discusses the need for adaptive, self-protecting infonnation systems versus 

typical, human labor-intensive systems, identifYing immune-inspired approaches as a 

means to meet this need [26]. The author suggests how some existing tools can be 

combined to create a preliminary immune-inspired system. He also discusses the Danger 

Model and the possibility of using UNIX process signals as danger signals in a computer 

immune system. 

Begnum and Burgess also present a model to operate the Process Homeostasis (PH) AIS 

[168] cooperatively with the cfengine [25] configuration management system to fonn a 

host intrusion protection capability [19]. The cfengine portion provides system-level, 

long timefrarne management while pH provides immediate, process-level detection and 

response. This model uses feedback between the two systems to adjust their behaviors 

and maintain system stability. 

2.5.3 Negative Selection Computer Immune Systems 

Forrest et al. implemented self - nonself discrimination and the negative selection model 

for host and network intrusion detection problems. The initial work addresses host-based 

intrusion detection, specifically examining the system calls made by the send mail service 

[55]. A database ofnonnal system call sequences defines self. System call sequences 
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classified as nonself indicate anomalous behavior by sentimoi/. Forrest et aI. report 

success in detecting some attacks with this approach. 

Forrest, Hofmeyr and Somayaji discuss a computer immune system, expanding on their 

previous work [56]. The authors identifY the basic components of a computer immune 

system; a stable definition of self, the ability to prevent or detect and subsequently 

eliminate dangerous foreign activities, memory of previous infections, a method for 

recognizing new infections, autonomy in managing responses, and a method of protecting 

the immune system itself from attack. 

Somayaji, Hofmeyr and Forrest present further discussion of the desirable properties and 

principles for security applications of AIS [167]. This work cites properties of the NIS 

that are desirable for information system security; multilayered protection, 

distributability, diversity, sensitivity to new intrusions and generalization in matching. 

Additionally, this work identifies three useful organizing principles; mutual protection 

among components, dynamically changing coverage and the lack of a single point of 

failure. 

The Process Homeostasis system, or pH is a general host-based intrusion detection tool 

based on the earlier work in process call anomaly detection [168]. The pH system 

includes the capability to automatically add new sequences to the self set, allowing the 

system to adapt to normal shifts in system behavior over time. It also includes the ability 
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to react to threats by slowing down or suspending a process that is behaving 

anomalously. Somay!iji details experimental results finding pH to be effective in 

recognizing a range of attacks while maintaining an acceptably low rate of false positive 

alerts [169]. 

2.5.4 The Lightweight Intrusion Detection System 

The work in negative selection led to the ARTIS framework, discussed in Section 2.4.4.1. 

The ARTIS framework is the basis for implementation of a network intrusion detection 

system called the Lightweight Intrusion Detection System, or LISYS [82, 83]. The 

system consists of multiple instances deployed on hosts across the monitored network, 

emulating the robust and distributed nature of the NIS. 

2.5.4.1 Binary Negative Detectors 

LISYS looks for anomalies in the TCP connections made on a network. The system 

examines TCP SYN packets, extracting three features: source IP address, destination host 

address and the destination TCP port number. These features are encoded in vectors of 49 

bits as the system's antigens. 

LISYS uses a population of generalized negative detectors, or antibodies, to detect 

nonself antigens. The detectors are represented identically to the antigens: three features 
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encoded in a vector of 49 bits. LISYS matches detectors and antigens using the r

contiguous bits approach. Thus each detector covers many possible antigens, each 

sharing a substring of length r with the detector. Altering the value of r changed the 

specificity of the detectors. with higher values resulting in more specific detectors and a 

proportional increase in the number of detectors needed to cover the same nonself space. 

Hofineyr found a value of 12 for r produced the best results [82]. 

LISYS uses multiple, independent detector populations distributed on hosts throughout 

the monitored network. No single population covers all of the nonself space; however, 

the combined whole provides extensive, overlapping coverage. This distribution reduces 

the load on anyone host and ensures LIS YS has no single point of failure. 

LISYS mitigates the problem of holes, undetectable nonselfpatterns resulting from the r

contiguous matching function, with the use of permutation masks. Each independent 

detector population has its own permutation mask, used to apply a hashing operation to 

the detectors. This hashing has the effect of changing the order of the bits in the detectors 

and consequently changes the location of the holes for each detector population. Thus, 

with respect to the single self set, each detector population has a different set of holes, 

making it much more likely that at least one of the populations will have a detector that 

matches an otherwise undetectable nonselfpattern. 
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LISYS training proceeds by observing normal network traffic during the training period 

of 50 days, recording a bit vector for each unique TCP SYN connection seen. This 

produces a set of bit vectors, or self antigens, describing the network's normal connection 

behavior. The self antigens comprise the LISYS self set. 

2.5.4.2 Detector Lifecycle 

LISYS uses a detector lifecycJe to achieve dynamic coverage of the nonself space. Some 

gaps in the coverage of the nonself space are inevitable. However, a constant turnover of 

the detector populations provides changing coverage of the nonself space. This reduces 

the likelihood of an attack going undetected permanently and makes it more difficult for 

an attacker to exploit a gap in the coverage. 

The system produces a new detector as a random 49 bit vector. The detector must survive 

a negative selection process that attempts to match the detector against each antigen in 

the self set. A detector that matches any self antigen is considered self-reactive and is 

deleted to prevent positive detections. 

A new detector surviving negative selection joins the detector population as an immature 

detector. The immature detector is exposed to antigens from the network during a 

tolerization period of two days. If the immature detector matches any antigen during the 

tolerization period it is eliminated from the detector set. Since the assumption is that self 
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antigens greatly outnumber nonself antigens on the network, the tolerization period is 

intended to further reduce self-reactive detectors and thus reduce false positives. 

Detectors surviving the tolerization period become mature and remain in the detector 

population for a limited time. LISYS presents antigens from the network to the detectors. 

Each time a mature detector matches an antigen, the detector increases its match count. If 

the match count fails to exceed a specified match threshold in a specified time, the 

detector is removed from the population and a new immature detector would be 

generated. Hofineyr found a match count of ten and a lifetime of seven days to be 

suitable [82]. 

I f the match count exceeds the match threshold the detector would become activated and 

generate an alert. An activated detector is removed from the population after 24 hours 

unless it receives co-stimulation to confirm the alert is a true positive detection. This 

emulates the two signal model, discussed in Section 2.3.5.2. above. This serves to 

eliminate detectors causing false positives from the system. The implementation requires 

a human operator to provide the co-stimulation signal, but Hofineyr discusses the 

possibility of using other input to automate the process. 

An activated detector that receives co-stimulation becomes a memory detector. A 

memory detector remains in the population permanently with a match threshold of one. 
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Thus a single occurrence of the matching antigen results in an alert. This emulates the 

immune memory and secondary immune reaction. 

2.5.4.3 Results and Limitations 

Hofineyr reports good results from experiments with LYSIS [82]. The system is effective 

at detecting intrusions while producing less than one false positive per day and 

consuming few resources on the host machines. 

LlSYS had limitations that reduce its utility as a production IDS. First is the assumption 

that the monitored network is a single broadcast domain of fewer than 256 hosts. This 

assumption means that each host is able to monitor all traffic on the network, ensuring 

that every distributed detector popUlation sees every TCP connection antigen. The 

prevalence of switched networks makes this assumption invalid. LlSYS also has no 

visibility for non-TCP traffic, making it ineffective against attacks based on UDP, ICMP 

and other protocols. Further, LYSIS ignores all connections to web servers, an important 

traffic type. 

LlSYS also has scaling issues. The random generation of new detectors and negative 

selection process mean that it can take an excessive amount of time to create a 

satisfactory population of detectors [105]. The computational complexity of the detector 

generation process is exponential in the value of r, and r must be close to the length of the 
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bit vectors to achieve good nonself coverage [174]. Thus, including more features that 

would allow LISYS to better deal with live network situations would also result in larger 

values of r and infeasible amounts of time to create the detectors. 

Balthrop, Forrest and Glickman present an analysis of a simplified version ofLISYS 

[16]. This version has only a single detector population and no co-stimulation process or 

memory detectors. The r-chunks matching rule replaces r-contiguous matching in this 

version and is less prone to holes in the coverage of nonself space [15]. This work 

analyses the contribution of various LISYS components to the overall performance, 

finding the tolerization period, relatively high activation thresholds and dynamic detector 

coverage are all important to maintaining an acceptably low false positive rate. The 

authors also speculate that the 49 bit vector representation scheme might be less than 

optimal with the most predictive bits at the ends of the string. This makes matching based 

on r-contiguous bits more difficult. 

2.5.5 Real-Valued Negative Selection 

Dasgupta et al. present work using negative selection AIS for anomaly detection and 

include specific applications to intrusion detection. This work uses real valued antigens 

and detectors with evolutionary approaches to create the detector populations. 
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2.5.5.1 Real-valued Representations 

Real-valued representations are a way to resolve problems of holes and scaling seen with 

bit vector representations [I05].ln these representation schemes, the problem space is an 

n-dimensional shape space, with each dimension corresponding to some significant 

feature of the problem. 

The antigens and detectors are represented within the problem space as feature vectors. 

An antigen consists of a vector of n real values, corresponding to the features of the 

problem. The antigens define n-dimensional points in the problem space. The detectors 

define a volume in the problem space, with a match occurring when the antigen's point 

falls within the detector's volume. 

A common approach is to define the real-values detectors as rules, using two feature 

vectors [38]. One vector defines a minimum value for each feature while the other vector 

defines a maximum value. Such a detector also dermes a hyperrectangular volume in the 

problem space, with the two feature vectors defining opposite corners of the volume. 

A feature vector, such as an antigen, with values falling between a detector's minimum 

and maximum values in every feature matches the detector. The point the feature vector 

defines in the problem space will fall within the volume that the detector defines. 

Other work discusses the use of detectors represented as hyperspheres [94], 

hyperellipsoids [164] and mixes of types [14] to more efficiently cover the nonselfspace. 
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Related work also investigates the use of fuzzy rules for the detectors in place of the crisp 

rules used earlier [70]. These fuzzy representations are more accurate and efficient than 

the crisp representations on some problems [67]. 

2.5.5.2 Detector Evolution 

Evolutionary approaches are used in place of the earlier random detector genemtion to 

create the detector populations more efficiently. The objective of the evolutionary 

negative detector population creation process is to cover the nonself space with the 

smalIest number of detectors [38]. Further, none of the detectors should include any self 

examples in their volume to prevent false positives due to self-reactivity. 

The sequential niching approach evolves the detectors one at a time, favoring the most 

useful detectors while penalizing self-reactive detectors [38]. The fitness of a detector is 

proportional to its effective volume with a penalty for each self point faIling within its 

volume. The effective volume is the detector's volume minus any volume it shares with 

other detectors. 

Subsequent work adds a variability parameter, v, to control the specificity of the fit 

between detectors and the self set. This treats the self examples as hyperspheres of mdius 

v. This work also uses a deterministic crowding method to evolve the entire detector 

population together, using both crossover and mutation. A child detector's fitness is a 
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factor of its volume with respect to the volume of its parent, with penalties for covering 

self space. Detenninistic crowding is more effective than sequential niching for 

generating the detector populations [68]. 

Dasgupta et al. present work applying these real-valued negative selection approaches to 

network intrUsion detection problems [38,67,70]. This work examines features of the 

network traffic flow itself, such as bytes per second or IeMP packets per second, over 

time windows of various sizes. These approaches are successful in detecting anomalous 

network activity such as port scanning and denial of service in laboratory experiments. 

Related work addresses anomaly detection on wireless networks, successfully detecting 

the presence of access point spoofmg [70]. Dasgupta proposes a framework for 

incorporating these techniques and other immune inspired methods into an autonomic 

system to protect information systems [39]. 

2.5.5.3 A Co-evo/utionary Approach 

Ostaszewski, Seredynski and Bouvry propose an approach using hyperrectangular 

representations for both the negative detectors and the self set [145]. Instead of using a 

variability parameter to define a radius about each self point [68], this approach uses a 

vector to define the distance from the point in each dimension that is considered self. This 

approach allows the degree of specificity required for each feature to be set 

independently, providing more flexibility than a single radius value. The approach also 
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allows for an exact fit between the rectangular self and nonself regions, permitting more 

accurate coverage. Such an exact fit is not possible with hyperspherical self examples, 

detectors, or both. 

This work evolves detectors using a niching approach augmented with a co-evolution 

process. In addition to the check for undesirable matches with self antigens, the co

evolution process also presents of a set of nonself antigens to the detector population. 

This guides the evolution process to prefer a detector population sensitive to the set of 

nonself examples by assigning higher fitness values to detectors matching nonself 

examples. The approach returns favorable results detecting anomalies in network traffic 

with favorable results. The co-evolution approach is more effective than the niching 

approach alone and returns favorable results in detecting anomalies in network traffic. 

2.5.6 The Computer Defense Immune System 

Anchor et al. describe the Computer Defense Immune System (CDIS), a multi-layered 

architecture for detecting computer viruses and network intrusions [8]. 

CDIS uses a set of up to 28 features derived from TCPJIP packets seen on the network. 

Some of the features come directly from values found in packet IP or TCP headers while 

the remaining feature come from a packet's relationship to other packets observed within 

a time window. CDIS uses real-valued antigens and detectors, referred to in the work as 
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antibodies. The antibodies define a hyperrectangle, similar to those discussed in Section 

2.5.5.1, above. 

ems employs a negative selection approach, constructing a self set from self antigens 

observed during a period of nonnal network operation. The initial work uses a random 

detector generation method [8]. Antibodies that do not react to the self set undergo an 

affinity maturation process that allows them to increase in volume and better cover 

adjacent nonself space. The detection process required co-stimulation in the fonn of 

multiple detections; at least two antibodies were required to match a given antigen in 

order for an alert to occur. 

Later work recasts the antibodies as finite state machines and uses multi-objective 

evolutionary programming approaches to create them [7]. The state machine approach 

facilitates detection of events spanning multiple packets, such as port scanning. The 

authors report generating the antibodies for several scenarios in reasonable amounts of 

time but do not provide results on overall accuracy or false positive rates [9] . 

2.5.7 The Dynamic Clonal Selection Algorithm 

Kim and Bentley survey network intrusion detection systems, identitying seven important 

properties for a NIDS: robustness, configurability, extendibility, scalability, adaptability, 

efficiency, and global scope for analysis [104]. They also compare properties of the NIS 
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with those identified for IDS, concluding that the immune system provides an apt 

metaphor for intrusion detection system. 

Kim and Bentley also propose a model for an immune-inspired network intrusion 

detection system [103]. This model includes a primary IDS and a secondary IDS, 

corresponding roughly to the primary and secondary immune responses of the NIS. A 

centralized, primary IDS creates detectors using gene library evolution and negative 

selection. The self-tolerant detectors are distributed to several host-based secondary IDS 

instances, with each secondary IDS instance receiving a different detector population. 

Detector matches in one of the secondary IDS increase a risk level measure. Should the 

risk level go above a threshold on a quorum ofiDS instances, an alert occurs. A detector 

generating an alert becomes a memory detector, causing it to be cloned and transmitted to 

the primary IDS, for incorporation into the gene library, and potentially copied directly to 

other secondary IDS. 

The dynamic clonal selection algorithm, DynamiCS, combines ideas from this model 

with those from LISYS [82] to produce improvements in intrusion detection [107]. 

Despite the name, DynamiCS is more a negative selection model than a clonal selection 

model as described in Section 2.4.5. 

DynamiCS attempts to overcome the scaling issues with the LISYS approach identified 

in [105]. New detectors are randomly generated with negative selection used to remove 
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self-reactive immature detectors, however only a subset of self is presented in each 

generation. DynamiCS uses a gene based representation for the detectors and antigens, 

with real values to specifY the genes. The detectors are composed of 33 gene types each 

describing a different feature of the network traffic such as TCP/lP source-destination 

pairs or per-connection traffic intensity. The genes can represent a single value or a range 

of values for the corresponding feature. The affinity between an antigen and a detector is 

based on comparing the gene composition of each. Exact matches in a gene type 

contribute higher affinity while partial matches, where the antigen gene is a subset of the 

value range of detector's gene, contribute a lesser amount of affinity. An antigen and 

detector match if their affinity sum is above a threshold value. 

DynamiCS allows for changes in self over time by providing a means for self-reactive 

memory detectors to be removed [106]. Thus if a change in what is 'normal' adds some 

new self antigen, any memory detector that matches the new self antigen can be 

automatically removed to avoid false positives detections. 

DynamiCS includes a process to simulate gene library evolution [109]. In the case ofa 

memory detector being deleted, the detector undergoes a hypermutation operation and is 

added to the immature detector population in lieu of adding a randomly generated 

detector. This approach produces significantly better accuracy than an approach in which 

all immature detectors are randomly generated [108]. 
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2.5.8 Danger Model Approaches 

Aickelin et al. state that AISs based on self - nonself discrimination do not appear to be 

sufficient for intrusion detection, arguing that the Danger Model provides a better source 

of inspiration for solving intrusion detection problems [2]. They describe a framework for 

intrusion detection based on the correlation of danger signals derived from the state of 

systems and observed events, with the type and strength of the signals determining the 

occurrence of alerts or other reactions. 

Kim et al. present a Danger Model inspired approach to host intrusion detection. This 

approach emulates the interaction of dendritic cells (DC) and T cells in the NIS to 

identifY and respond to pathogens [I 10]. DCs stimulate or suppress the reaction ofT cells 

to a given antigen based on the presence or absence of danger signals with the antigen. 

The proposed AIS examines antigens representing sequences of system calls derived 

from systrace, a tool that implements policy-based control over system calls. DCs ingest 

the call sequence antigens and any danger and safe signals present, adjusting parameters 

for activation and tolerization accordingly. If sufficiently stimulated, a DC matures and 

presents its antigens and level of activation or tolerization to a population of T cells. 

The T cells represent system call policies for systrace, permitting or denying sequences 

of calls for affected processes. The T cell receptors are sequences of system calls similar 
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to the antigens. A T cell with a receptor that matches an antigen presented by a DC takes 

stimulus from the activation or tolerization level from the DC. T cells that reach a 

sufficient level of activation or tolerization become effector T cells. An 'activated' 

effector T cell causes systrace to deny execution of the call sequence specified by the T 

cell. Similarly, a 'tolerized' effector T cell permits execution of its matching call 

sequence. The T cells have a limited lifespan with a provision for some to become long

lived memory T cells, representing a permanent system call policy. 

2.5.B.I CARDINAL 

A related approach to intrusion detection inspired by the Danger Model is the 

Cooperative Automated worm Response and Detection ImmuNe ALgorithm, or 

CARDINAL [Ill]. This work is intended to detect and suppress the propagation of 

worms on a network of computers. CARDINAL also emulates the interaction of dendritic 

cells (DC) and T cells. 

CARDINAL calls for nodes operating on multiple hosts throughout the network. Each 

node includes a peripheral or artificial tissue layer and an artificial lymph node layer. 

DCs interact with antigens and danger signals in the artificial tissue layer. The danger 

signals are derived from any known worm-like behavior, such as excessive levels of 

network activity or high CPU utilization. DCs receiving sufficient danger signals migrate 

to the artificial lymph node and present their antigens to the T cells. 
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CARDINAL's T cell population emulates that found in the NIS, beginning as naive T 

celis and differentiating into helper or cytotoxic T cells upon recognizing an antigen and 

receiving co-stimulation. Each T cell has a T cell receptor (TCR) used to recognize 

antigen patterns presented by the DCs. 

A DC presenting an antigen also emits a co-stimulatory signal and two cytokine signals. 

The levels of these signals are set according to the certainty and the severity of the danger 

signals that the DC encounters in the tissue. As a T cell recognizes presented antigens, it 

accumulates the signals emitted by the presenting DCs. A naive T cell differentiates after 

accumulating signals exceeding a specified threshold. 

Helper T cells provide additional co-stimulation to other T cells that recognize the same 

antigen. They can also migrate to the lymph node layers on other hosts to share 

information about the threat antigen, possibly stimulating a response as well. 

The T cells in the lymph node clone themselves according to the level of co-stimulation 

they receive from the DC and helper T cells. This proliferation increases the signaIlevels 

for the antigens posing the greatest danger. Sufficiently high signal levels cause cytotoxic 

T cells matching the antigens to migrate from the lymph node to the tissue layer. In the 

tissue layer the cytotoxic T cell generates a response to the entity represented by the 

dangerous antigen. This results in actions to contain worm propagation such as 

suspending processes, closing network ports or isolating infected hosts. 
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2.5.8.2 The Dendritic Cell Algorithm 

Greensmith, Aickelin and Twycross discuss experimentation applying the Dendritic Cell 

Algorithm (DCA), described in Section 2.4.7.3, to intrusion detection tasks [74]. The 

experiments investigate the utility of the DCA for detecting horizontal network scanning. 

Unlike self - nonself discrimination approaches, the antigens do not represent features but 

only a unique identification. In this work the antigens are the process ID numbers of 

processes making system calls. 

Recall that the DCA operates on the strength of various input signals. In this case a 

pathogen associated molecular pattern (PAMP) signal, a danger signal and a safe signal 

are defmed. The PAMP signal is derived from the number of "destination unreachable" 

packets received on the network interface per second, since horizontal scanning often 

causes an unusual number of such packets to be seen. The danger signal is defined as the 

number of outbound packets per second, since a high rate of outbound packets can 

indicate a scan is underway. Finally, the safe signal is the inverse of the rate of change of 

the number of packets per second on the interface. A low rate of change is seen as 

evidence of normal behavior while rapid change indicates a suspicious change in 

behavior. 

The dendritic cells (DC) ingest antigens, representing process IDs, along with the 

proximate P AMP, danger and safe signals. A high level of safe signal causes the DC to 
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become semi-mature and present the antigen at the artificial lymph node as safe, meaning 

the process is not behaving suspiciously. On the other hand, high levels of PAMP and 

danger signals cause the DC to become mature and present the antigen as suspect. Recall 

that the mature context antigen value (MCA V) is the ratio of mature DCs output to all 

output, mature plus semi-mature DC, for a given antigen. If the MCAV for an antigen 

exceeds a specified threshold, the process represented by the antigen is identified as one 

likely to be performing a scan. 

The DCA is able to successfully identity processes performing scans in laboratory 

experiments. The authors also discuss the necessity of the multiple signals for successful 

detection, the need for astute signal selection and room for future study on the 

relationship of components and tuning parameters. 

2.5.8.3 Arrack Graph Correlation 

Tedesco and Aickelin propose an approach to network intrusion detection that also 

incorporates Danger Model concepts [177]. This work proposes a combination of 

dendritic cells to identity anomalous and dangerous events with a set of attack graphs 

corresponding to known attacks. The objective is to enable the system to identity 

variations on known attacks by allowing the system to recognize novel but equivalent 

dangerous events. It then correlates events to the attack graphs and can infer the presence 

of an attack even if some elements are novel. 
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2.5.9 Other Related Work 

2.5.9.1 Wireless Network Monitoring 

Sarafijanovic and Boudec describe an AIS approach to detecting undesirable behavior in 

ad hoc wireless networks using dynamic source routing (DSR) [160]. The system 

architecture includes an instance of the AIS on each of the nodes to be protected in the ad 

hoc network. The antigens and antibodies are based on genes derived from sequences of 

DSR protocol events observed in a specific time interval. The system builds a self set 

from profiling the behavior of neighbor nodes during normal operation. An initial 

antibody (detector) popUlation is constructed by random generation and negative 

selection. 

The system updates the antibody population during operation using a clonal selection 

process. A portion of antibodies that match antigens produce a clone, with each clone 

undergoing mutation. The clone is then exposed to the antigens of the self set for negative 

selection. Ifnot self-reactive, the new antibody replaces some antibody that has not 

detected an antigen. Experiments on simulated ad hoc networks produce good results and 

the authors discuss areas for further work. 
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2.5.9.2 Red-Team Approach 

Hou and Dozier present an approach to improve the effectiveness of an AIS intrusion 

detection system patterned on LISYS (Section 2.5.4) [82]. This approach uses two 

separate genetic algorithm processes to competitively improve the AIS detector 

population. A red team process seeks to evolve antigens that exploit holes in the detector 

population's coverage. A competing blue team process attempts to evolve detectors to 

cover the holes discovered by the red team. Results of this work indicate that the 

evolutionary approach, although more complicated, is superior to the random detector 

generation used in LISYS [86]. 

2.5.9.3 Immune Agent Distributed Intrusion Detection Model 

Zeming, Wenjian and Xufa describe an immune agent distributed intrusion detection 

model, IA-DIDM, that emulates the circulation of immune cells between the lymph 

nodes and the tissues of the body [195].IA-DIDM includes a central control agent, or C

Agent, and mobile detector and memory agents, called B- and M-Agents, respectively. 

The control agent creates detectors through a negative selection process. The C-Agent 

then creates a B-Agent with a portion of the detectors and sends this agent to visit the 

nodes of the network on a specific itinerary. 

If one of the detectors in a B-Agent detects an antigen, the result is reported to the C

Agent for correlation and possible alert generation. To reduce false positives, the model 
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allows for multiple detections to occur before emitting alerts. IA-DIDM also provides for 

detectors becoming memory detectors if they match antigens with especially high affinity 

or receive co-stimulation from a human user. 

Upon completing its trip through the network, a B-Agent receives a new detector subset 

from the C-Agent. Memory detectors are retained and portioned out to special M-Agents 

that also circulate on the network. These M-agents generate an alert from a single match 

on one of their memory detectors, emulating a secondary immune reaction. 

2.6 Conclusion 

This chapter has presented a review of the litemture, including overviews of background 

material and a discussion of related work. The first section introduced concepts of 

information system security and discussed the problem of threat detection. Although 

significant progress has been made in detecting and preventing intrusions, much work 

remains to create truly self-protecting information systems. 

Section 2.3 presented background information on immunology and a discussion of 

significant features of the natural immune system. The immune system has many 

important characteristics of a powerful computational system, including the ability to 

learn, to remember and to perform complex pattern matching. 
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The artificial immune systems introduced in Section 2.4 are an attempt to capitalize on 

the computational capabilities of the immune system to solve computer science problems. 

The three main AlS models, negative selection. clonal selection and artificial immune 

networks are inspired by different immune mechanisms, but have as their basis the 

classical immunological imperative: discriminating self from nonself. The AlS 

approaches inspired by the Danger Model are newer and somewhat less well known. 

However, this approach is clearly distinct from the self - nonself models and may present 

a powerful alternative or adjunct to the other AIS methods. 

Although much work has been accomplished, a problem area in which AIS is clearly 

dominant has yet to be identified. There is an intuitive appeal to apply AIS methods to 

the problem ofinformation system security. Section 2.5 discussed related work applying 

AIS to security problems. Aickelin. Greensmith and Twycross discuss various AlS 

approaches to intrusion detection and conclude that simple AIS have worked on simple 

problems but more complex systems are both required and possible [4]. The following 

chapters present NetTRIIAD, an immune-inspired model for addressing a more complex 

problem: that of network threat detection. 
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Chapter 3 
Network Threat Recognition with Immune Inspired Anomaly 

Detection 

This chapter describes NetTRIIAD, a model for network threat recognition with immune 

inspired anomaly detection. Section 3.1 discusses the natural inunune system inspiration 

for the model. Section 3.2 provides an overview of the model. Section 3.3 details the 

model's Innate Layer and Section 3.4 details the Adaptive Layer. 

3.1 The Natural Immune System Inspiration 

The natural immune system (NIS) processes of dendritic cell maturation and T cell 

activation, especially as they are described within the Danger Model, provide the 

inspiration for the NetTRllAD model [92, 122, 146]. 

3.1.1 Dendritic Cell Maturation and Migration 

Dendritic cells are the primary means by which the innate immune system collects and 

presents antigens to the adaptive immune system for processing. Immature dendritic cells 

are a component of the immune system that reside in tissues throughout the body. 

Dendritic cells are especially abundant in tissues where pathogens may enter the body, 

such as the skin, lungs, and gastrointestinal tract. 
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3.1.1.1 Antigen Capture 

Dendritic cells ingest nearby pathogens and cellular debris. They process this ingested 

material and use molecular structures on their surfaces to present any antigens found. 

Dendritic cells also bind with signaling molecules that affect their functioning and 

provide stimulus for maturation. 

As they mature, dendritic cells leave the peripheral tissues and migrate to the lymph 

nodes and other lymphatic organs. In the paracortex of a lymph node, a dendritic cell 

interacts with lymphocytes, such as T cells, presenting antigens for further processing by 

the adaptive immune system. 

3.1.1.2 Danger and Sqfe Signals 

The Danger Model holds that the maturation of dendritic cells is controlled by signaling 

molecules, called danger and safe signals, found in the surrounding tissue. Tissues 

experiencing stress or damage emit danger signals while healthy, unstressed tissues emit 

sqfe signals. Some molecular patterns commonly found along with bacteria and other 

pathogens also act as danger signals. 

Sufficient stimulus by danger signals causes dendritic cells to become fully mature. This 

causes them to express signaling molecules that indicate the antigens they present were 
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found in a dangerous context. Mature dendritic cells promote immune reactions to the 

antigens by the adaptive ionnune system. 

Conversely, sufficient stimulus by safe signals causes dendritic cells to become semi

mature. Semi-mature dendritic cells indicate that their antigens were collected in a safe 

context and tend to suppress immune reactions to these antigens. 

3.1.2 Antigen Presentation and T Cell Activation 

3.1.2.1 Self- NonselfDiscrimination 

An important tool of the adaptive immune system is the ability to discriminate 

self antigens, those that are a normal part of the organism, from nonself, those antigens 

that are foreign to the organism. Self - nonself discrimination (SNSD) refers to the 

process of classifying an antigen as self or nonself. The ionnune system's primary means 

for performing the self - nonself discrimination is its population ofT cells. 

The adaptive immune system produces a large variety of T cells, each with a distinct T 

cell receptor on the surface. The T cell receptor allows the T cell to recognize specific 

antigens through molecular binding. During T cell production the immune system deletes 

any T cell having a receptor that binds with self antigens. This leaves a large and diverse 

population ofT cells that bind only with nonself antigens. The net effect is that the 
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adaptive immune system will recognize virtually any nonself antigen presented and 

ignore, or tolerate, any self antigen presented 

3.1.2.2 T Cell Activation and Proliferation 

A naive T cell becomes activated when its T cell receptor binds with an antigen presented 

by a dendritic cell that is also providing sufficient costimulation with other signaling 

molecules. The costimulation from the dendritic cell also stimulates the newly activated 

T cell to proliferate, creating many copies. Activated T cells then carry out their functions 

as part of the adaptive immune response. 

The adaptive immune system contains two major functional classes ofT cells. First are 

effector T cells, which upon activation promote, or in some cases actively carry out, 

immune reactions to the specific antigens they recognize. Mature dendritic celIs, those 

that received sufficient danger signals in the tissue, emit the correct costimulatory signals 

to activate and stimulate proliferation of effector T celIs. 

Regulator T cells form the other functional class. These T cells suppress immune 

reactions to the antigens they recognize. Semi-mature dendritic cells, those that migrated 

from healthy tissue in a safe context, possess the appropriate costimulatory signals to 

cause activation and proliferation of regulator T cells. 
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Through this process of classifying antigens as dangerous or safe and self or nonself, the 

immune system determines which antigens pose a threat and which should be tolerated. 

Figure 3-1 depicts the process of dendritic cell maturation, antigen presentation and T cell 

activation. 

Figure 3.1. Dendritic Cell Maturation and Antigen Presentation. 
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3.2 Overview o/the Network Threat Recognition with Immune
Inspired Anomaly Detection Model 

The Network Threat Recognition with Immune-Inspired Anomaly Detection 

(NetTRIIAD) model draws inspiration from both the innate and adaptive portions of the 

natural immune system. The model can be logically divided into an Innate Layer and an 

Adaptive Layer. Figure 3.2 depicts an overview of the NetTRIIAD model. 

Figure 3.2. NetTRIIAD Model Overview. 
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The Innate Layer conducts the majority ofNetTRIIAD's external data collection. This 

layer synthesizes antigens from packets observed on the network. It also synthesizes 

danger model signals from observed events and the state of the network and its hosts. The 

Innate Layer classifies antigens as dangerous or safe and provides this information the 

Adaptive Layer for further processing. 

The Adaptive Layer emulates the interactions that occur between the adaptive immune 

system's T cells and mature dendritic cells in locations such as the paracortex of a lymph 

node. This layer processes the antigens presented by dendritic cells migrating from the 

Innate Layer. The Adaptive Layer recognizes threats visible on the network, using a 

combination of self - nonself discrimination on the presented antigens and the Innate 

Layer's classification of the antigens as dangerous or safe. 

Figure 3.3 depicts the complete NetTRIIAD model, showing the components and the 

relationships between them. The remainder of this chapter defines the NetTRIIAD 

components and the interactions depicted here. 
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Figure 3.3. The NetTRIIAD Model. 
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3.3 The Innate Layer 

3.3.1 Introduction 

The NetTRIIAD Innate Layer emulates the functions of the dendritic cells in the 

periphery of the NIS. The Innate Layer consists of a misuse-based network intrusion 

detection system (NIDS), a set of danger model signal generators, and a Peripheral 

Immune Node (PIN) in which the dendritic cells, antigens and danger model signals 

interact. 

The Innate Layer conducts the majority of the external data collection for NetTRIIAD. 

This layer captures and decomposes network packets, forming antigens from the relevant 

features. It also synthesizes danger model signals from external data sources. The Innate 

Layer provides two forms of output. First is the sequence of alerts from the misuse-based 

NIDS. Second is a sequence of mature artificial dendritic cells, presenting processed 

antigens and their corresponding dangerous or safe contexts. 

3.3.2 NetTRlIAD Antigen Definition 

The NetTRIIAD model uses antigens to represent the traffic observed on the network. 

N etTRIIAD examines the network traffic at the packet level, representing each observed 

packet with a corresponding antigen. 
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A NetTRIIAD antigen is a vector of four real-valued features derived from an Internet 

Protocol Version (IP) packet. The features are, in order from most to least significant: 

destination_address, derived from the packet destination IP address value. 

source_address, derived from the packet source IP address value. 

destination "'port, derived from the packet IP protocol value and the destination 

Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) or User Datagram Protocol (UDP) port value, if 

present. 

source "'port, derived from the packet IP protocol value and source TCP or UDP 

port value, if present. 

The antigen also includes a unique sequence_number for identification. This value is not 

derived from a packet feature and is not considered when determining equivalence 

between antigens or binding with danger model signals. 

The antigen contains two types offeatures: address features and protocol features. 

3.3.2.1 Address Features 

Address features are 32-bit, unsigned integer values corresponding to the network

ordered representation ofan Internet Protocol, version 4 (IPv4) address [149]. 
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3.3.2.2 Protocol Features 

Protocol features are 32-bit, unsigned integer values derived from the protocol value 

found in the IPv4 packet header and, for Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) or User 

Datagram Protocol (UDP) packets, a port value [147, 148]. The port value forms the 

least-significant 16 bits of the feature, bits 0 to 15. These bits are all zero ifno port value 

is present. The 8-bit IP protocol value forms the next most significant eight bits of the 

protocol feature, thus occupying bits 16 to 23. The value of a protocol feature is then: (IP 

protocol value * 65536) + port value. The remaining, most significant byte of the 

protocol feature has a value of either 0 or I to indicate the effect of similarity classes on 

the feature, as discussed in the next section. 

3.3.2.3 Protocol Feature Similarity Classes 

Client/server communications frequently use a dynamically assigned port number for the 

client endpoint. Use of these dynamic or ephemeral ports has an effect on the set of 

antigens synthesized in NetTRIIAD. A series of essentially identical connections between 

a single client and server may result in a large number of antigens that differ only in the 

protocol feature value corresponding to the client endpoint The NetTRIIAD model 

groups these dynamic client port numbers into protocol feature similarity classes that 

facilitate processing as a group the distinct antigens comprising a client - server session. 
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NetTRIIAD defines a known service port as a port value statically assigned to the server 

endpoint of a network service. By default this is the set of assigned or 'well-known' port 

numbers 0-1023 [154]. However, this set may also include other port numbers, greater 

than 1023, assigned to services of interest to a specific NetTRIIAD implementation. 

A protocol feature similarity class specifies a range of port values that will all be 

considered equal if used for the client endpoint of a network session. If the source port is 

equal to that of a known service port and the destination port falls within a protocol 

feature similarity class, then the destination port value will be the default value assigned 

to that similarity class. Similarly, if the source port falls within a similarity class and the 

destination port is that of a known service port, then the source port will be changed to 

the default value of the similarity class. Additionally, the most significant byte of the 

protocol feature will be set to a value of I to indicate that the protocol feature was 

affected by a similarity class. 

The summarized representation of an antigen replaces the protocol feature corresponding 

to the client side of a connection, if applicable, with the corresponding similarity class 

value. 

For an antigen, Ag, with features { a, b, c, d}: 

If c E {set of known services} and d E {similarity class x}, then 
summarizedJepresentation (Ag) = {a, b, c, x } 

Else, if c E {similarity class x} and d E {set of known services}, then 
summarizedJepresentation (Ag) = {a, b, x, d} 
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Else 
summarizedJepresentation (Ag) = { a, b, c, d} 

Only the client side of known client/server traffic is affected by similarity classes. For 

example, traffic between a port not belonging to a known service and a port within a 

similarity class will retain the explicit value for both port values. Thus any antigens 

resulting from such non-standard traffic will be considered individually by the model. 

This preserves sensitivity to potential threats using unusual port and protocol 

combinations. 

The Net1RIIAD model supports multiple similarity classes. This allows for the separate 

dynamic port ranges used by various TCP/IP implementations, such as those seen in 

Linux or the Windows family of operating systems. 

3.3.2.4 Matching and Similarity Among Antigens 

Two antigens match if they have identical values for every feature. The symbol == denotes 

that two antigens match. 

So Ag I == Ag2 if, and only if: 

Ag I. destination_ address = Ag2.destination _address and 

Agl.source_address = Ag2.source_address and 

Agl.destinationyort = Ag2.destinationyort and 
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AgJ.source yort = Ag2.source yort 

Two antigens are similar if their summarized representations match. The symbol :::: 

denotes that two antigens are similar. 

So AgJ :::: Ag2. if and only if: 

summarizedJepresentation (Ag J) == summarized Jepresentation (Ag2). 

It follows that two antigens that match are also similar. So: 

AgJ ==Ag2 => AgJ ::::Ag2 

Thus multiple packets from a single client, using multiple dynamic ports, to a single 

server will result in similar antigens. 

3.3.3 The Antigen Function 

The Antigen function takes as input an IPv4 packet and returns the corresponding 

NetTRIIAD antigen. Each packet observed on the network results in the generation of a 

single antigen. 

Antigen(p) reads the pertinent information contained in packet p and emits a new antigen. 

a, with features derived from the information in p. The antigen function also assigns a 
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unique sequence_number to the antigen in a non-decreasing fashion according to the 

order of arrival of the corresponding packet. 

3.3.4 Misuse-based Intrusion Detection System Specification 

The NetTRIIAD model incOlporates a misuse-based network intrusion detection system 

(NIDS) component The model assumes that the NIDS operates at the packet level and 

can thus provide an antigen for each packet observed. It also assumes that the NIDS 

deterministically matches packets or sequences of packets against set of rules, or other 

previously encoded knowledge, to determine when an alert should occur. 

A NIDS alert event occurs when network traffic matches an element of the rule set. An 

alert event includes, as a minimum, both destination and source IP addresses and a 

labeling of the type of alert. The alert event may also include destination and source port 

numbers and other amplifYing information. 

Input: 
R, a set of encoded knowledge. (e.g. the rule base) 
P, a sequence of packets. 

Output: 
A, a sequence of antigens, where aJ = Antigen(pJ). 
M, a sequence of alerts events resulting from applying R to P. 
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3.3.5 Danger Model Signal Generators 

The danger model signal generators process external data pertaining to the state of the 

system and emit corresponding danger model signals. Each generator monitors a specific 

set of external data, synthesizing danger model signals and forwarding them to the 

Peripheral Immune Node (Section 3.3.9). The NetTRIIAD model presented in this 

document includes three danger model signal generators: the Alert Monitor, the Host 

Monitor and the Network Monitor. The model can accommodate the addition of other 

danger model signal generators to examine other data sources if required for future work. 

The danger model signals emulate the signaling molecules that stimulate and suppress 

immune reactions in the NIS. A danger model signal consists of three elements: 

I) A single feature_value; this is an address or protocol feature value with the same 

format as the features that comprise antigens. This value determines which antigens the 

signal may bind and thus which artificial dendritic cells the signal will stimulate. 

The feature value may also be set to a wildcard value. The wildcardfeature value is 

considered to be equal to any other feature value. Thus a danger model signal with the 

wildcard feature values is general in nature and will bind with any artificial dendritic cell. 

regardless of the antigen it presents. 
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2) A signaUevel value; this is an integer value representing the degree of danger or 

safety the signal represents. 

3) A source _identifier; a unique identification of the source of the danger model signa\. 

This value does not affect the immune response but provides an explanation capability 

for the maturation of an artificial dendritic cell and any resulting immune reaction. 

A danger model signal with a signaUeve/ that indicated danger is a danger signa/. 

Similarly, a danger model signal with a signa'-Ievel that indicates safety is a safe signal. 

Each danger model signal generator forwards the synthesized signals to the Peripheral 

Immune Node for further processing. 

3.3.6 The Alert Monitor 

The Alert Monitor observes the alerts emitted by the NIDS and emits a corresponding 

sequence of danger model signals. This allows evidence of danger seen in the network 

traffic to affect the immune response. This is inspired by the ability of the innate immune 

system to detect the presence of pathogens through its sensitivity to various pathogen 

associated molecular patterns (P AMP). 
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3.3.6.1 Mapping Alerts to Signals 

As stated in Section 3.3.4. a NIDS alert event includes. as a minimum. both destination 

and source IP addresses and a labeling of the type of alert. This infonnation localizes the 

danger represented by the alert. 

The Alert Monitor synthesizes two danger model signals for each alert event processed. 

One signal has its feature value set to that of the alert source address while the other has 

its feature value set to the destination address. 

The Alert Monitor sets the signal level of the danger model signals based on the type of 

the alert event. Each possible alert event type has an assigned danger level. An alert event 

indicating a more serious threat will have a correspondingly larger danger value assigned. 

Each alert event type also has a unique identification value assigned. The Alert Monitor 

uses this value to set the source identifier of each danger model signal it synthesizes. This 

indicates the alert event type and that the danger model signal originated at the Alert 

Monitor. 

3.3.6.2 Alert Monitor Specification 

Input: 
M, a sequence of misuse-based alerts. 

Output: 
Sa. a sequence of danger model signals. 
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The composition of Sa is detennined as follows: 

Given the prior sequence of danger model signals, Sa' and an alert event m (m E M), 

resulting from activation of rule r (r E R) of type t, with source address Q, destination 

address b. 

The Alert Monitor synthesizes two danger model signals dl ={ Q', s, i} and dr={ b', s, i}, 

where the values Q' and b' are the IP address feature values corresponding to Q and b 

respectively, s is the signal level value assigned to type t, and i is the unique source 

identification value for r. Then Sa = Sa' U dI U d2 • 

3.3.7 The Host Monitor 

The Host Monitor emits danger model signals corresponding to the perceived 'health' of a 

set of hosts. This allows the state of the hosts to affect the NetTRIIAD inunune response 

in a manner analogous to the effect of tissue states on the response of the innate portion 

of the NIS. Evidence of damage promotes immune reactions while indications of normal 

operation, or 'health', suppresses immune responses. 
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3.3.7.1 Host States 

The Host Monitor periodically retrieves status information about each host in the 

monitored population. When implemented, the Host Monitor could either gather this data 

directly or retrieve the data from a conventional host monitoring application. 

The length of the Host Monitor sampling interval, I'h, is specified as a packet count. Each 

time N etTRIIAD observes I'h packets on the network, the Host Monitor collects status 

information and emits the corresponding danger model signals. This allows NetTRIIAD 

to adapt to the rate of traffic on the network, executing faster when more traffic, and 

hence more antigens, are present. 

Based on the status information received, the Host Monitor classifies each host into one 

of four states: 

I) Healthy, indicating a normal operational state. 

2) Stressed, indicating that the host is operating but is impaired. 

3) Necrotic, indicating that the host is non-operational. 

4) Undetermined, indicating insufficient evidence to classify the host. 

The Host Monitor then transmits danger model signals for the hosts to the PIN. Each host 

determined to be in the healthy state results in a safe signal related to that host. Each host 
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in the stressed or necrotic state results in a danger signal related to that host If a host's 

state is undetermined the Host Monitor does not emit a danger model signal for the host. 

3.3.7.2 Host Monitor Specification 

Input: 

H, a sequence of host states {h/J' h/2, ... , hnm }, where hif (0:;;; i:;;; n, O:;;;j 
:;;; m) is the state ofhostj at interval i. 

Output: 

Sh, a sequence of danger model signals. 

Parameters: 

Ih' the length of an interval, in packets. 

bh, danger signal coefficient. 

Ch, safe signal coefficient. 

For each host state hijreceived, the Host Monitor synthesizes a danger model signal dij. 

du ={ a, s, k } where a = the address feature corresponding to the lP address ofhostj 

while s and k are determined as in Table 3.1. 

Then Sh = dOl) U dOl U ••• U dnm 
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Table 3.1. Host State Defmitions. 

hq= 

Healthy 

Stressad 

Necrotic 

Undetermined 

s 

safe signaUevel = Cn 

danger slgnaUevel = .5 • bn 

danger signaUevel = bn 

No signal 

3.3.8 The Network Monitor 

k 

source_Identifier ='healthy hosf 

source_Identifier ='stressad hosf 

source_identifier='necrotJc hosf 

No signal 

The Network Monitor observes network traffic parameters, emitting danger model 

signals corresponding to the state of the traffic. The Network Monitor compares each 

periodic observation with a traffic parameter profile constructed from previous 

observations. Sections 3.3.8.1 and 3.3.8.2 discuss the composition and computation of the 

profile. Observations that differ significantly from the traffic parameter profile are an 

indication of stress and result in emission of danger signals. Conversely, observations 

similar to the profile indicate normal conditions and result in emission of safe signals. 

The Network Monitor allows NetTRIIAD to respond to anomalous traffic patterns that 

may indicate a network threat. The operation of the Network Monitor is analogous to the 

effect of tissue stress on the innate portion of the NIS. Tissues under stress emit chemical 

signals that promote immune reactions while unstressed tissues suppress immune 

reactions [125]. The use of network statistics, such as packet rates, for the synthesis of 

danger signals has also been explored in related work [75]. 
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3.3.8.1 Network Stress Indications 

The Network Monitor considers four network traffic parameters to determine the stress 

level. The first three are commonly employed to detect undesirable network activity [47, 

156]. The fourth parameter is a useful indicator of stress in network intrusion detection 

scenarios [18]. 

I) Traffic Rate. Xr • UnusuaIly high rates of flow may indicate undesirable conditions 

such as denial of service attacks, attempts to compromise large quantities of data or the 

activities of unauthorized software such as an illicit file server. Similarly, unusuaIly low 

rates of flow may also indicate undesirable events, such as a successful denial of service 

attack on hosts or the network infrastructure. 

2) Rate of ICMP Unreachable Packets. Xu . Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) 

'unreachable' packets are transmitted when traffic cannot reach the specified host or port 

[ISO]. An unusuaIly high amount ofICMP unreachable traffic may indicate network 

scanning activity, automated attempts by malicious software (e.g. worms) to propagate, 

or the use of scripted attacks. It may also indicate the failure of hosts or network services. 

3) Rate ofSYN Packets. Xs. These packets indicate attempts to establish TCP. An 

unusuaIly high rate of connection attempts can also indicate undesirable conditions such 

as network scanning or worm propagation. 
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4) Percentage of Packets Dropped by the MISUSe-Based NIDS, Xd. If the amount of 

traffic observed on the network is too high, the NIDS may have to drop some packets 

without examining them. An unusually high dropped packet percentage is an undesirable 

state since the NIDS may be missing important information. Dropped packets can be 

related to unusually high rates of network flow. Dropped packets may also be related to 

attacks directed at the NIDS itself; these attacks attempt to blind the NIDS by sending 

traffic intended to overwhelm its processing capacity. 

The Network Monitor makes an observation of the network parameters after each interval 

of In packets. Thus at interval i the observation is the quadruple, n/ = {X,.,Xu,Xs, Xd }/. 

3.3.8.2 Traffic Parameter Profile Computation 

The Network Monitor compiles the traffic parameter profile by maintaining a running 

mean and standard deviation for each parameter. The Network Monitor continually 

updates the traffic parameter profile by incorporating the values of the most recent 

observation into the existing mean and standard deviation values. This allows the 

Network Monitor to adapt over time to changing network conditions. 

For N observations of parameter x, the mean, II, is: 

N-I 

LX, 
fJ=1=L

N 
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For N observations of parameter x, the standard deviation, 0', is: 

(J' = -- LXI -- LXI I [N-t 2 I (N-t )2] 
N -I 1"0 N IJJ 

The model is designed accept a baseline traffic parameter profile, B, compiled from 

observations of normal traffic during a training period. The baseline traffic parameter 

profile provides a basis for making accurate network stress determinations from the 

beginning of operation. If no baseline traffic parameter profile is provided at the outset of 

processing, the mean and standard deviation values for the traffic parameters are subject 

to large fluctuations until the Network Monitor collects a sufficient number of 

observations. This in turn would tend to reduce the accuracy of Network Monitor's initial 

signal output. 

3.3.8.3 Network Stress Function 

The Network Monitor computes a stress value for each observation in relation to the 

current traffic parameter profile. This stress value determines if a danger or safe signal 

should be emitted and at what strength. 

A stress function is computed as the arithmetic mean of stress values for each parameter 

( ) 
(stress va/ue(X,)+stress va/ue(X.)+stress va!ue(X,)+stress va!ue(Xd ») stressn, =~~~~~~~~~~~~~~4~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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The Network Monitor computes the stress values for the parameters Xu ,Xs and Xd as 

follows. If the current parameter value is less than one standard deviation above the 

mean, the stress is zero. The stress value increases linearly with the parameter value when 

the parameter value is greater than one standard deviation above the mean, reaching a 

maximum value when the parameter value is three or more standard deviations above the 

mean. 

j 
0 if 

stress value(X)= X.-P.-a. if 
- • 2a 

• 
I if 

X. - P. :Sa. ) 
a. < x. - P. < 3a. 

X.-P. <':3a. 

1 
0 if 

stress_value(X,)= X'-q-a, if 

if 

X, - p, :S a, ) 
a, < x, - p, < 3a, 

x, - p, <':3a, 

j 
0 if 

stress value(X)= Xd-Pd-ad zif 
- d 2a 

d 

I if 

Xd - Pd :S ad ) 

a, < Xd - Pd < 3ad 

Xd -Pd<':3ad 

Since unusually low rates of traffic flow on the network may indicate an undesirable 

situation such as a successful denial-of-service attack, the Network Monitor calculates the 

stress value for Xr differently. In this case the absolute values allow parameter values 

below the mean to also result in non-zero stress values. 
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stress _ value( X r) = 

o if 
IXr - ,url- 8r if 

28r 

I if 

IXr - ,uri ~ 8r I 
8r < IXr - ,uri < 38r 

IXr - ,uri ~ 38r 

3.3.8.4 Network Monitor Specification 

Input: 

N. a sequence of network parameter values. Where ni is the set of values 
obtained at interval i. 

B. the current profile of the network parameter values. 

Output: 

Sn. a sequence of danger model signals. 

Parameters: 

In. the length of an interval. in packets. 

tn • the safe stress level threshold. 

b", danger signal coefficient. 

Cn• safe signal coefficient. 

At time interval i the Network Monitor emits a single danger model signal. di to the PIN. 

di = { W, s, k } where w is the 'wildcard' feature value. 

If stress(ni) > tn then s is a danger signal level with strength 

_ b (stress(nJ- In) 
s- X ( ) n I-I 

n 

and k is the source identifier for a Network Monitor danger signal. 
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Otherwise, s is a safe signal level with strength 

(I stress(n, t ) s=c x 
n t 

n 

and k is the source identifier for a Network Monitor safe signal. 

3.3.9 The Peripheral Immune Node 

The functioning of dendritic cells in the peripheral tissues of the body provides the 

inspiration for the Peripheral Immune Node. A dendritic cell ingests antigens and danger 

model signals in its immediate vicinity. A dendritic cell receiving a sufficient intensity of 

danger model signals becomes mature. The mature dendritic cell then migrates from the 

periphery to a lymphatic organ such as a lymph node. At the lymph node the dendritic 

cell presents its antigen, and the associated dangerous or safe context, to the adaptive 

immune system. 

The PIN provides the location in which NetTRIIAD antigens and danger model signals 

interact to classify antigens, and thus the corresponding packets. as 'dangerous' or 'safe'. 

The PIN takes as its input the stream of antigens emitted by the Antigen function and the 

streams of signals emitted by the danger model signal generators. The PIN contains a 

population of artificial dendritic cells to carry out the classification process. 
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3.3.10 Artificial Dendritic Cells 

An artificial dendritic cell (DC) acts as a container for a single, distinct antigen and any 

corresponding danger model signals. Each DC presents a single, distinct antigen and 

accumulates danger model signals that bind with that antigen. A DC receiving sufficient 

stimulation from danger or safe signals becomes mature and migrates from the PIN as 

part of the output sequence. 

3.3.10.1 Artificial Dendritic Cell Definition 

Each DC contains the following information: 

DCfoantigen, the NetTRIIAD antigen, as defined in Section 3.3.2, presented by 

this DC. A DC contains exactly one antigen. 

DCI-antigen _count, the number of antigens, a, arriving at the PIN since the DC 

was created such that a = DC,.antigen. 

DC,.sequence _number, the greatest sequence number of any antigen a arriving at 

the PIN such that a = DC,.antigen. 

DC,.danger _level, the sum of strengths of danger signals bound by the DC. 

DC,.safe _level, the sum of strengths of safe signals bound by the DC. 

DC,.signaUd[1 .. nJ, the list of the source identifiers for the danger model signals 

bound by the DC. 
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3.3. /0.2 Artificial Dendritic Cell States 

DCs exist in either an immature or mature state. When created and while remaining in the 

PIN, DCs found are in the immature state. When a DC receives a sufficient level of 

stimulation from danger model signals it becomes mature and migrates from the PIN as 

part of the output sequence. 

A DC that matures due to stimulation from danger signals is defined as being in a 

dangerous context. Conversely, if the DC matures from stimulation by safe signals, it is 

defined as being in a safe context. 

3.3.11 The Artificial Dendritic Cell Lifecycle 

3.3.11. J Antigen Capture and Dendritic Cell Instantiation 

When an antigen, a, arrives the PIN compares it for a match with each of the antigens 

presented by the population of immature DC. 

If DCi.antigen .. a for all i, then the PIN creates a new immature DC. with DCi.antigen == 

a, DCi.antigen _count= J, DC.sequence _ number=a.sequence _number, DCJ.danger ...level 

= 0 and DCI.safe _level= o. 
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If some DC is already presenting this antigen; that is, ifthere exists a DCI such that 

DCI.antigen '" a, then DCi-antigen _count increments by one and DCI.sequence _number = 

a.sequence _number. 

3.3.11.2 Danger Model Signal Binding 

When a danger model signal arrives, the PIN compares the signal with each DC to 

determine if binding occurs. Binding danger model signals stimulate DCs toward 

becoming mature. 

Recall that a danger model signal contains a single feature value while an antigen is a 

vector of four features values. A danger model signal is considered to bind with a DC if 

the danger model signal's feature value is equal to any of the feature values in the antigen 

presented by the DC. Thus danger model signal s binds with DCI if 

sfeature _value = DCI.antigen.destination _address. or 

sfeature _value = DCI.antigen.source _address. or 

sfeature_value = DCj.antigen.destination"port, or 

sfeature _value = DC/.antigen.source "port 

When danger model signal s binds to DC/, DC/receives stimulation from s. If s is a 

danger signal, then: 

DC/.danger _level = DC/.danger _level + s.signal_level 
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Similarly, if s is a safe signal, then: 

DCi.sale_level = DC,.sale_level + s.signol_level 

Binding does not exhaust or otherwise alter a danger model signal. A single danger 

model signal arriving at the PIN may bind with and stimulate multiple DCs. 

The majority of danger model signals will have IP address features as their feature 

values. Thus the DCs will tend to use IP address features as the measure of which danger 

model signals are in the immediate vicinity. 

A danger model signal with the wildcard feature value is considered a general signal. A 

general signal is considered to be non-localized, such as a chemical signal that suffuses 

the entire body. Since the wildcard feature value is considered to be equal to any other 

feature value, such a geneml danger model signal will bind with and stimulate every DC 

in the population, regardless of the antigens presented. 

3.3.11.3 Dendritic Cell Maturation and Migration 

If the cumulative stimulation of a DC by danger model signals crosses the danger 

maturation threshold or the safe maturation threshold, the DC becomes mature in the 

corresponding context. Thus if DCi.danger jevel ~ td then DC, matures in the dangerous 

context. Otherwise, if DC,.safe _level ~ ts then DC, matures in the safe context. 
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The mature DC migrates to the Adaptive Layer to present its antigen. The PIN removes 

the mature DC from the population and transmits the DC to the Adaptive Layer, 

discussed in Section 3.4 below .. 

3.3.11.4 Dendritic Cell Replacement 

The NetTRlIAD model specifies Pdc. the maximum number ofDCs permitted in the PIN 

population simultaneously. If the PIN must create a new DC due to the arrival of a new, 

distinct antigen and the DC population count equals Pdc , then the PIN must remove an 

existing DC. The PIN uses a least-recently-used strategy to determine which DC to 

remove. The PIN removes the DC that has least recently received an antigen match. First, 

the PIN locates DCi such that DCi.sequence _number < DG.J.sequence _number for all j. 

Then the PIN deletes DCi from the population and creates the new DC. 

3.3.12 Peripheral Immune Node Specification 

Input: 

A, a sequence of antigens. 

S, a sequence of danger model signals. 

Output: 

D, a sequence of mature dendritic cells. 
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Parameters: 

P<fc, the maximum number ofDCs in the population. 

td, the danger maturation threshold required for a DC to mature in the 

dangerous context. 

Is, the safe maturation threshold required for a DC to mature in the safe 

context. 

3.3.13 Innate Layer Summary 

The Innate Layer observes the traffic on the network as well as the state of the network 

and monitored systems. The Innate Layer combines these data to classifY certain 

antigens, and thus the packets they represent, as either safe or dangerous. This layer also 

emits conventional misuse-based alerts for known threats observed in the traffic stream. 

3.4 The Adaptive Layer 

3.4.1 Overview 

The Adaptive Layer emulates the interactions that occur between the adaptive immune 

system's T cells and mature dendritic cells in locations such as the paracortex of a lymph 

node. The Adaptive layer identifies threats through immune reactions triggered by the 

activation and proliferation of artificial T cells. 
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The main component of the Adaptive Layer is the Artificial Lymphatic Paracortex 

(ALP). The ALP contains populations of artificial Tcells of two classes: effector T cells 

and regulator T cells. Effector T cells become activated when they bind with antigens 

presented in a dangerous context, promoting immune reactions to those antigens. 

Conversely, regulator T cells become activated when they bind with antigens presented 

in a safe context, suppressing immune reactions to those antigens. Each activated 

artificial T cell proliferates in proportion to the strength of the dangerous or safe context 

in which the activating antigen is presented. A clonal selection process then determines 

which artificial T cells, if any, trigger an immune reaction to their corresponding 

antigens. 

A NetTRIIAD inunune reaction to an antigen serves to identify a threat, corresponding to 

an intrusion detection system alert event. A clonal selection process within the ALP 

examines all the populations of activated T cells and determines which, if any, will cause 

an immune reaction to their corresponding antigens. Alternatively, the ALP may acquire 

permanent tolerance for an antigen if a sufficient population of regulator T cells develops 

and persists. 

3.4.2 Self- NonselfDiscrimination 

The NIS uses self - nonself discrimination to control the immune response. Antigens that 

are a normal part of an organism are referred to as self and are generally tolerated by the 
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immune system. All other antigens are referred to as nonseljand are much more likely to 

provoke an immune reaction. 

NetTRIIAD uses a selj - nonselj discrimination (SNSD) process to differentiate normal 

and abnormal network traffic. This mechanism relies on the presumption that abnormal 

traffic is more likely to represent a threat. This concept is the basis for anomaly-based 

intrusion detection [13, 60]. 

NetTRIIAD performs SNSD by comparing an antigen with a set of self antigens. A given 

antigen is classified as selfif it is sufficiently similar to an element of the self set. 

However, if no such similar self antigen exists, then the given antigen is nonself. 

3.4.2. J The SeljSet 

The selj set is the set of antigens that represent normal network traffic. NetTRIIAD uses a 

positive characterization approach for self - nonself discrimination. Positive 

characterization explicitly defines the self set and regards all other possible antigens as 

nonself[38]. Conversely, negative characterization approaches explicitly define nonself, 

typically by enumerating sets of rules intended to match only nonselfantigens [67, 68, 

83]. An antigen that does not match any of the rules is then regarded as self. 
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Two reasons recommend against a negative characterization approach for NetTRIIAD. 

First is the higher, potentially prohibitive, computational complexity of these approaches 

[105, 174]. Generating a negative detector set is a costly operation that still requires 

collecting and storing an extensive set of self antigens. 

Second is the nature of the feature space created from the NetTRIIAD representation of 

IP packets. Proximity in this feature space has little correlation with the effective 

similarity of two antigens. The amount of difference in address or port values has little or 

no bearing on any similarity in purpose or function between the two hosts or protocols 

represented. For example, a difference of one in an IP address usually refers to a 

completely different host. Similarly, a difference of one in the port number may represent 

an entirely different protocol or service. 

The negative characterization approaches often make the assumption that relatively small 

volumes between discrete self points in the feature space should also be considered self 

and can thus be safely ignored by the rule set [38]. This avoids the computational effort 

needed to locate these small volumes and generate rules to cover them while similarly 

reducing the space requirements for the rule set. The assumption is valid for some feature 

spaces where the proximity of points correlates with the similarity of objects they 

represent. The points close to a self point are similar to that self point and may represent 

normal examples not seen during training. 
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The discrete nature of the NetTRIIAD feature space invalidates assumptions that points 

near to self points can also be considered self. Generating a useful negative 

characterization is then difficult since a large proportion of the volumes between self 

points would require coverage to gain reasonable accuracy. This would result in 

generation of a large number of negative detectors, with correspondingly large time and 

space requirements. 

Using a positive characterization with an explicit self set achieves sufficient accuracy in 

SNSD and saves the effort of generating a negative detector set. It also saves the space of 

storing the negative detectors. 

The use of similarity classes (Section 3.3.2.3) for client port values reduces the size of the 

self set. A client using dynamic port numbers to communicate with a single service on a 

single distant host could generate many distinct antigens that nonetheless represent 

similar traffic. Using similarity classes and a summarized representation, a single self 

antigen can then represent as normal all the potential antigens resulting from a client 

using dynamic port numbers to communicate with a specific service. 

3.4.2.2 Self - Nonself Discrimination Definition 

The function self(Ag. 1) defines the process of self - nonselfdiscrimination within 

NetTRIIAD. The function returns TRUE if and only if antigen Ag is self. 
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selj(Ag. T): 

Given the set of self antigens, T and an antigen to be classified, Ag : 

If there exists an antigen s, such that sET and s ~ Ag then 

return TRUE. 

Otherwise 

return FALSE. 

3.4.3 Artificial T Cells 

Artificial T Cells (TC) provide the means by which NetTRIIAD processes antigens and 

identifies threats. The TC includes a T cell receptor (TCR) which is a vector of four 

features defmed analogously to a NetTRIIAD antigen (Section 3.3.2). The TCR specifies 

the antigen with which the TC will bind. A TC only responds to antigens that match its 

TCR. The terms match and similar. as defmed in Section 3.3.2.4, apply to comparisons of 

TCR to TCR and TCR to antigen. 

NetTRIIAD defines two classes ofTC: effector and regulator. An effector class TC 

promotes immune reactions to specific antigens while a regulator TC suppresses immune 

reactions. 

Each TC represents a population of activated T Cells of a single class and unique TCR 

value. 
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3.4.3.1 Artificial r Cell Definition 

rC.class, defmes the TC as being an effector or a regulator. 

rc. rCR, a vector of four features destination_address. source_address. destination "'port 

and source...P0rt defmed analogously to the NetTRIIAD antigen (Section 3.3.2). 

rC.population; (1 SiS 12), the quantity of activated T cells this TC represents. The ALP 

processes TCs in a population update cycle consisting of 12 processing intervals, detailed 

in Section 3.4.4.5 below. The TC maintains a separate population value for each 

processing interval from 1 to 12. rc.population; is the quantity ofT cells represented by 

this TC and produced during interval i. The total population size is the sum of these 

interval quantities: 

12 

rC.total"'population = Lrc.population, 
'eI 

rC.antigen_count; (I Si S 12), records the antigen_count values from each mature DC 

that presents an antigen that binds with rc. rCR during processing interval i. These 

values are also maintained separately for each processing interval from 1 to 12. The total 

antigen count is the sum of these interval quantities: 

12 

rC.total_antigen_count = Lrc.antigen_count, 
jet 
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rC.starCintervaf, is a processing interval number used by the acquired tolerance process, 

described in Section 3.4.6, to determine the period of time the TC has persisted within the 

ALP. 

3.4.3.2 Danger Concentration 

The danger concentration provides a scaled measure of the danger a specific antigen 

represents. This provides a measure of the strength of the danger signals observed per 

each instance of the antigen. 

danger _ concentration 

3.4.4 The T Cell Lijecycle 

3.4.4.1 r Cell Generation 

rCJotaf population 

rC.totaf _ antigen _ count 

The NIS continually produces large numbers ofT cells to maintain a diverse repertoire 

capable of recognizing any of the huge number of possible nonself antigens. The majority 

of these T cells never encounter an antigen they recognize and die without ever becoming 

activated. 

NetTRIIAD does not explicitly generate TCs with TCRs to match every possible nonself 

antigen. Rather, the existence of a diverse repertoire of naive, nonself reactive TCs is 
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implied. When a mature DC presents a nonselfantigen at the ALP, the appropriate 

implicit naive T cell becomes activated and the ALP creates an explicit TC instance. 

The ALP thus avoids generating and maintaining large numbers of naive T cells, most of 

which would never contribute to threat detection. 

3.4.4.2 T Cell Classes and Populations 

The ALP contains at most one instance of a given combination ofTC class and TCR. 

Each TC represents the total population ofT cells having identical TCRs and of the same 

class, effector or regulator. 

T cell activation and proliferation occurs when a mature DC presents a nonself antigen at 

the ALP. If the presenting DC is in the dangerous context, then effector class T cells 

become active. Conversely, if the DC is in the safe context regulator class T cells 

activate. 

If a TC having the same class and TCR already exists, then the ALP adds the newly 

activated T cell population to the existing TC. Otherwise the ALP creates a new TC 

instance with the appropriate type and TCR. 

Regulator TCs have a more general effect within the ALP than do effector TCs. A 

regulator TC expresses its TCR as the summarized representation of the activating 

antigen. This allows the regulator TC to suppress any effector TCs having similar TCRs. 

However, effector TCs do not express their TCRs in the summarized representation, 
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always remain specific to a single antigen Section 3.4.5, below, provides details of the 

suppressive effect between the two TC classes. 

3.4.4.3 Antigen Presentation and T Cell Proliferation 

The ALP processes the mature DCs in the order of their arrival. Let DC, be a mature DC 

arriving in time interval t. The ALP first classifies the presented antigen, DCi.antigen, as 

selfif se/f(DCI.antigen) = TRUE and as nonself otherwise. 

IfDCi.antigen is self, then no further processing of DC, occurs. A self antigen does not 

result in T cell activation since the implicit, naive T cell population consists only ofT 

cells that recognize nonself antigens. However, ifDCi.antigen is nonself, then implicit, 

naive T cells with TCR that recognize DCi.antigen become active. 

The ALP determines the context ofDCi and carries out T cell proliferation. If 

DCi.danger _level:2: td, then DC, is in the dangerous context. The ALP creates a new TCj 

with TY.TCR such that TY.TCR == DCi.antigen and sets TY.class = effector. The strength 

of the DC danger signal stimulates effector T cell proliferation. So Ty.population, = 

DC,.danger _level and Ty.antigen _count, = DC,.antigen _count 

Similarly, if DCi.safejeve/:2: ts then DC, is in the safe context In this case the ALP 

creates a new Ty with TY. TCR such that TY. TCR == summarized Jepresentation 
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(DCI.antigen) and sets TY.class = regulator. The strength of the DC safe signal causes 

the regulator T cells to proliferate. So Ty.population, = DC/.safe _level and 

Ty.antigen_count, = DC/.antigen_counl. 

Finally, the new TC joins the ALP TC population. Ifa TC having the same type and TCR 

already exists, the new TC merges into it If there exists a TCk such that TCk.class = 

TCjoclass and TCk• TCR ;: TY . TCR then TCk.population, = TCk.population, + 

Ty.population, and TCk.antigenJount, = TCk.antigen _count, + Ty.antigen _count,. 

Otherwise the ALP includes the Ty as a new TC instance. 

3.4.4.5 Artificial T Cell Population Update Cycle 

T cells have a finite life span. The longevity of T cells in the NIS is often measured in the 

half-life of the population, rather than a specific life time for each cell [146]. Activated T 

cells remain in the body and promote immune reactions for a time. Then, as the activated 

T cell population decays, the immune reaction abates. 

The ALP manages its TC population using a population update cycle intended to emulate 

the T celllifecycle. The cycle consists of 12 processing intervals, with the duration of 

each being eight minutes. Thus the total population update cycle time is equal to 96 

minutes, giving 15 cycles in each 24 hour period. This duration provides an adequate 

time window to process the antigens and danger model signals that may result from 
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multi-staged or stealthy threats. It is also short enough to ensure TCs do not persist so 

long that they combine evidence from unrelated events to promote unwarranted immune 

reactions and cause false positive alerts [29, 194]. 

Future work may extend the immune reaction to actually blocking or shaping network 

traffic according to the activated T cell population, for example by modifying firewall 

rules. The population management cycle is in part intended to support such an extension 

by controlling the duration of effects on the network. 

The ALP carries out the following sequence during each processing interval. As DCs 

arrive, the ALP processes each in order, activating T cells, carrying out proliferation and 

adding the resulting T cells to the population. At the conclusion of the processing interval 

the ALP evaluates the TC population to determine if an immune reaction (Section 3.4.5) 

or acquired tolerance (Section 3.4.6) has occurred. Finally, the ALP updates the TCs by 

applying a population decay operation to replicate the death ofT cells. 

3.4.4.6 Artificial T Cell Population Decay 

The population decay operation replicates the loss ofT cell population due to the death of 

individual cells. The lifespan ofT cells are not tracked individually, so the population 

quantity is adjusted by dividing by a decay coefficient, d. This research defines d = 2. 

This makes the half-life of each TC population equal to one interval. Future work may 
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explore the relationship between various decay coefficient values and NetTRIIAD 

perfonnance. 

This mechanism pennits TCs matching antigens presented in stronger dangerous or safe 

contexts to persist in the ALP longer. This persistence is not as significant for threat 

detection purposes, but is intended to facilitate future work in traffic shaping and 

blocking as the result of an immune reaction. Those antigens presented in a stronger 

context would tend to have longer lasting effects applied to the traffic they represent. 

Thus in general for rC.population, (0 SiS n): 

rc l" rC.population, .popu aNon, = d 

For the specified NetTRIIAD values rC.population, (0 Si S J J): 

"'(;' l" _TC---,-' p_opu,---l_at_io_n..!., " .popu ation, = 
2 

When a TC's total population level decays to 0 the ALP deletes that TC instance from the 

popUlation. 

3.4.5 Immune Reactions 

Immune reactions are the means by which NetTRIIAD identifies network threats. 

The NetTRIIAD immune reaction mechanism emulates the activation ofT cells to 

promote immune reactions to specific antigens. This work attempts only to identify 
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threats by an immune reaction. Future work may extend the NetTRIIAD immune reaction 

to implement safeguards against an identified threat, such as blocking or shaping traffic 

corresponding to the threat 

At the end of each processing interval the ALP determines if any effector TCs have 

triggered immune reactions. The ALP first computes the effect of suppression by 

regulator TCs on the effector TCs. A clonal selection process (Section 3.4.5.2) then 

segregates the TCs into subsets related by their TCR features and determines which of the 

TCs in each group are the strongest. Finally, each effector TC found to be among the 

strongest in its group and having a sufficiently high danger concentration triggers an 

immune reaction to the antigen corresponding to its TCR. 

3.4.5.1 Immune Suppression 

The presence of regulator TCs in the ALP suppresses immune reactions by any effector 

TCs having similar TCRs. The ALP compares the effector TCs with the regulator TCs to 

compute the net population value for each effector. The net population for an effector TC 

is equal to its total population minus the total population of any regulator TC with a 

similar TCR. 

Since each TC type has a unique TCR there will be at most one regulator TC that can 

suppress each effector TC. However, since the TCR of a regulator TC may be a 
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summarized representation and thus may be similar to TCRs of multiple effector TCs, a 

single regulator TC may suppress multiple effector TCs. 

The ALP applies the net yopulation function to each effector TC, determining the 

effective population of the effector TC after any suppression by regulator TCs. 

The function net yopulation( ) returns the net population value for a given effector TC. 

net yopulation(TCJ: 

If TCI.class if; effector 

return 0 

If there exists a Ty such that TY.class = regulator and TCI. TCR "" TY. TCR then 

return TCI.totalyopulation - Ty.totalyopulation 

Otherwise 

return TCI.totalyopulation 

3.4.5.2 Artificial T Cell Clonal Selection 

The ALP uses a clonal selection mechanism to determine which effector T cells trigger 

an immune reaction. The clonal selection process forces related TCs to compete for the 

possibility of triggering an immune reaction. The clonal selection process determines 

relationships between TCs by examining the source and destination address features of 

the various TCR. 
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Within each subset of related TCs the stronger TC populations dominate the weaker 

populations, preventing the weaker from triggering immune reactions. The antigens most 

specific to a threat will normally cause their presenting mature DCs to accwnulate a 

stronger set of danger signals. Thus the effector TCs activated by these antigens will also 

tend to have greater population quantities. 

Antigens less specific to a given threat may also cause their DCs to accwnulate sufficient 

danger signals to become mature. However, these DCs will tend to collect fewer danger 

signals because their less-specific antigens will not bind with as many of the danger 

signals related to the threat as will the more specific antigens. This results in activated 

effector TCs with correspondingly smaller population values. 

The clonal selection process guides the immune response so that reactions to the antigens 

most specific to a threat are more likely while reactions to other antigens, possibly 

representing false positives, are less likely. 

3.4.5.3 T Cell Receptor Disjoint Sets 

The clonal selection process determines relationships between TCs by examining the 

source and destination address features of the various TCR. The clonal selection process 

uses a disjoint set [62] technique on the address feature values of the TCRs to determine 

which TCs are related. This uses three disjoint set operations: 
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MAKE-SET(x) creates a new set consisting only of the element x. 
Thus MAKE-SET(x) creates a set X such that X = {x }. 

UNION(x,y) replaces the sets containing elements x andy with a single, combined 
set. 

If x e X and y e Y then UNION(x,y) creates a new set Z = X U Y and removes the 

sets X and Y. 

FIND-SET(x) identifies the set of which x is an element. FIND-SET(x) = X if x ex' 
Note that a given element, x, can be in at most one set X. 

[32] 

The clonal selection process extracts a set of all the address feature values present within 

the TCRs of the effector TC population. Duplicate values are removed, leaving n distinct 

address feature values. The clonal selection process performs MAKE-SET(x~ (1 ~ i ~ n) 

to form n disjoint sets. 

The clonal selection process then uses the pairings of destination and source address 

features in the TCR of the effector TCs to join these n disjoint sets. For each TCI, the 

clonal selection process performs: 

UNION(TCi .• TCR.deslinalion _address, TCL• TCR.source _address) 

At the end of this process the address feature values are separated into n' disjoint sets. 

By setting x equal to either the destination or source address feature value of an effector 

TC's TCR, the FINlJ..SET(x) operation will now return the disjoint set to which the TC 

belongs. 
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Note that, for any effector TC, TCI, 

FIND-SET(TCi .. TCR.destination_address) = FIND-SET(TCI .• TCR.source _address) 

since the clonal selection process perfonns the operation: 

UNION(TCI .• TCR.destination _address, TCI .• TCR.source _address). Different TCs belong 

to the same disjoint set if they share the same value in at least one of their address 

features. 

TCs belonging to the same disjoint set are considered related. Thus two TCs, TCI and TGj 

are related if: 

FIND-SET(TCi .• TCR.destination_address) = F1ND-SET(TGj .. TCR.destination_address) 

3.4.5.4 Immune Reaction Computation and Output 

The ALP detennines if each effector TC has triggered an immune reaction based upon 

the TC net population level and that of related TCs. The ALP detennines which TC in 

each disjoint set has the highest population level. A TC may only trigger an immune 

reaction if it has a population level greater than or equal to one half the of the highest 

population level for its disjoint set. TCs with lower net population levels are considered 

less specific to the potential threat and are crowded out by the stronger TCs in the disjoint 

set. 
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Those TCs with sufficiently high population levels within their disjoint sets will trigger 

an alert if they have danger concentration (Section 3.4.3.2) levels above the immune 

reaction threshold. tT • 

Examining the danger concentration level allows the ALP to further refine its results. The 

danger concentration provides an indication of how much danger antigens, and thus the 

corresponding packets, represent to NetTRIIAD each time they appear. 

The supposition is that an antigen appearing more frequently in a given dangerous 

context is more likely to represent non-threatening traffic while an antigen that appears 

less frequently in that same dangerous context is more likely to be an actual threat. 

For each disjoint set, S, the ALP examines the TCs in the set and records the highest 

population value, p, found among them. So, for disjoint set S, 

ps = max(TC,.rotalyopuiation I F1ND-SET(TC,. TCR.destination _address) = S) 

The ALP then examines each TC, in disjoint set S to determine if an immune reaction 

occurs: 

If TC, Jotai _ population ~ P; and danger _ concentrationTCi ~ tT then immune reaction to 

the antigen corresponding to TCi. TCR occurs. 
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The ALP emits an alert for rc;, returning TCI. TCR, TCI.total -'population and 

danger _ concentrationTCi. The rCR specifies the antigens, and thus the corresponding 

network packets, that constitute the threat. The total population and danger concentration 

values provide a measure of the confidence in the threat assessment. Higher values 

represent a more severe potential threat. 

3.4.6 Acquired Tolerance 

The ALP includes an acquired tolerance mechanism that allows it to adapt to changes in 

the normal traffic on the network. Acquired tolerance allows the ALP to add self antigens 

that may have been missed in the training period and to adapt to changes in the network 

such as the introduction of a new authorized host. The ALP acquires tolerance for an 

antigen only after receiving a sustained flow of safe context presentations of the antigen 

that is uninterrupted by any immune reactions involving the antigen. 

3.4.6.1 Tolerization Reactions 

A tolerization reaction is the process by which the ALP adapts to changes in normal 

network traffic by adding an antigen to the self set. When a given TCI causes a 

tolerization reaction to occurs, the ALP creates a self antigen, s, such that s '" TCI. TCR. 

The ALP then adds the new self antigen to the self set, T. The result is an updated self set, 

T', such that T' = Tu s . 
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3.4.6.2 Acquired Tolerance Computation 

For a tolerance reaction to occur, an activated regulator TC must persist within the ALP 

for a specific period of time without an occurrence of an immune reaction to an antigen 

similar to the TCR of the TC. Recall that TC populations decay over time, as described in 

Section 3.4.4.6. Thus a TC will only persist long enough to cause a tolerance reaction if 

enough matching antigens are presented in the safe context to keep the TC population 

from falling to zero. 

The time required for a regulator TC to persist in order to become tolerated is one 

complete ALP processing cycle of 12 processing intervals. or 96 minutes. When the ALP 

creates a new regulator TCI in processing interval x of processing cycle y then 

TCI.start _interval = x. If TCI persists continuously in the ALP until interval x of cycle 

y+ I, TCi causes a tolerization reaction. 

If the ALP executes an immune reaction to an antigen that is similar to the TCR ofa 

regulator TC, the progress of that TC toward tolerization starts anew. The regulator TC 

now must persist for an entire processing cycle after the processing interval in which the 

immune reaction occurs in order for tolerization to occur. Thus if an immune reaction to 

antigen Ag occurs in processing interval z, and there exists a TCI such that Ag:::: TCI. TCR 

then TCI.start _interval = z. 
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At the start of each processing interval, the ALP checks each regulator TC to detennine if 

a tolerization reaction occurs. During interval x, if there exists a TCj such that 

TCj.start _interval = x then TCj causes a tolerization reaction. 

Antigens that are presented only rarely or that appear in a mix of dangerous and safe 

contexts are less likely to result in a tolerance reaction. 

The processing cycle consists of 12 intervals and the population decays by half each 

interval, so a new regulator TC would require an initial population size above 212
, or 

4096, to cause a tolerization reaction without some subsequent population reinforcement. 

The more likely circumstance leading to acquired tolerance is multiple presentations of a 

given antigen in a safe context during the processing cycle. Each safe context 

presentation adds to the population of the matching TC, preventing the popUlation from 

falling to zero. The duration of a processing cycle is 12 intervals of eight minutes each. 

So a time period of at least 96 minutes that includes multiple presentations of a safe 

context antigen and no immune reactions to that antigen is the normal requirement for 

acquired tolerance. 

3.4.7 Artificial Lymphatic Paracortex Specification 

Input: 

D, a sequence of mature dendritic cells. 
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T, a set of self antigens. 

Output: 

I, a sequence of immune reaction alerts. 

1", a set of self antigens. 

Parameters: 

t" the danger concentration threshold required for an effector T cell to 
trigger an immune reaction. 

d, the T celilifecycle decay coefficient 

3.4.8 Adaptive Layer Summary 

The Adaptive Layer identifies network threats by processing the antigens and the 

corresponding dangerous and safe context information contained in the stream of mature 

artificial dendritic cells that migrate from the Innate Layer. A self - nonself 

discrimination process separates self antigens, representing normal network traffic, from 

nonself antigens representing anomalous traffic. Presentation of nonself antigens results 

in the activation of artificial T celis. Presentation of the activating antigen in a dangerous 

context causes the activation of effector T cells while presentation in the safe context 

activates regulator T cells. Activated T cells proliferate according to the strength of the 

context. Regulator T cells suppress immune reactions to the antigens they represent and 

may lead to acquired tolerance, causing their antigens to become elements of the self set. 

Effector T cells promote immune reactions to the antigens they represent. Those effector 

T cells determined in the clonal selection process to have the strongest populations and 
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the most specificity to a threat will trigger immune reactions. This process focuses the 

immune response, allowing the Adaptive Layer to emit alerts via an immune reaction 

only when a true threat is present and to accurately identifY the threat 

3.5 Conclusion 

The Network Threat Recognition with Immune-Inspired Anomaly Detection 

(NetTRIIAD) model draws inspiration from both the innate and adaptive portions of the 

natural immune system. 

The Innate Layer, inspired by the innate portion of the natural immune system, consists 

of a misuse-based network intrusion detection system, three danger model signal 

generators and the Peripheral Immune Node. This layer synthesizes antigens from 

packets observed on the network. It also synthesizes danger model signals from observed 

events and the state of the network and its hosts. The Innate Layer uses the danger model 

signals to classifY antigens as dangerous or safe then provides this information the 

Adaptive Layer for further processing. 

The Adaptive Layer is inspired by the processes of self - nonself discrimination and T 

cell activation in the adaptive portion of the natural immune system. This layer has a 

single major component, the Artificial Lymphatic Paracortex. Through processes ofT 

cell activation and clonal selection, the Artificial Lymphatic Paracortex determines which 
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T cells trigger immune reactions. These immune reactions identifY which antigens, and 

hence which network traffic, pose a threat. 
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4.1 Introduction 

Chapter 4 
Implementation 

This chapter details an implementation of the NetTRllAD model specified in Chapter 3. 

This implementation is a prototype system intended for experimentation on the properties 

and performance of the model. As an experimental prototype, the implementation does 

not attempt to include the robustness and usability features needed for a production 

security application. However, this implementation functions satisfactorily for the 

purpose of experimentation and is structured to support eventual development of more 

fully-featured implementations ofNetTRIIAD. 

This chapter provides details on the selection and implementation of the misuse-based 

network intrusion detection component It discusses implementation of the Innate Layer 

components and the data sources for antigens and danger model signals. The chapter also 

presents the implementation details for the Adaptive Layer and the collection and 

representation of the self set. 

4.2 The Snort Misuse-Based Network Intrusion Detection System 

This implementation ofNetTRIIAD uses Snort [157, 170] for the misuse-based network 

intrusion detection system component. Snort is well-known and is also among the most 

frequently used NIDS in live network security applications [113]. Snort is also commonly 
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used in intrusion detection research [24, 85, 141, 158, 189]. Snort is distributed under the 

GNU General Public License [66], making the system and the source code freely 

available. 

4.2.1 Snort Overview 

A Snort installation generally consists of three main components: the core Snort 

application, the Snort rule base and external supporting applications. Detailed 

information on the structure, installation and operation of Snort is available from a 

number of sources [18,143,152,170]. 

4.2.1.1 The Snort Application 

The core Snort application consists of multiple functional modules including a packet 

decoder, a detection engine and a customizable complement of plug-in components. 

Figure 4.1 depicts the Snort components. 

The packet decoder parses packets captured from the network into data structures to 

facilitate processing by the other Snort components. Snort operates primarily at the 

packet level, attempting to detect threats by finding matches between its rules and 

individual packets. However, Snort may also consider larger contexts, such as 
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fragmentation, TCP session status and other multiple-packet network flows to assist 

threat detection. 

Figure 4.1. Snort Components. 
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The detection engine compares decoded packets with the set of rules to determine what 

action should occur. The detection uses a multipattem search algorithm to find matches 

between packets and rules [18]. 

Snort supports plug-in modules for preprocessing and detection tasks. These modules 

extend Snort's fimctionality, allowing it to use algorithmic processes to detect misuse, 

such as network scanning, that is not easily detectable with rule matching alone. 

A detection plug-in represents an alternative to using rules to encode knowledge about a 

threat or some other undesirable traffic. A Snort plug-in may emit alert events for 

detected threats just as the detection engine does for rule matches. Snort supports the 

inclusion of user -created plug-in modules, allowing for further customization and 

extenSion of capabilities. Plug-in modules are somewhat less flexible than are rules, since 

updating for changing threats requires source code changes and new builds. 
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The core Snort application also includes alerting and logging modules to fonnat and 

direct output. The standard set of output fonnats and destinations include relational 

databases, binmy log files, text files and console output. The alert event output from 

Snort fonns the sequence of misuse-based alerts, M, specified in the NetTRIIAD model. 

4.2.1.2 The Snort Rule Base 

Snort encodes its knowledge of threats in two ways. Some of the knowledge is reflected 

directly in the source code of the base application and the plug-in components. However, 

greater portion of threat knowledge is found in a flexible set of rules, the Snort rule base. 

The use of a separate rule base allows for updates to Snort's knowledge without 

rebuilding the executable components. The community of infonnation security 

practitioners routinely publishes rule base updates to add knowledge of changing and 

newly discovered threats. Users can readily modifY the rule base to further expand this 

knowledge and to customize Snort for local conditions. 

Snort rules are flexible, providing multiple options for matching in packet headers and 

payloads and for actions resulting from a match. Matching criteria can include packet 

header items such as source, destination and protocol infonnation. Rules also support 

various means for matching patterns found within packet payloads. 
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Most Snort rules specifY generating an alert when a match occurs. However, rules may 

also specifY other actions such ignoring the packet or logging information without 

generating an alert. The rules also support priority levels and class type specifications that 

group the rules into subsets by the nature and severity of the corresponding threats. Rules 

may also include amplifYing information such as a unique identification number and 

reference information about the related threat [18, 178]. 

4.2.1.3 Supporting Applications 

Snort may also use external components to store output information, such as alert events, 

and to assist with analysis tasks. The Snort alerting and logging modules may direct 

output to a variety of destinations, such as log files or a system console. However, 

formatting and storing alert events and other Snort output in a relational database 

provides flexibility for later retrieval and analysis. Snort includes support for a number of 

popular database systems, such as MySQL [138]. A variety of external applications for 

managing Snort and performing analysis on its output are also available [170]. 

4.2.2 Snort Implementation 

This research uses Snort version 2.6.1.3, built from the C source code. The installation 

includes the '-with-mysql' configuration option to add support for output to a MySQL 
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database. The Snort output is directed to a Snort database instance, created on the 

MySQL database with the 'create_mysql' schema included with Snort 2.6.1.3. 

The NetTRIIAD implementation uses a host with dual network interfaces for Snort. One 

interface operates passively, in the promiscuous mode, to capture packets for analysis. 

The second interface provides a separate path for Snort output, NetTRIIAD traffic and 

administrative access. 

The following standard Snort plug-in modules [178] are active in this Snort installation: 

flow.frag3. stream4. perftnonitor. http_inspecr. rpc_decode. bo.ftpJelner. smtp. 

~ortscan. dcerpc 

The rule base is the Snort Current Rules Snapshot as of9 February 2007 [170]. Snort is 

configured to include the following rule sets in the rule base: 

local. rules. bad-traffic. rules. exploit. rules. scan. rules. finger. rules. ftp.rules. 

relner.rules. rpc.rules. rservices.rules. dos.rules. ddos.rules. dns.rules. tftp.rules. 

web-cgi.rules. web-coldfosion.rules. web-iis.rules. web-frontpage.rules. web

misc. rules. web-clienr.rules. web-php.rules. sql.rules. xII.rules. icmp.rules. 

netbios.rules. misc. rules. attack-responses. rules. oracle. rules. mysql.rules. 

snmp.rules. smtp.rules. imap.rules. pop2.rules. pop3.rules. nntp.rules. other

ids. rules. backdoor.rules. shellcode.rules 
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This Snort implementation excludes the following rule sets because they are deprecated 

or apply to acceptable use policy violations mther than known threats: 

web-attacks.rules, porn. rules, info.rules, icmp-info.rules, virus. rules, chat. rules. 

multimedia. rules. p2p.rules. spyware-put.rules 

4.2.3 The Antigen Preprocessor 

The Antigen Preprocessor implements the NetTRIIAD Antigen function (Section 3.3.3) 

as a Snort plug-in. The Antigen Preprocessor synthesizes NetTRllAD antigens from the 

packets decoded by Snort. The infonnation required to create a NetTRIIAD antigen is 

readily available in the IPhdr, TCPhdr and UDPhdr structures created by the Snort 

packet decoder. 

The Antigen Preprocessor emits one NetTRlIAD antigen for each decoded IPv4 packet. 

This preprocessor ignores traffic in other protocols, such as IPv6, ARP or IPX. The 

antigen output flows to the Peripheml Immune Node process (Section 4.3) via a named 

pipe inter-process communication path. These antigens fonn sequence A, specified in the 

NetTRIIAD model. 

The Antigen Preprocessor is implemented in C in the source files spp _ antigen.c and 

spp _ antigen.h. As with other Snort plug-ins, the Antigen Preprocessor is built into the 

core Snort application. 
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4.3 The Peripheral Immune Node Process 

The Peripheral Immune Node (PIN) process implements the NetTRIIAD Peripheral 

Immune Node (Section 3.3.9). This component maintains the popUlation of artificial 

dendritic cells (DC) and processes incoming antigens and danger model signals. 

This implementation of the PIN sets the danger maturation threshold, fd, to 500 and the 

safe maturation threshold, t" at 600. The value of 500 is an essentially arbitrary value, but 

it provides the basis for assignment of the danger model signal levels and thresholds 

elsewhere in the implementation. This value allows the NetTRIIAD implementation to 

work with more computationally efficient integer values while providing a sufficient 

range for fine-grain assignment of danger signal levels to various events. The safe 

maturation threshold fs is slightly greater than fd to provide a bias for the PIN to classifY 

antigens as dangerous rather than classifYing them as safe. 

This implementation uses a value of 10,000 for the maximum DC popUlation, Poc. 

This number prevents the PIN from consuming an excessive amount of the host's 

memory while also permitting a DC population large enough to handle the antigen input 

sequence with few DC replacements (Section 3.3.11.4) occurring. 

The PIN process uses UDP datagram communications for receiving danger model signals 

and for transmitting mature DCs. The PIN process listens on a specified UDP port for 
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datagrams containing danger model signals. The PIN applies each signal to the DC 

population in the order of arrival. 

The PIN also uses UDP for its output. The PIN transmits each mature DC to the Adaptive 

Layer as a separate UDP datagram. The datagrams resulting from the DC migration form 

the output sequence, D, specified in the NetTRIIAD model. The potential for unreliability 

with UDP does not adversely affect this implementation since the network segments 

between components are reliable and transmission rates are low enough to avoid 

congestion and receive queue overflow. 

Although the PIN is a separate process, it is designed to run on the same host as Snort. 

The PIN process receives antigens from the Antigen preprocessor, built into Snort, via a 

named pipe inter-process communication path. The named pipe method avoids the 

overhead of transmitting antigens across a network segment, which, at one antigen per 

decoded packet would result in a large amount of additional network traffic. 

The PIN is a separate process implemented in C in the source files pin.c and triiad.h. 

The PIN process is multi-threaded with separate threads handling antigens and danger 

model signals. 
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4.4 The Network Monitor Process 

The Network Monitor process is an implementation of the NetTRIIAD Network Monitor 

(Section 3.3.8). This process is incorporated as a plug-in to Snort, along with the Antigen 

preprocessor. 

4.4.1 Traffic Parameter Profile Computation 

The Network Monitor maintains the traffic parameter profile using three parameters from 

the Snort Performance Monitor [178] and one parameter tracked internally. The values 

for the Trqffic Rate, X" Rate ofSYN Packets, x", and Percentage of Packets Dropped by 

the Misuse-Based NIDS, Xd, come from the corresponding values computed by the Snort 

Performance Monitor. The Network Monitor computes the fourth traffic parameter, Rate 

of ICMP Unreachable Packets, Xu, itself. The Network Monitor tracks ICMP unreachable 

packets decoded by Snort and the overall packet flow to calculate Xu. 

The Network Monitor operates on an interval measured in packets, as specified in Section 

3.3.8.1. Each time In packets arrive at the Snort monitoring interface, the Network 

Monitor makes an observation of the four network parameters, calculates the stress value, 

emits an appropriate danger model signal and updates the traffic parameter profile. 

The observations form the sequence of network parameter values, N, specified in the 

NetTRIIAD model. 
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The Network Monitor uses a rwming standard deviation calculation for each of the traffic 

parameters [166]. The Network Monitor tracks the sum of the observed values and the 

sum of the squares of the observed values separately for each of the four parameters, 

along with the total number of observations, n. The standard deviation, a, is then given 

by: 

I [ sum2] (F = -- sum _ of _ squares ---
n-l n 

Similarly, the mean, 1.1. for each parameter is given by: J.I = sum 
n 

The Network Monitor incorpomtes a new observation into the traffic parameter profile by 

adding the observed value to the profile sum and the square of the observed value to the 

profile sum of squares value, then incrementing the number of observations. The rwming 

standard deviation approach speeds the computations and allows the Network Monitor to 

avoid storing large numbers of observations directly. 

The Network Monitor may accept a baseline traffic parameter profile, consisting of an 

observation count and sums and sums of squares for each parameter, as input at startup. 

This implements the baseline profile, B, specified in the NetTRIIAD model. The Network 

Monitor process also provides the current traffic parameter profile as output to facilitate 

incorpomting this profile as a baseline profile for future runs. 
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4.4.2 Network Monitor Signal Synthesis 

The Network Monitor process uses the traffic parameter profile and the current 

observation of parameters to calculate the network stress and synthesize danger model 

signals. The Network Monitor emits only one danger model signal during each interval. 

However, this signal has its feature value set to the wildcard value. Thus this one signal 

will affect every DC in the PIN, replicating the effect of general stress on an organism. 

The signal level is a function of the stress level, the safe stress level threshold, t .. and the 

danger signal coefficient, bn, and the safe signal coefficient e .. as specified in Section 

3.3.8.4. The Network Monitor process uses the traffic parameter profile to determine the 

mean and standard deviation for each parameter. The Network Monitor uses these values 

and the current observation to compute the network stress level over the range { 0 ... I} 

as detailed in Section 3.3.8.3. 

The safe stress level threshold, tn, is .25 in this implementation. This level assures that the 

Network Monitor emits danger signals only when it observes significantly unusual levels 

in two or more parameters. Since a parameter observed within one standard deviation of 

the mean results in a stress value of zero, the majority of observations will yield stress 

levels less than .25 and result in emission of a safe signal. 
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This implementation specifies a value of 50 for the danger signal coefficient, bn, while 

the safe signal coefficient en has a value of 10. Network stress is intended to provide 

supporting evidence of a possible threat rather than primary evidence. Thus these values 

correspond to the lower signal values assigned to less significant events in Table 4.1. 

below. Further, these values are somewhat lower than danger and safe signal levels from 

the other danger model signal generators to account for the general nature of the signals 

the Network Monitor emits. 

The majority of signals from the Network Monitor are safe signals with signal levels in 

the range {O ... IO}. A smaller proportion of the signals are danger signals with signal 

levels in the range {1...50}. 

The Network Monitor sets the danger model signal source identifier to specifY the 

Network Monitor as the source and whether the signal resulted from a safe or dangerous 

stress level. 

The Network Monitor transmits its danger model signals to the PIN process as individual 

UDP datagrams. These signals form the sequence Sn specified in the NetTRllAD model. 
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4.5 The Alert Monitor Process 

The Alert Monitor process is an implementation of the NetTRIIAD Alert Monitor as 

specified in Section 3.3.6. This process periodically retrieves new alert events from the 

Snort database via SQ L queries. The Alert Monitor process then synthesizes and emits 

danger model signals for each new alert event. 

4.5.1 Alert Event Danger Values 

The NetTRIIAD implementation assigns danger signal values to alert events based on the 

Snort class type for the event. Snort uses 30 class types to categorize rules by the nature 

and severity of the corresponding threat. Assigning of danger values separately for each 

rule, while possible, would be a laborious process for the thousands of rules in the current 

Snort rule set. Assigning values by class type provides sufficient granularity to 

differentiate the threats while also providing flexibility. Existing Snort rule sets and rule 

updates have class type values assigned. Thus the NetTRIIAD implementation can handle 

rule updates without necessitating a revision to the Alert Monitor process or annotation of 

the rules themselves. 

The danger values for the class types are assigned based upon the nature and severity of 

the threats represented by the class type. The severity of each class type is based on an 

examination of the Snort rules assigned to the class. An evaluation of each rule 
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determines how many of the three essential elements of information security, 

confidentiality, integrity and availability, are threatened by an event matching the rule. 

The immediacy of the threat also contributes to the evaluation, with those rules 

representing successful attacks or other immediate threats considered more dangerous 

than unsuccessful attacks or preparatory events such as scanning and probing. 

Class types containing rules corresponding to threats affecting more of the three elements 

and to more immediate threats have correspondingly higher danger levels. Conversely, 

class types representing less immediate threats or threats to fewer elements have lower 

danger values. The assignment of the PIN process danger maturation threshold, td, at 500 

shapes the class type danger value assignments. Alert events with danger values above 

the threshold cause DC maturation in the dangerous context with a single appearance. 

Those having lower values require multiple appearances or reinforcement from related 

alert events to trigger DC maturation. The danger signal levels assigned to each of the 30 

class types are detailed in Table 4.1. 

Alert events originating from a Snort plug-in, unlike those stemming from rules, do not 

have class types assigned. These alert events fall into the 'unknown' class type by default. 

The Alert Monitor contains more informative class type assignments for these plug-in 

generated alerts, detailed in Table 4.2. These class type assignments are based on the 

similarity of each plug-in generated alert, and the corresponding threat, to the alerts and 

threats assigned to the various class types. The more informative class type assignments 
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permit the Alert Monitor to accurately assign danger signal levels to alert events 

emanating from a plug-in. Since, unlike rule changes, altering the set of plug-in alert 

events requires source code changes and rebuilding Snort, these assignments change only 

infrequently. 

Table 4.1. Class Type Danger Values. 

Danger Danger 

Snort Class Type Value Snort Class Type Value 

successful-admln 1000 mlsc-attack 200 

successful-user 1000 bad-unknown 1SO 

attempted-admln 625 susplclous-fllename-detect 150 

attempted-user 600 suspicious-login 100 

shellcode-detect 600 system-call-detect 100 

troJan-actlvlty 550 rpc-portmap-decode 100 

web-appllcatlon-atteck SOD non-standard-protocol 100 

unsuccessful-user 400 unusual-cllent-port-connectlon 100 

web-appllcatlon-actlvlty 350 protocol-command-decode 75 

successful-recon-Iargescale 310 mlsc-actlvlty 75 

successful-recon-Ilmlted 300 strlng-detect 75 

successful-dos 275 network-scan 50 

attempted-dos 250 Icmp~vent 10 

denlal-of-servlce 250 unknown 10 

attempted-recon 200 not-susplclous 0 
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Table 4.2. Snort Plug-in Class Type Assignments. 

Generator Alert Event Name Class Type AssIgnment 

Packet decoder BAD_ TRAFFIC_LOOPBACK bad-unknown 

BAD_TRAFRC_SAME_SRCDST bad-unknown 

All other events non-standard-protocol 

http decoder UNICODE_ATTACK web-appllcatlon-attack 

CGINULL_ATTACK web-appllcatlon-attack 

AI/ other events web-appllcatlon-actlvlty 

flow portscan All events network-acan 

frag3 AI/events attempted-dos 

stream4 STEALTH_FULL_~S network-acan 

STEALTH_SAPU network-acan 

STEAL TH_FIN_SCAN network-acan 

STEALTH_NULL_SCAN network-acan 

STEALTH_NMAP_~S_SCAN network-acan 

STEALTH_VECNA_SCAN network-acan 

STEAL TH_NMAP _FINGERPRINT network-acan 

STEAL TH_SYN_FIN_SCAN network-scan 

EMERGENCY successful-dos 

SUSPEND successful-dos 

All other events non-atandard-protocol 

http_lnspect ANOM_SERVER_ALERT wsb-appllcatlon-attack 

All other events web-appllcatlon-actlvlty 

rpc_decode AI/events rpc-portmap-decode 

bo All events troJan-actlvlty 

ftp_telnet AI/events non-standard-protocol 

smtp ILLEGAL_CMD mlsc-actlvlty 

UNKNOWN_CMD mlsc-actlvlty 

All other events mlsc-attack 

sfportscan OPEN_PORT mlsc-actlvlty 

All other events network-scan 

dcerpc MEMORY_OVERFLOW non-atandard-protocol 
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4.5.2 Alert Monitor Danger Signal Synthesis 

The Alert Monitor process retrieves alert events from the Snort database then synthesizes 

and emits corresponding danger model signals. 

This implementation delays 10 seconds between database queries. 1bis amount of time 

ensures timely processing of new alerts without creating an excessive number of queries. 

The query returns any alert events in the database time stamped since the previous query. 

The query retrieves the following items from the Snort database: 

- iphdr.ip _src and iphdr.ip_dst, the source and destination IP addresses for the 

alert event. 

- sig_class.sig_class _name, the class type of the alert event. For an alert derived 

from a rule match, thesig_class_name is the same as the class type value of the 

rule matched. An alert emitted by a plug-in has a null value for sig_ class_name. 

- signature.sig...Kid and signature.sig_sid, are the generator and source identities, 

respectively. The signature.sigJid uniquely identifies the Snort component that 

generated the alert, such as the detection engine or a specific plug-in. The 

signature.sig_sidvalue identifies the specific signature that triggered the event. 

Each Snort rule has a unique signature value, while each plug-in has its own set of 

values for the alerts it may emit. However, the combination of signature.sigJid 

and signature.sig_sid uniquely identifies every possible Snort alert. 
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The Alert Monitor process synthesizes danger model signals from the query result. 

As specified in Section 3.3.6, each alert event results in the synthesis of two danger 

model signals. The two danger model signals have feature values equal to iphdr.ip _src 

and iphdr.ip _dst. respectively. The alert monitor uses the unique value formed by 

signature.sig.$id and signature.sig_sid to set the value of the source identifier for both 

danger model signals. 

If the alert event is the result of a rule match, sig_ class.sigJlass _name contains the class 

type of the corresponding rule. If the alert originated with a plug-in, the Alert Monitor 

process uses the information in Table 4.2 and the values in signarure.sig.$id and 

signature.sig_ sid to determine the class type assignment for the alert event. The Alert 

Monitor then sets the signal level of the signals by matching the alert event class type to 

the information in Table 4.1. 

The Alert Monitor transmits the danger model signals to the PIN process via UDP, 

sending each danger model signal in a separate datagram. These danger model signals 

form the sequence Sa specified in the NetTRIIAD model. 

The Alert Monitor connects to the MySQL database application with the Snort database 

via a TCP connection port (3306/tcp). Thus the Alert Monitor process can operate on any 

suitable host offering reliable connectivity to the PIN process and the MySQL database 
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application. However, the preferred location for the Alert Monitor process is on the same 

host as the MySQL database in order to reduce network overhead. 

4.6 The Host Monitor Process 

The Host Monitor process implements the NetTRIIAD Host Monitor specified in Section 

3.3.7. This implementation uses the Nagios host monitoring system [63] to gather host 

state information. A separate Host Monitor process uses the state information gathered by 

Nagios to synthesize danger model signals for the monitored hosts. 

4.6.1 Overview of the Nagios Monitoring System 

Nagios is a host and service monitoring tool designed to operate on the Linux operating 

system. Nagios periodically polls hosts to determine the state of each host and the host's 

network services. Configuration files specify the hosts and services Nagios will monitor 

and specifies polling methods for each. Nagios stores the current state of each host and 

service in a text-based file, status.dat. This implementation uses Nagios version 2.9, built 

from the source code retrieved from the Nagios web site [63]. 

The availability and capability ofNagios make it a good choice for this NetTRIIAD 

implementation. First, Nagios is licensed under the GNU General Public License [66], 

making the application and its source code readily available. Second, the ability of 
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Nagios to determine status without agent software on each host allows it to work well 

alongside a network intrusion detection system like Snort. This implementation of 

NetTRIIAD does not require any special software installation on host systems in order to 

monitor them. This preserves one of the advantageous properties of network intrusion 

detection for this NetTRIIAD implementation: the ability to protect a large number of 

hosts with minimal additional software. 

4.6.2 Host Monitor Signal Synthesis 

The Host Monitor periodically synthesizes and emits danger model signals derived from 

the state of each monitored host and service. As specified in Section 3.3.7.2, the Host 

Monitor operates on a monitoring interval measured in packets. Each time Ih packets are 

observed at the misuse-based NIDS, the Host Monitor receives a signal, retrieves a 

snapshot of the current host and service states then synthesizes and emits a corresponding 

set of danger model signals. The series of current state snapshots forms the input 

sequence of host states, H, specified in the NetTRIIAD model. 

The host monitor reads the Nagios status.dat file and parses it to determine the current 

state, as defined in Section 3.3.7.1, for each host. The Host Monitor classifies a host with 

current_state=O from Nagios to be 'necrotic' and emits a corresponding danger signal 

with a signal level of bh. The Host Monitor classifies a host with current _state= 1 that 

also has current _state= 1 for all of its monitored services as 'healthy' and emits a 
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corresponding safe signal with signal level Ch. A host that has current _state= J but has 

one or more monitored services down, i.e. current_state=O, is in the 'stressed' state. The 

Host Monitor emits a danger signal with reduced strength for each 'stressed' host, with 

the signal level of b;/2. The 'undetermined' state applies to hosts without a status entry or 

in a state of scheduled down time. The Host Monitor does not emit danger model signals 

for hosts in the 'undetermined' state. 

This Host Monitor implementation sets the value of bh to 400 and the value of Ch to 80. 

The value of bh is less than t.!, the PIN danger maturation threshold level of 500, 

specifically to ensure that a host in the necrotic state only for a single interval will not 

trigger DC maturation. Additional evidence, in the form of danger signals from another 

source or from additional intervals with the host in the necrotic state, is required to cause 

maturation. The value of bh also relates to the danger signal levels for the Alert Monitor 

(Table 4.1) and follows from the same methodology. A necrotic host is evidence of an 

immediate threat to availability and a secondary threat to integrity. 

The value of Ch relates to tso the PIN safe maturation threshold, Cn, the Network Monitor 

safe signal coefficient and to the acquired immunity process in the ALP. This level 

ensures that hosts must be in the healthy state for eight or more intervals in order to cause 

Des to mature in the safe context. The inclusion of other safe signals, such as those 

resulting from a lack of network stress, will shorten this somewhat. This allows sufficient 

time for any danger signals resulting from potential threats to arrive and preempt the safe 
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maturation. However, in the absence of such confounding danger signals, the level of Ch 

ensures that a consistently healthy host will cause a steady flow of mature DCs making 

safe context presentations of frequently-appearing antigens related to the host If 

sustained for sufficient time, this flow of DCs will result in acquired tolerance for the 

antigens at the ALP (Section 3.4.6). 

To complete the synthesis, the Host Monitor sets the feature value of each signal equal to 

the IP address of the corresponding host This information comes from the Nagios 

configuration files. Finally, the Host Monitor sets the source identifier value in each 

danger model signal to uniquely identitY the signal as originating from the Host Monitor 

and as the result of a healthy, stressed or necrotic host state, as appropriate. 

The Host Monitor transmits each danger model signal to the PIN as a separate UDP 

datagram. These signals form the output sequence, Sh, specified in the NetTRIIAD 

model. 

The Host Monitor is implemented in C as a stand-alone process. The Host Monitor 

process is designed to work alongside a Nagios installation, making use of the Nagios 

configuration and status output files. Thus the preferred location for the Host Monitor is 

on the same host as Nagios. However, other locations are possible, provided the Host 

Monitor has network access to the appropriate Nagios files. 
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4.7 The Artificial Lymphatic Paracortex Process 

The Artificial Lymphatic Paracortex (ALP) process implements the NetTRIIAD 

Adaptive Layer defined in Section 3.4. This section details the self - nonself 

discrimination process as well as the acquisition and representation of the self set. This 

section also discusses the implementation of the immune reaction process and the threat 

identification output. 

4. 7.1 Implementation of Self 

4. 7.1.1 Self Set Representation 

The ALP process implements self - nonself discrimination with a positive 

characterization of the self set as discussed in Section 3.4.2.1. 

NetTRIIAD collects the self set by observing normal network traffic during a training 

period. This NetTRIIAD implementation uses a modified version of the PIN process 

along with Snort to construct the self set. The modified PIN version accepts the antigen 

output from the Antigen preprocessor, storing each unique antigen and discarding 

duplicates. The antigens are converted to their summarized representations (Section 

3.3.2.3), if applicable. Thus a single summarized antigen representation can replace 

multiple similar self antigens comprising a client/server session. The output is a file 

containing the distinct set of antigens observed, with each antigen represented as a 
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quadruple of feature values. Thus, after observing the network traffic throughout the 

training period, the output of the modified PIN and Snort combination is the self set, T. 

The ALP represents the self set internally as a set of points in a k-d tree structure [20, 21]. 

The k-d tree is a generalization of the one-dimensional binary tree and represents points 

in a k dimensional space. The k-d tree provides an efficient means for searching within a 

set of k dimensional points. The k-d tree leaf nodes store the points while the interior 

nodes represent cutting planes that partition the space in one of the k dimensious. 

NetTRIIAD uses a four dimensional feature space, with each feature vector, such as an 

antigen, defining a point in the space. Thus k = 4 and this implementation specifically 

uses a 4-d tree to represent the set of self antigens as a set of 4-d points. 

The ALP uses the Approximate Nearest Neighbor (ANN) library, version 1.1.1, to 

construct and search the 4-d tree [135, 136]. The ANN library is a C++ library for 

constructing and utilizing a variety of multidimensional search structures, including k-d 

trees. The k-d tree approach and the ANN library are used successfully in related artificial 

immune system work [38]. 

The ALP implementation retrieves the set of self antigens, T, as file input and invokes 

ANN to construct a 4-d tree search structure for the set of points. 
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The ALP acquired tolerance process (Section 3.4.6) may add antigens to the self set. If 

the ALP acquires tolerance to one or more antigens during an interval, it adds new self 

antigens to the self set. The ALP then reconstructs the 4-d tree search structure for the 

modified self set, T. The ANN library does not support dynamic updates to k-d trees. The 

ALP process provides the option of saving T via file output to capture the updated self 

set for future use. 

4.7.1.2 Self - Nonself Discrimination 

The ALP process implements self - nonself discrimination using nearest-neighbor 

searches in the 4-d tree representing the self set. When the ALP must determine if an 

antigen, Ag, is self or nonself, the first step is to determine Ag', the summarized 

representation (Section 3.3.2.3) of Ag. Recall that summarized Jepresentation(Ag) 

returns Ag unless Ag represents client/server traffic with a protocol feature value for the 

client endpoint that falls into one of the protocol feature similarity classes. As stated in 

Section 4.7.1.1, the self set uses the summarized antigen representation for multiple 

similar antigens. Thus the ALP uses Ag' to determine if a match exists in the self set. 

The ALP uses the ANN libnuy functions to search the 4-d tree for the nearest neighbor to 

Ag'. Each antigen can be though of as representing a point in the four dimensional feature 

space. The nearest neighbor is then the self antigen whose point has the lowest Euclidian 

distance to the point for Ag' within the 4-space. If the nearest neighbor distance is less 
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than one, a self antigen matching Ag' has been found and the ALP classifies Ag as self. If 

the nearest neighbor distance is one or greater, the ALP has found no matching self 

antigen and thus classifies Ag as nonself. Accepting non-zero nearest neighbor distances 

less than one allows for potential rounding errors in distance calculations without 

allowing truly different antigens to match. 

The ALP implementation defines the ranges for the protocol feature similarity classes and 

known service ports defined in Section 3.3.2.3. This implementation dermes three 

protocol feature similarity classes. These ranges apply to both TCP and UDP port 

assignments. The first range, 1024-4999, corresponds to the defuult range for client pons 

in Windows and BSD operating systems. The second range, 5000-49151, covers the 

expanded range of 'registered ports' frequently used for client port assignments by other 

operating systems. The third range, 49152 - 65536 corresponds to the dynamic port range 

defined by the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (lANA) [88). This implementation 

also defines the known service ports as those in the range 1-1 023 for both the TCP and 

UDP protocols. This corresponds to the set of , well-known' ports defined by lANA. 

These assignments are specific to the systems and data used for experimentation in this 

research and would require adjustment for implementation in other environments. 
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4.7.2 Implementation of the Immune Response 

The ALP iImmme response implements the final stages of threat recognition in the 

NetTRIIAD model, as specified in Sections 3.4.4, 3.4.5 and 3.4.6. The ALP continually 

processes mature Des migrating from the PIN, expanding the T cell populations in 

response to the antigens presented and the contexts of the DCs. 

The ALP processes its T cell populations to determine if immune reactions occur, thus 

identifying threats. The ALP also adapts by updating the definition of self contained in 

the self set through acquired tolerance. The primary ALP output is a sequence of threat 

identifications in the fonn of alert messages resulting from the immune reactions. 

The ALP receives as input D, the sequence of mature Des emitted by the PIN. The ALP 

listens on a UDP port for datagrams bearing mature DCs. The ALP processes Des 

throughout each processing interval, in the order of their arrival. 

The ALP uses an internal timer process to regulate the population update cycle and the 

constituent processing intervals. When each eight minute processing interval ends, the 

timer signals the ALP to temporarily suspend De processing and initiate the clonal 

selection and population update processes. The ALP resumes processing DCs at the 

conclusion of the update process. The ALP buffers Des arriving during the update and 

processes them afterwards; no Des are lost. 
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The ALP process implements the immune reaction computation specified in Section 

3.4.5.4. This implementation sets the immune reaction threshold. t" equal to 250, or one 

half the danger maturation threshold. td. During testing and tuning, this value for tT was 

effective at separating the danger concentrations ofTCs representing true positive from 

those representing false positives. The preponderance of TCs having danger 

concentration values below 250 proved to be false positives. 

The ALP implementation emits alert messages for threats it has identified. During each 

processing interval, the ALP generates an alert message for each TC that is causing an 

immune reaction. The messages report the feature values of the TCR, thus identifying 

the source and destination IP addresses, ports and protocol of the threat. The message 

also includes information on TC population levels, antigen counts and danger 

concentration for the TC as a measure of the severity of the threat. The ALP writes the 

alert messages to a log file. The alert messages form I, the sequence of immune reaction 

alerts specified in Section 3.4.7. 

The ALP is a stand alone process implemented in C++, using the Qt 4.3 development 

framework [181]. The ALP process may run on any suitable host, provided reliable 

network communication from the PIN process is available. The preferred deployment is 

on a host other than that running the PIN and Snort to avoid overtaxing that system. 
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4.8 Conclusion 

This chapter has provided details on the implementation of the NetTRIIAD model. This 

implementation is intended as a proof of concept for the NetTRIIAD model and to 

facilitate experimentation with the model. 

The NetTRIIAD implementation uses Snort for the misuse-based network intrusion 

detection system with additional plug in components to extract antigens and perform the 

Network Monitor function. The other Innate Layer components, the Alert Monitor. the 

Host Monitor and the Peripheral Immune Node are implemented in C as stand-alone 

processes. The Alert Monitor works with the Snort alert database while the Host Monitor 

works with a Nagios monitoring installation to gather information for the synthesis of 

danger model signals. The Adaptive Layer is implemented in C++ as a single Artificial 

Lymphatic Paracortex process. The NetTRIIAD components communicate primarily via 

UDP, providing flexibility for their positioning in the network. This NetTRIIAD 

implementation identifies threats through the sequence of immune reaction alert 

messages generated by the ALP. 
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5.1 Introduction 

Chapter 5 
Experimentation 

This chapter details experiments to explore the performance and properties of 

NetTRIIAD. The experiments compare the performance of the NetTRIIAD 

implementation described in Chapter 4 with the performance of a conventional, misuse-

based network intrusion detection system. Further experiments examine the performance 

versus novel threats and the contribution of the NetTRIIAD components to the overall 

performance. Section 5.2 discusses the experimental preparation, methodology and the 

data sources. Section 5.3 details the three groups of experiments and the results of each. 

5.2 Experimental Setup 

This section describes the equipment, data and methodology used in the experiments. 

5.2.1 Experimentation Network 

A stand alone network test bed hosts the NetTRIIAD components and presents the input 

data for the experiments. Figure 5.1 depicts the network test bed. 
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Figure 5.1. Network Test Bed Layout. 

a/p.nettrliad 

pin.nettrllad 

target.eyrle.af.mil 

haxor.here.com 

The network test bed supports the implementation of the NetTRIIAD model and 

facilitates presentation of the IDEV AL 99 traffic and other input data. Two systems host 

the NetTRIIAD components. The first, pin.nettriiad, hosts the PIN, the Snort NIDS and 

the Network Monitor. The second system, alp.nettriiad. hosts the ALP, the MySQUSnort 

database, the Alert Monitor, the Nagios monitoring system and the Host Monitor. The 

alp.nettriiad system also hosts a web server, configured with the Nagios Web Interface 

and the Snort Basic Analysis Security Engine (BASE) [17] for viewing and analyzing the 

alert events in the MySQUSnort database. Both systems use the Fedora 7 distribution of 

the GNUlLinux operating system and have nearly identical specifications including 
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Athlon 64 4200 dual-core processors, 2 GB of main memory and 160 GB of disk storage. 

The host pin.nettriad has a second 1011 ()() Mb/s network interface to permit it to fill the 

network IDS role. These specifications are sufficient to ensure hardware limitations do 

not affect the operation of the NetTRIIAD components or the conduct of the experiments. 

A third system, echo.nettriiad, provides the playback for recorded network traffic. This 

system also operates Fedora 7. 

The network test bed also includes two additional live hosts, one to conduct attacks and 

one to act as a target. The host target.eyrie.qf.mil plays the role of an additional system 

within the monitored network. The host haxor.here.com replicates an attacker outside the 

monitored network. The network test bed configuration ensures that traffic between these 

two hosts is visible to the IDS interface on pin.nettriiad. 

The network test bed connects the systems with a 100Mb/s wired infrastructure. A hub 

connects echo.nettriiad, target.eyrie.af.mil, haxor.here.com and the IDS interface on 

pin.nettriiad in a single collision domain. This configuration replicates the deployment of 

the NIDS at the network gateway using a network tap or port mirroring, as in the original 

IDEV AL network. The promiscuous IDS interface on pin.nettriiad sees the playback 

from echo.nettriiad and traffic target.eyrie.qf.mil and haxor.here.com as the flow of 

traffic in and out of a live network. 
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The switched portion of the network test bed isolates the other traffic generated by 

NetTRIIAD, such as danger model signals, migrating DCs, and Snort alerts from the 

experimental scenario traffic. The switch connects the second interface on pin.nettriiad, 

alp.nettriiad, and analyst.nettriiad, and keeps the NetTRIIAD internal traffic separate 

from the recorded traffic. 

5.2.2 Data Sources 

The primary sources of data for the experiments are the Defense Advanced Research 

Project Agency (DARPA) Intrusion Detection Evaluation (IDEV AL) data sets [119]. The 

complete data sets are readily available to researchers and provide a standard means for 

evaluating intrusion detection systems. The Information Systems Technology Group of 

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology's Lincoln Laboratory produced this data with 

sponsorship from DARPA and the u.S. Air Force Research Laboratory. 

The IDEV AL data sets are the most extensive and sophisticated publicly available 

benchmark for IDS evaluation [121]. Despite the limitations discussed below, the 

IDEV AL data sets serve as a useful tool for intrusion detection experimentation. The 

recorded network traffic facilitates repeatability for intrusion detection experimentation. 

The data is also wen controned. with each threat wen documented and no extraneous, 

undocumented attacks included. Although recording live network would also offer a 

measure of repeatability, such a method requires intense analysis to document an threats 
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contained in the traffic and to ensure that no privacy violations or disclosure of sensitive 

information occur. 

5.2.2.1 Description of the Data Sets 

MIT Lincoln Laboratory produced the first IDEV AL data set in 1998 and used it for 

evaluation of several intrusion detection systems. The 1999 IDEV AL data set built upon 

the results from the 1998 evaluation, incorporating lessons learned and several new 

threats. 

The IDEVAL data sets replicate the hosts and traffic on a small U.S. Air Force network. 

The network traffic sources include a combination of live hosts and simulated hosts. The 

simulated traffic consists of well-formed network traffic that effectively simulates traffic 

observed on a live network:, rather than randomly generated packets. The result is a set of 

data that appears as live network traffic to an IDS, yet is certain to contain only the 

controlled set of threat events included in the evaluation. 

The data sets consist of a total of five weeks of recorded network traffic, selected system 

logs, directory dumps and other information. The flrat three weeks of data are for training 

and tuning of intrusion detection systems. Two of these weeks contain only normal 

network traffic and are free of threat events. The other training week includes a 

representative set of threat events along with normal background network traffic. The 
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remaining two weeks contain the evaluation data sets. These weeks include multiple 

threat events, with documentation on the type, source, destination and timing of each 

threat event. 

The data sets are divided into discrete days, each of which includes 22 hours of network 

traffic and system data. Two hours each day were used for data consolidation and system 

maintenance. The network traffic for each day is recorded in separate tcpdump [I 79] 

files, with both an inside and outside tcpdump file provided for each day. The inside 

tcpdump file records the traffic observed at the internal interface of the DARPA test 

setup's network firewall while the outside dump file records the traffic observed at the 

firewall's external interface. 

The IDEVAL 99 data includes 198 instances of 58 types of threats. These are grouped 

into four classes: denial of service, user to root, remote to local, and probes. The 

IDEV AL documentation specifies the details of each threat type. A truth table, called the 

Master Identifications List, specifies the time and nature of each threat event in the data 

sets. Figure 5.2 depicts a portion of the Master Identifications List. 
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Figure 5.2. Master Identifications List Example. 

ID: 51.163200 
Date: 04/05/1999 
Name: diet 
Category: r21 
Start Time: 16:32:17 
Duration: 00:16:35 
Attacker: 172.016.118.010 
Victim: 172.016.114.050 
Username: n/a 
Ports: 

At Attacker: 
At_Victim: 23186) 

ID: 51.171917 
Date: 04/05/1999 
Name: syslogd 
Category: dos 
Start Time: 17:19:10 
Duration: 00:00:01 
Attacker: 172.005.003.005 
Victim: 172.016.112.050 
Username: n/a 
Ports: 

At Attacker: 
At=Victim: 514/u{1) 

5.2.2.2 Limitations o/the Data Sets 

Although the IDEY AL data represents one of the few public-domain data sets for IDS 

evaluation, it does have some limitations. Lippmann et aL discussed some of these 

limitations along with the results of their IDEVAL work [119]. Other authors have also 

addressed limitations in the IDEY AL data and its effectiveness for evaluating IDSs [24, 

121,127]. 
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The IDEY AL data set is intended to evaluate multiple intrusion detection approaches, 

including host-based intrusion detection and hybrid approaches combining network and 

host-based intrusion detection. Therefore. the data sets include threat events that do not 

have a significant network component, intended to evaluate host-based intrusion 

detection. For example, some threat events occur completely on a single host, with the 

system console identified as the threat source. Other threat events include some network 

component that is indistinguishable from normal traffic and would only be detectable by 

examining host-level information such as system logs or file integrity information. Such 

threats are effectively invisible to a network intrusion detection system. Similarly, some 

threat events contained in the IDEY AL data, such as network scanning, are effectively 

undetectable by a purely host-based intrusion detection system. 

Some of the threat events included in the data set are of such a limited scope that they are 

nearly undetectable. For example, six of the portsweep threat events access only three 

ports on a single host. Distinguishing such a traffic pattern from normal network traffic is 

extremely difficult. An IDS set to emit an alert for such activity would tend to generate a 

large number of false positives. 

The IDEY AL 99 data set is over eight years old as of this writing. Consequently, it does 

not include threats that have developed in the intervening time. Many of the threats 
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represented do not present a significant risk to current hosts because the exploited flaws 

have been removed or the affected protocols are no longer widely used. 

Mahoney and Chan conducted a statistical study of the IDEVAL data versus live network 

traffic [121]. They found artifacts, attributed to the simulated traffic generation, that 

could provide an unrealistic advantage to an IDS using statistical anomaly detection. 

The IDEVAL data represents only a relatively small network with 37 hosts. The rate of 

network traffic flow is also relatively modest, averaging approximately 30 Kb/s. Thus 

this data does not provide an adequate basis for evaluation of an IDS under the higher 

loads typical of a production network. 

The inside tcpdurnp file for Week 4 Day 2 is not available. Thus only nine days of 

evaluation data, containing 187 threat events, are available for experimentation. 

The IDEV AL 99 data sets are not ideal, but they still present the best publicly available 

baseline for evaluating intrusion detection systems. This data does not replace testing of a 

NIDS in live network situations. However, it does provide a well-docurnented source of 

data for repeatable experimentation. 
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5.2.2.3 Introduction o/Novel Threats 

Since the NetTRIIAD implementation is much newer than the IDEV AL 99 data sets, 

none of the threats are novel. Each threat has been known for some time and most are 

well-represented in the Snort rule base. Two methods are available to examine the ability 

ofNetTRIIAD to recognize novel threats. One method is to remove specific knowledge 

of a threat from the Snort rule base, making the threat effectively novel. The other is to 

present a threat developed after the creation of the Snort rule base. 

Removing specific rules from the Snort rule base will eliminate knowledge of the threat 

from Snort and, consequently, from NetTRIIAD. The known threat becomes, effectively, 

a novel threat to the NetTRIIAD implementation. 

All Snort rules directly pertaining to a given threat must be removed from the rule set in 

order to make the threat effectively novel. However, more general rules pertaining to 

secondary effects, such as attack responses, or to well-known erroneous behavior, such as 

network protocol violations, may still remain. Alert events stemming from these general 

rules often provide the first indications that some new threat is present, leading to threat 

analysis and creation of new rules. 

The results of Snort baseline performance on the IDEV AL 99 data (Section 5.2.5) 

indicate which rules generate alert events for each threat event. The Snort Signature 

Database [170], and the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures List [133] provide 
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additional infonnation to determine which rules encode knowledge of the specific threat 

versus those rules that respond to more general threats. 

Another source of novel threats for experimentation is the Metasploit Framework [130]. 

Metasploit facilitates the creation of custom methods to exploit known vulnerabilities. 

This tool facilitates constructing completely novel threats that exploit vulnerabilities not 

publicly disclosed before the release of the Snort rule base used in the NetTRIIAD 

implementation. An advantage of using a novel threat constructed with Metasploit over 

the use of malicious code captured 'in the wild' is Metasploit's ability to select from a 

variety of payloads and control the effect of the novel attack. Thus the experimentation 

can use live, novel threats that exploit a given vulnerability yet will cause little or no 

hann to the target. 

5.2.3 Experimental Methodology 

This section descn"bes the methods used to present NetTRIIAD with network traffic and 

host state infonnation from the IDEV AL 99 data sets. Mell et aI. and Ranum both discuss 

issues and techniques for evaluation of intrusion detection systems [129, 151]. These 

works provided guidance in developing the methodology for the experiments on 

NetTRIIAD. 
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5.2.3.1 Network Traffic Presentation 

The network test bed presents NetTRIIAD with a flow of network traffic that effectively 

simulates a live network. This experimentation uses the inside tcpdump files for each 

day in the IDEV AL 99 data set. The inside tcpdump files record traffic observed at the 

internal interface of the IDEV AL network's gateway router. None of the threat events 

listed in the truth table were mitigated by access lists or other filtering in the gateway 

router. Thus any network traffic pertaining to the threat events in the data set is recorded 

in the inside tcpdump files. 

The host echo.nettriiadprovides playback of the recorded IDEVAL traffic using the 

TCPReplay application [182]. The network interface on echo.nettriiad and the 

promiscuous IDS interface on pin.nettriiad both connect to a hub, replicating a network 

tap or switch port mirroring at the network entry point All replay traffic emitted by 

echo.nettriiad is received on the IDS interface and only on that interface. 

TCPReplay allows for accelerated replay of recorded network traffic. This 

experimentation uses traffic replay at both the normal rate and at an accelerated rate. 

Using an accelerated rate eight times the normal rate allows an experimental run 

containing 22 hours of data to fmish in approximately three hours. The accelerated replay 

facilitates completing multiple runs of each experiment in a reasonable time frame and 

does not affect the performance results. 
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Since the length of the Host Monitor interval, Ih' and the Network Monitor interval, In, 

are based on packet counts rather than time, these components adapt to accelerated replay 

by simply executing faster. However, the length of the ALP processing interval is time 

based. The ALP uses an interval length of eight minutes with normal replay and one 

minute for the accelerated replay. 

Accelerated replay also has the effect of presenting traffic to NetTRIIAD at rates that, 

while still low, are more consistent with current networks. However, even the accelerated 

relay results in no detectable performance degradation, such as additional dropped 

packets, by the Snort NIDS. 

NetTRIIAD returns the same threat detection results for traffic playback at the normal 

rate and at the accelerated rate. The accelerated replay allows for execution of multiple 

experimental runs in the time available. 

5.2.3.2 Representation o/the State o/Simulated Hosts 

Since the experimentation uses recorded traffic, live hosts are not available to provide 

host state information for the Host Monitor. However, the IDEV AL 99 documentation 

provides sufficient information to replicate host and service state changes for 

NetTRIIAD. The IDEV AL Master Identifications List provides information on the type, 
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target and timing of each threat event. The !DEY AL Attack Database details 

methodology and effects of each type of threat. 

Denial of service attacks on hosts and services are obvious sources of state changes. 

However, other threat descriptions specii)' system reboots and service restarts that would 

also result in Nagios reporting state changes. The experiments replicate all of these 

changes to stimulate accurate responses from the Host Monitor. 

A scripting application replicates the host and service state changes for the !DEV AL data 

sets. The scripting application modifies the appropriate entries in the Nagios status.dat 

file for each state change. Each day of the IDEV AL data has a corresponding state 

change script. The scripts specii)' the elapsed time at which each state change occurs and 

the required status.dat file modifications. The scripts for experimental runs using 

accelerated traffic replay have adjusted timing that keeps state changes synchronized with 

the faster traffic 

Executing the state change script simultaneously with the traffic playback for the 

corresponding day of the !DEV AL data allows NetTRIIAD to react to the scenario as if 

the live hosts were present, emitting the network traffic and reacting to the attacks. Recall 

that the Host Monitor synthesizes its danger model signals from the current status 

snapshot contained in the status.dat file. Thus, whether the host and service state changes 
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are the result ofNagios polling or modification by the scripting application, the Host 

Monitor emits a correct output sequence of danger model signals. 

Many of the hosts represented in the IDEV AL data sets never existed in the first place. 

Traffic from these hosts was simulated by traffic generation systems [77]. Thus, even if 

the original DARPA test network was available, reconstruction of states for simulated 

hosts and services would still be required. 

5.2.4 Acquisition of the Self Set 

An important part of the preparation for the experimentation is acquisition of a set of self 

antigens. The IDEV AL 99 training data includes tcpdump files for two weeks of normal 

network traffic, free of threat events. The training traffic yields the set of self antigens for 

the experiments with NetTRIIAD and the IDEV AL 99 data. 

A scaled-down version of the experimental network, using only pin.nettriiad and 

echo.nettriiad, facilitates constructing the self set. The Snort Antigen preprocessor emits 

an antigen for each packet in the training traffic. A modified version of the PIN process 

accepts and processes the antigens emitted by the Snort Antigen preprocessor. 

Recall, from Section 3.4.2, that NetTRIIAD uses the summarized representation for self 

antigens. Thus modified PIN first converts each received antigen, Ag. to its summarized 
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representation, Ag'. That is, Ag' == summarized Jepresentation(Ag). If Ag' E S, the self 

set, then the PIN takes no further action. OthetWise the modified PIN updates the self set 

to produce S' such that S' = S U Ag'. 

At the conclusion of the replay, the self set contains a summarized representation of 

every antigen derived from the training traffic. This constitutes the NetTRIIAD self set 

for the subsequent experiments. 

Using the summarized representation for the self antigens offers two benefits. First, the 

training traffic sets do not need to include examples of packets with every possible port 

number combination for nonnal client/server interactions in order for those interactions 

to be fully covered in the self set. Second, the summarized representations reduce the size 

of the self set since one self antigen may represent many similar antigens related to a 

single client/server relationship. 

The IDEV AL 99 training traffic includes approximately 16 million packets in 12 

tcpdump files. The acquisition process yields a set of31,215 unique self antigens for the 

training traffic. 
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5.2.5 Baseline Performance of the Misuse-based Network Intrusion 
Detection System 

A useful method for evaluating the perfonnance ofNetTRIIAD is to compare its results 

with the baseline performance of a conventional misuse-based intrusion detection system 

in the same scenarios. The detection results for Snort operating alone on the two testing 

weeks of the IDEV AL 99 data sets provide the baseline for these experiments. 

5.2.5.1 Methodology 

The Snort installation is configured for the IDEV AL 99 network as described in the 

included documentation [77]. This configuration adapts Snort to the network 

environment, specifying home and external network address spaces, and which hosts are 

known to offer services such as DNS, HlTP or SMTP. This information is essential to 

achieving reasonable true positive and false positive performance with Snort [18. 178]. 

However, this research uses an unaltered, 'off the shelf' Snort rule base. No attempt is 

made to add, delete or edit rules to affect the performance for this specific data. 

Snort observes the nine days of IDE V AL 99 evaluation traffic played back from the 

inside tcpdump files. In keeping with the conduct of the original IDEVAL, Snort 

processes each day of traffic independently, with result collection and system resets at the 

conclusion of each session. 
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Matching the alert events in the Snort database with the IDEY AL 99 Master 

Identifications List provides the perfonnance in terms of true positive detections, false 

negative detections and false positive detections. 

A methodology based on the work required of a security analyst determines the detection 

results. It is not unusual to have multiple Snort alert events pertaining to a single threat 

event. In some cases a single rule will match multiple packets in a threat event, resulting 

in mUltiple identical alert events. In other cases multiple rules can match a single packet, 

resulting in multiple distinct alert events for that one packet. A competent analyst will 

infer the presence of a threat from a group of alert events even if no single event 

description exactly matches the threat label. Thus a group of alert events successfully 

identifYing a single threat event constitutes a single true positive detection. Similarly, if 

the analyst investigates a group of related alert events and determines them to be the 

result of a false positive, this constitutes a single false positive, not one for each of the 

individual alert events. 

In many cases, the alert event descriptions from Snort do not match the attack labeling in 

the IDEY AL Master Identification List. IdentifYing the attack source and destination IP 

addresses and the affected protocol or other key elements of the threat event is sufficient 

for a successful detection. Snort alert events that would infonn a competent security 

analyst about the presence of an actual threat constitute a true positive detection. 
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If Snort fails to emit alert events sufficient to identifY a threat event in the IDEVAL 

Master Identification List, then the result is a false negative detection. Failure to emit any 

alerts for a threat event is an obvious false negative. If Snort does generate alert events 

but those events are not sufficient for a competent security analyst to accurately identifY 

the threat event, then this also constitutes a false negative. 

A false positive results from identifYing a threat when none actually exists. Alert events 

in the Snort database that do not match any of the threat events in the IDEV AL Master 

Identification List constitute false positive detections. Groups of alert events pertaining to 

the same source and destination that can be investigated together by a security analyst 

and determined to be false, constitute a single false positive. 

5.2.5.2 Baseline Results 

Table 5.1 shows the baseline performance of Snort on the IDEV AL 99 evaluation data. 

Despite configuring Snort for the network, the performance is lower than expected. 

Brugger and Chow noted similar performance by Snort on the IDEVAL 98 data sets [24]. 

The number of false negatives. or undetected threat events. is the result of two factors. 

One, as noted above, is that several threat events are intended to test host-based intrusion 

detection systems and are not detectable through network activity. Second, some of the 

threat events that do generate network activity have a very limited impact. Examples 
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include port scanning events that only probe three ports on one host and a Smurf denial of 

service attack that lasts for only one second. Other denial-of-service attacks in the data 

set use traffic practically indistinguishable from legitimate traffic in both the nature and 

rate of the traffic. The attacks are not the type of activity Snort is primarily intended to 

detect 

Table 5.1. Misuse-based NIDS Baseline Performance. 

Number of False False 

Threat True PosItIve PosItIve NegatIve 

IDEVAL99 Events Detections Detections DetectIons 

WEEK/DAY (P) (TP) (FP) (FN) 

W4D1 17 4 10 13 

W4D2 NlA 

W4D3 19 4 6 15 

W4D4 15 7 17 8 

W4D5 17 6 8 11 

W5D1 26 8 12 18 

W5D2 24 8 11 16 

W5D3 16 9 14 7 

W5D4 21 8 10 13 

W5D5 32 7 10 25 

TOTALS 187 61 98 126 
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The nwnber offalse positive detections is also high. Twelve different types of Snort alert 

events comprise the false positive detections in the baseline results. Six of these alert 

event types also contributed to successful detections in the baseline results. Thus, while 

eliminating or modifYing these rules could reduce false positive detections it could also 

have the undesirable effect of also reducing true positive detections. 

Modification of the rule base could certainly improve the true positive and false positive 

performance of Snort on the IDEVAL 99 data sets. Security personnel often modifY the 

rule base to reduce or eliminate false positive alert events and to improve detection of 

specific threats [18, 143]. However, this research uses an 'off the shelf version the Snort 

rule base to avoid inductive bias from prior knowledge of the threat events and network 

traffic. The Snort rule base is intended to provide reasonably good performance in a wide 

range of intrusion detection situations. Making modifications based upon prior 

knowledge of the data sets would skew the baseline results. Taken to the extreme, one 

could use knowledge in the Master Identifications List and the recorded traffic to 

construct a customized rule base that gives optimal performance. However, such a rule 

base would likely perform poorly in other detection situations. Thus, this research uses 

the unmodified Snort rule base. 
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5.3 Conduct of the Experiments 

This section describes the experiments on the performance of the NetTRIIAD 

implementation. The experimentation includes three major parts. The fJl"St investigates 

the performance of the complete NetTRIIAD model in threat detection on the IDEY AL 

99 testing data sets. Second is an investigation ofNetTRIIAD performance against novel 

threats. Finally, ablation experiments, in which portions ofNetTRIIAD are removed, 

explore the contribution of each component to the overall performance. 

5.3.1 Experimentation on the JDEV AL99 Scenarios 

The first set of experiments examines the performance of the complete NetTRIIAD 

implementation on the two weeks ofIDEY AL 99 testing data sets. This provides a direct 

comparison with the baseline performance of a misuse-based NIDS alone, as presented in 

Section 5.2.5 above. 

Initial development and tuning of the NetTRIIAD implementation used the week of 

IDEY AL 99 training data containing representative threat events. This week of data is 

provided for anomaly detection training and tuning intrusion detection systems in 

preparation for the IDEY AL testing data. This data facilitated adjusting the various 

NetTRIIAD parameters, discussed in Chapters 3 and 4, in preparation for these 

experiments. Multiple threat detection runs on these five days of training data led to a set 
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of parameters providing acceptably good performance. It is unknown if a more optimal 

set ofNetTRIIAD parameters exists for the IDEVAL 99 scenario. 

5.3.1.1 Methodology 

The investigation ofNetTRIIAD threat detection uses procedures similar to those used in 

the original IDEV AL 99 work [77]. The IDEV AL data consists of separate data sets for 

each day of the evaluation. A single day's run includes 22 hours of operational time and 

two hours for data collection, system maintenance and reset. Each of these days 

represents a stand-alone threat detection scenario; none of the threat events span multiple 

days or appear to be related to activity in previous days for detection purposes. 

The investigation ofNetTRIIAD threat detection on each day of the IDEV AL 99 data 

constitutes an independent experiment. NetTRIIAD begins each day's experiment in a 

consistent initial state. This includes starting with etnpty DC and TC populations and 

reloading the initial self set and Network Monitor traffic parameter profile. Each day's 

experiment yields output data in the form of a sequence of immune-based alerts and logs 

of the activities of each NetTRIIAD component, all of which are collected at the 

conclusion of each experimental run. 

The NetTRIIAD threat detection results follow from correlation of the immune-based 

alett output with the IDEV AL 99 Master Identifications List. The same criteria that 
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detennine results for true positive, false negative and false positive detections in the 

misuse-based NIDS baseline perfonnance also apply to results for the NetTRIIAD 

perfonnance. Successfully identifYing the source IP address, destination IP address and 

protocol corresponding to a given threat event constitutes a true positive detection. 

Failing to identifY a threat event at all, or providing only insufficient infonnation, 

constitutes a false negative detection. IdentifYing a threat event where none exists in the 

Master Identifications List constitutes a false positive detection. 

5.3.1.2 Results 

Table 5.2 shows the threat detection results ofNetTRIIAD on the IDEVAL 99 test data 

sets. Comparing the results in Table 5.2 with the misuse-based NIDS baseline results in 

Table 5.1 leads to two observations. The number of true positive detection for both 

NetTRIIAD and the baseline are approximately the same. The baseline contains 61 

successful detections while NetTRIIAD returned 56. However, the quantities of false 

positive detections show a significant difference. The baseline has 98 false positive 

detections while NetTRIIAD returned only 30. 
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Table 5.2. NetTRIIAD Perfonnance. 

Number of False False 

Threat True Positive Positive Negative 

IDEVAL99 Events Detections Detections Detections 

WEEK/DAY (P) (TP) (FP) (FN) 

W4D1 17 5 0 12 

W4D2 NlA 

W4D3 19 5 0 14 

W4D4 15 5 4 10 

W4D5 17 3 1 14 

W5D1 26 10 6 16 

W5D2 24 7 1 17 

W5D3 16 6 5 10 

W5D4 21 4 3 17 

W5D5 32 12 10 20 

TOTALS 187 57 30 130 

Two measures help to make a graphical comparison of the results. The True Positive Rate 

(TPR). or sensitivity, is the number of true positives, TP, divided by the total number of 

positive examples. P. 

TPR=TP 
P 

A higher true positive rate is preferable, since this indicates a better ability to detect threat 

events. 
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The Positive Predictive Value is also useful metric for comparison. This is the number of 

true positives divided by the sum of the true positives and false positives, FP. 

ppv= TP 
(TP+FP) 

This gives a measure of the likelihood that a positive threat detection result represents an 

actual threat and not a false positive. Thus, a higher value is better. Table 5.3 details the 

TPR and PPV results achieved for NetTRIIAD and the misuse-based NIDS in each day 

of the IDEVAL 99 evaluation data. 

Table 5.3. True Positive Rate and Positive Predictive Value Statistics. 

True Positive Rate Positive Predictive Value 

WEEKIDAY Baseline NetTRIIAD Baseline NetTRIIAD 

W4D1 0.23529 0.29412 0.28571 1.00000 

W4D3 0.21053 0.26316 0.40000 1.00000 

W4D4 0.46667 0.33333 0.29167 0.55556 

W4D5 0.35294 0.17647 0.42857 0.75000 

W5D1 0.30769 0.34615 0.40000 0.60000 

W5D2 0.33333 0.29167 0.42105 0.87500 

W5D3 0.56250 0.37500 0.39130 0.54545 

W5D4 0.38095 0.19048 0.44444 0.57143 

W5D5 0.21875 0.37500 0.41176 0.54545 

Mean 0.34096 0.29393 0.38606 0.71588 

Variance 0.01232 0.00476 0.00294 0.03400 

Std Deviation 0.11101 0.06902 0.05426 0.16440 
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There is no statistically significant difference between the NetTRIIAD TPR and the 

baseline TPR (t = 1.01766, df= 16, P > .25). However, the PPV result for NetTRIIAD is 

significantly higher than the PPV result for the baseline (t = 4.85328, dF16, P < .001) 

Figure 5.3 shows a plot of the TPR and PPV for NetTRIIAD and the misuse-based NIDS 

baseline over each day of the IDEVAL 99 evaluation data. 
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Figure 5.3. True Positive Rate and Positive Predictive Value Plots. 
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5.3.2 Experimentation with Novel Threats 

The second set of experiments investigates the perfonnance ofNetTRIIAD in 

recognizing novel threats. Three experiments present threats made effectively novel by 

removing Snort's knowledge of previously known threats. A further three experiments 

use custom threats that exploit a vulnerability only recently disclosed to the public. 

5.3.2.1 Buffer Overflow Novel Threat 

This experimentation examines three novel threat scenarios by elimination Snort rules 

pertaining to attacks in the IDEV AL 99 data. The three are threats successfully detected 

by Snort on baseline testing and by NetTRIIAD during experimentation. 

The first scenario emulates a previously unknown buffer overflow exploit in a network 

service daemon. The named attack exploits a buffer overflow in versions of the BIND 

domain name service. This attack causes the DNS server to crash and allows the 

execution of arbitrary code with root privileges on the target host. This experiment 

replicates exploitation of an unknown vulnerability in the DNS service on the target. 

Removing the Snort rule with signature identification 3153 "DNS TCP inverse query 

overflow" from the rule set makes this threat appear to be novel to Snort and NetTRIIAD. 

The rule deletion eliminates Snort's knowledge of the specific attack. However, the 
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named attack passes shell code to the victim system that includes a 'NOOP sled' [48]. 

This is a common shell code technique, so the corresponding the Snort rule remains in the 

rule base and can still provide some indication of a threat. The named attack also causes a 

temporary disruption of the DNS service on the victim. affecting the service state in 

Nagios and providing additional evidence of a threat. 

The IDEV AL 99 data set for Week 4 Day 5 contains two instances of the named attack. 

Both NetTRIIAD and Snort alone successfully detect both of these named threat events. 

After removing rule 3153 from the Snort rule base, NetTRIIAD runs against Week 4 Day 

5 to determine if the threat is still detected. 

NetTRIIAD detects both of the novel named threat events. However, the immune alert 

danger concentration is lower, reflecting the reduced evidence resulting from the removal 

of Snort's specific knowledge of this threat. 

5.3.2.2 Denial of Service Novel Threat 

The second novel threat scenario is a denial of service attack that Snort detects with only 

a single rule match. The back attack uses a series of malfonned HTTP requests to disable 

an Apache web server. Removing the Snort rule with signature ID 1156 "apache 

directory disclosure attempt" from the rule base makes the back attack novel to Snort and 

NetTRIIAD. lbis rule deletion removes Snort's ability to detect the attack at all. 
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However, the attack still causes a denial of service on the HTIP service of the victim, 

affecting the service state in Nagios and providing evidence of a threat. 

The IDEVAL 99 data set for Week 4 Day 5 contains a threat event employing the back 

attack that is successfully detected by NetTRIIAD and in the Snort baseline. After 

removing the pertinent rules from the rule base, NetTRIIAD runs against Week 5 Day 3 

to determine its ability to detect this threat event. 

NetTRIIAD also detects the novel back threat event. Snort no longer has the ability to 

detect this threat. Thus no misuse-based alert event occurs and the Alert monitor does not 

emit any danger model signals for this threat event. However, the denial of service on the 

H1TP server leads the Host Monitor to emit sufficient danger signals to cause an immune 

response to the antigens corresponding to the back attack packets. 

5.3.2.3 Vulnerable Script Novel Threat 

The third scenario replicates exploitation of a vulnerable Common Gateway Interface 

(COl) script installed on a web server. This threat has a lower profile, causing no denial 

of service effect on the host nor passing shell code. The phi attack exploits a vulnerable 

COl script, phf, installed with the Apache web server. The plifattack attempts to exploit 

the vulnerable script to retrieve the password file "/etc/passwd" from the target host. This 

attack does not affect the state of the host or the http service. 
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Removing two rules from the Snort rule base make this attack appear to be novel. Both 

the rules with signature ID 886 "phf access" and signature ID 1762 "phf arbitrary 

command execution attempt", detect the p/if attack. The miscellaneous Snort rule with 

signature ID 1122 "/etclpasswd" remains in the rule base and matches the attempt to 

extract the password file even though the actual exploit goes undetected. Attempting to 

extract password files for off-line analysis is a well-known attack technique, thus it is 

reasonable for this rule to remain. 

The Week 5 Day 3 data set contains an instance of a threat event using the phi attack. 

After removing the pertinent rules from the rule base, NetTRIIAD runs against Week 5 

Day 3 to determine its ability to detect this threat event. 

NetTRIIAD fails to detect the novel threat from the p/if attack. The attempt to retrieve the 

password file matches Snort rule 1122 "etclpasswd", giving some indication ofa threat. 

The Alert Monitor synthesizes and emits danger model signals for this alert event. A 

mature artificial dendritic cell presents the corresponding antigen to the ALP in a 

dangerous context. However, the danger concentration falls below the intmune reaction 

threshold, fro and no intmune reaction occurs. The reduction in evidence of a threat, 

reflected by a reduced danger signal level, causes NetTRIIAD to miss this novel threat 

event. Reducing the immune reaction threshold would lead to the ALP emitting an 
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immune-based alert for an event such as this but would likely also lead to more false 

positive detections. 

5.3.2.4 Custom Threat Experiments 

The custom threat experiments explore the performance of the NetTRIIAD 

implementation against a newly developed threat. These experiments carry out three 

threat events against a live host within the context of the IDEVAL 99 network. The threat 

events replicate three separate attack scenarios using the same exploit. 

The threat events exploit a vulnerability in the Domain Name System (DNS) service on 

Microsoft Windows 2000 Server and 2003 Server operating systems. A buffer overflow 

vulnerability in the Remote Procedure Call (RPC) interface of the DNS service allows an 

attacker to execute arbitrary code on the server by sending it specially crafted packets. 

This "DNS RPC Management Vulnerability" is included in the Common Vulnerabilities 

and Exposures List as CVE-2007-1748 [134]. Additional technical information is 

available in Microsoft Security Bulletin MS07-029 [132]. This threat is novel with 

respect to the NetTRIIAD implementation. The DNS RPC Management VUlnerability 

was publicly disclosed in April 2007. well after the February 2007 release of the Snort 

rule base used in this research. 
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The target for the threat events is target.eyrie.afmil a host running the Microsoft 

Windows 2000 Server operating system which includes a vulnerable version of the DNS 

service. This is a live system configured to appear as an additional host in the !DEV AL 

99 network scenario. The live host haxor.here.com acts as the external attacker for the 

novel threat events. The !DEV AL 99 data sets provide background traffic for the novel 

threat experiments. Host hoxor.here.com carries out the novel threat events at various 

times during a replay of the Week 5 Day 1 scenario. 

The experiments use three threats, created using the Metasploit Framework 3.0, that 

exploit the DNS RPC Management vulnerability. All three use the Metasploit "Microsoft 

DNS RPC Service extractQuotedChar() Overflow (TCP)" exploit module. However, each 

achieves a distinct effect on an exploited host through the use of different Metasploit 

payload modules. The first threat uses the Metasploit "Windows Command Shell, 

Reverse TCP" payload module. This payload causes an exploited host to create an 

outbound network connection back to the attacker and spawn a remote command shell 

with, in this case, privileged access to the entire system. The reverse shell technique is 

useful to defeat safeguards, such as stateful firewalls, designed to limit inbound network 

connections. The second threat uses the Metasploit "Windows Execute net user / ADD" 

payload module. This payload injects and executes code that causes the exploited host to 

create a new user account with administrator privileges. The third threat uses the 

Metasploit "Windows VNC Inject, Reverse TCP" payload module. This payload causes 

an exploited host to connect back to the attacker then download and run a Virtual 
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Network Computing (VNC) server [ISS]. This establishes a temporary backdoor on the 

target and provides the attacker with remote graphical interface access. 

The three threat events replicate different attack methods with varying amounts of 

network traffic. The first threat event replicates a rapid attack without stealth. In this case 

the attacker favors speed over stealth to quickly identify and exploit vulnerable hosts. 

This event begins with a horizontal network scan by haxor.here.com, using nmap [89], 

for hosts listening on TCP port 53, the default for DNS. The network scan identifies 

target.eyrie.afmil as a DNS server. The attacker immediately exploits the DNS RPC 

Management vulnerability using the reverse shell threat. Upon receiving the command 

shell, the attacker creates a new user account with administrator privilege, using ''NET 

USER / ADD" to facilitate future access to the target. The attacker then retrieves 

password hash values from the target's Security Account Manager file, a list of other 

hosts using "NET VIEW" commands and other information typically used to further 

exploit a vulnerable network. 

The second threat event replicates a relatively stealthy attack. In this case the vulnerable 

DNS server is already known to the attacker, and thus the attack does not include a 

network scan for reconnaissance. The attacker launches the threat with the "Windows 

Execute net user / ADD" payload from haxor.here.com. This threat event successfully 

adds a new user account to target.eyrie.qfmil and generates no other network traffic or 

changes to the host state. 
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The third threat event attempts to establish a backdoor connection on target.eyrie.af.mil 

using the "Windows VNC Inject, Reverse TCP" payload. This event also assumes the 

attacker does not require a preparatory network scan. The exploit succeeds in injecting 

the code into the target. However, the VNC server fails to execute and the threat event 

crashes the DNS service on target.eyrie.af.mil. 

NetTRIIAD successfully identifies the first threat event. The network scan, outbound 

command shell and use of the NET commands by an external host all result in alert 

events from Snort. This generates sufficient danger signals to cause immune-based alerts 

identitying the exploit traffic to tbe target's RPC portmapper, the creation of the reverse 

shell and the scan identitying the active DNS service on the victim. 

NetTRIIAD fails to detect the stealthy second threat event. The lack of any additional 

network traffic following the successful exploitation plus the lack of any change in the 

state of the target host allow the threat event to go undetected. Neither the Alert Monitor 

nor the Host Monitor emit any danger signals in response to this threat event. 

NetTRIIAD detects the third threat event. The failed exploit causes the DNS service on 

target.eyrie.af.mil to crash. Nagios detects this service failure; this causes the Host 

Monitor to classilY the state of target.eyrie.af.mil as 'stressed' and to emit corresponding 

danger signals. The danger signals lead to immune based alerts for the exploit traffic to 

the RPC portmapper port on rarget.eyrie.af.mil and for the reverse network connection to 
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install the VNC server. However, no alert specific to the DNS service occurs because the 

threat event does not include a reconnaissance scan or other interaction directly with 

DNS. 

5.3.2.5 Novel Threat Detection Results 

Table 5.4 summarizes the results of detection for the novel threat experiments. 

Table 5.4. Novel Threat Detection Results. 

Novel Threat 

BufferOve~ow1.named 

Buffer Ove~ow 2. named 

Denial of Servlce. back 

Vulnerable Script. phf 

Custom Threat 1, DNS RPC with reverse shell payload 

Custom Threat 2, DNS RPC with add user payload 

Custom Threat 3, DNS RPC with Inject VNC server payload 

5.3.3 Ablation Experiments 

Result 

Datected 

Detected 

Detected 

Missed 

Datected 

Missed 

Detected 

The term ablation experiment comes from field of physiological psychology [27]. In that 

context, an ablation experiment involves systematically removing some region of a test 

animal's brain to observe the effects. Such experiments help to establish the function and 

behavioral contribution of the excised regions. 
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The ablation experiments on NetTRIIAD involve removing components from the model 

to observe the effect on the performance of the remaining components. Glickman, 

Balthrop and Forrest conducted similar ablation experiments in their analysis of the 

LISYS intrusion detection system [65]. 

The ablation experiments use the IDEVAL 99 Week 5, Day I data set for input. This day 

includes a larger number of attacks than most of the other days and is the data set on 

which NetTRIIAD achieves its highest true positive rate. This day thus gives the best 

basis for observing the effect of removing components on NetTRIIAD's performance. 

Each ablation experiment explores NetTRIIAD's performance with one component 

removed or disabled. Comparing these results with each other and with the result for the 

complete model indicates the significance of each component to the overall performance. 

Since removing the PIN or the ALP would cause the NetTRIIAD model to fail altogether 

and produce no results, these two components are not suitable for ablation. However, five 

ablation experiments on NetTRIIAD remain. 

5.3.3.1 Disabled Self - Nonself Discrimination 

This experiment explores the contribution of self - nonself discrimination (SNSD) on 

NetTRIIAD's behavior. This experiment removes the capability of the ALP to classifY 

presented antigens as self. The ALP then classifies every antigen presented by a DC as 
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nonself. This removes the ability ofNetTRIIAD to tolerate normal network traffic, 

increasing the incidence of immune reactions and immune-based alerts. 

5.3.3.2 Empty Self Set 

This experiment explores the contribution of the initial self set on NetTRIIAD behavior. 

The ALP starts the experimental run with an empty self set. Since NetTRIIAD uses a 

positive characterization of self, the empty self set results in every antigen presented by a 

DC being classified as nonself. However, the acquired tolerance and self - nonself 

discrimination mechanisms remains active. Thus the ALP can add antigens presented in 

the safe context to the self set during the run. The ALP will then classifY future 

presentations of these antigens as self and tolerate them. This will tend to reduce the 

incidence of immune reactions and immune-based alerts as the run progresses. 

5.3.3.3 Disabled Alert Monitor 

This experiment disables the Alert Monitor's ability to synthesize and emit danger model 

signals for Snort alert events. This explores the performance ofNetTRIIAD without the 

threat detection capability of the misuse-based NlDS component Snort remains active to 

capture antigens via the Antigen preprocessor and to support operation of the Network 

Monitor. However, none of the threat knowledge encoded in Snort is available to assist 

NetTRIIAD threat detection. 
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5.3.3.4 Disabled Host Monitor 

This experiment disables the Host Monitor's ability to synthesize and emit danger model 

signals based on host state infonnation. This explores the perfonnance ofNetTRIIAD 

without the Host Monitor component. The loss of danger signals arising from stressed 

and necrotic hosts reduces the ability to detect threats that affect host and service states. 

Conversely. the reduction in safe signals derived from healthy hosts and service state 

infonnation slows the maturation of dendritic ceIls in the safe context and reduces the 

likelihood ofNetTRIIAD acquiring tolerance to antigens. 

5.3.3.5 Disabled Network Monitor 

This experiment disables the ability of the Network Monitor to synthesize and emit 

danger model signals based upon observations of network traffic parameters. This 

experiment examines the perfonnance ofNetTRIIAD without the Network Monitor 

component. 

5.3.3.6 Ablation Experiment Results 

Table 5.5 shows the results of the ablation experiments. The results indicate the 

contributions of each NetTRIIAD component to the overaIl perfonnance of the model. 
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Table 5.5. Ablation Experiment Results. 

Ablation True False False PosItIve 

experiment PosItIve PosItIve Negative PredIctive True 

WSD1 DetectIons Detections Detections Value PosItIve 

26 Threat Events (TPI (FPI (FNI (PPV) Rate (TPRI 

DIsabled SNSD 9 37 17 0.196 0.346 

Empty Self Set 9 29 17 0.237 0.346 

DIsabled Alert 
7 4 19 0.636 0.269 

MonHor 

DIsabled Host 
3 3 23 0.500 0.115 

MonHor 

DIsabled Network 
10 

MonHor 
7 16 0.566 0.365 

Full NetTRlIAD 10 6 16 0.625 0.365 

The results from the first two experiments indicate that removing NetTRIIAD's ability to 

differentiate self from nonselfresults in a large increase in the number offalse positive 

detections. Completely disabling the self - nonself discrimination capability leads to a 

six-fold increase in the number offalse positive detections. The increase offalse positives 

significantly reduces the positive predictive value NetTRIIAD without SNSD. 

The empty self set also results in an increase in the false positive detections. However, 

the acquired tolerance mechanism helps to reduce the effect. During the course of the 

experimental run NetTRIIAD adds 1139 antigens to the self set through acquired 
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tolerance. As the self set grows, the number of false positive detections declines. The 

empty self set ablation experiment results in eight fewer positive detections than are seen 

when SNSD is completely disabled. The difference in false positives occurs in the later 

stages of the experimental run as the growing self set suppresses immune reactions to 

safe antigens. 

The experiments with the Alert Monitor and Host Monitor disabled show reductions in 

both true and false positive detections. The ablation experiment with the Alert Monitor 

disabled actually shows a slightly better positive predictive value than the full 

NetTRIIAD model achieves. However, the disabled Alert Monitor causes a significant 

loss of sensitivity with a true positive rate 30% lower than that of the full model. The 

results with the Host Monitor disabled are even lower, successfully detecting only three 

of the threat events. Two of the threats detected by the full NetTRIIAD model go 

undetected in both the disabled Alert Monitor and disabled Host Monitor experiments, 

suggesting a joint contribution from these components to detect those threats. Similarly, 

two threats are detected in both of these ablation experiments, indicating some 

redundancy in threat detection between the two components. However, it appears that the 

Alert and Host Monitors, working in concert, make the greatest contribution to 

NetTRIIAD threat detection. 

The ablation experiment with the Network Monitor shows performance similar to that of 

the full up system with addition of one more faIse positive detection. This result suggests 
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that the Network Monitor makes little or no contribution to threat detection. However, the 

Network Monitor may provide some small suppressive effect on false positive detections 

by emitting safe signals in response to low network stress. The Network Monitor appears 

to be the least effective of the components examined in the ablation experiments. 

5.4 Conclusion 

This chapter has reported the results of experiments exploring the performance and 

properties ofNetTRIIAD. These experiments examined the implementation of 

NetTRIIAD described in Chapter 4. A stand-alone network test bed constructed for the 

experiments hosted the NetTRIIAD implementation and supporting computer systems. 

The experiments used the DARPA IDEV AL 99 data sets as the main source of input. 

This is the most extensive data set for intrusion detection research available in the public 

domain. Despite limitations, the data sets provide a reasonably effective common basis 

for the study and evaluation of intrusion detection systems. 

The fIrst set of experiments evaluated the performance ofNetTRIIAD on the IDEV AL 99 

scenarios. The baseline performance of a conventional, misuse-based network intrusion 

detection system on the same scenarios provided a basis for comparison. NetTRIIAD 

returned a similar level of true positive detections as the baseline. However, NetTRIIAD 

achieved a signifIcantly lower level of false positive detections and thus attained a better 

positive predictive value. 
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The second set of experiments explored the capability for NetTRIIAD to detect novel 

threats. The novel threats included a mix of newly created threats and older threats made 

effectively novel by removing prior knowledge from the misuse-based IDS component. 

NetTRIIAD successfully detected four of the six novel threats presented. 

The detectable novel threats cause host state changes or create additional network traffic 

patterns that indicate threatening behavior. Relatively stealthy threats that do not affect 

host state or generate additional traffic can go undetected by the current NetTRIIAD 

implementation. 

The ablation experiments provided some insight in the significance of the NetTRIIAD 

components. The self - nonself discrimination capability and a well-constructed self set 

are essential to achieving a favorable performance in false positive detections. Both the 

Alert Monitor, and hence the misuse-based NIDS component, as well as the Host 

Monitor contribute significantly to threat detection. With either of these components 

disabled, the ability ofNetTRIIAD to detect threats is diminished, as is indicated by the 

reduction in the true positive rate. The current implementation of the Network Monitor 

appears to be the least useful component, making little contribution to threat detection 

and only a small contribution to suppressing false positive detections. 
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Chapter 6 
Discussion of the Results and Future Work 

This chapter summarizes the results of this research. The first section discusses the 

NetTRIIAD results in the context of similar work presented in the literature. The next 

sections summarize the contributions and limitations of this dissertation. Finally, the 

chapter presents a discussion future work and concluding remarks. 

6.1 Discussion ofNetTRIIAD Results 

NetTRIIAD demonstrates performance improvements over other network threat detection 

approaches. NetTRIIAD shows a significantly better positive predictive value (pPV) for 

threat detection than is achieved by a conventional misuse-based NIDS on the same data 

sets. NetTRIIAD achieves a PPV of .65 on the IDEV AL 99 data while the misuse-based 

NIDS has a PPV of .38. Both approaches show similar true positive rates (TPR). with a 

TPR of .30 from NetTRIIAD and .32 for the misuse-based NIDS. However, NetTRIIAD 

makes significantly fewer false positive detections, leading to the higher PPV. 

Comparison of the NetTRIIAD results with those of other research is somewhat difficult 

due to differing methodologies. However, results from other intrusion detection research 

that also uses the ID EV AL 99 data sets can provide some basis to evaluate the 

NetTRIIAD results. 
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In the original ID EY AL 99 work, Lippman et al. found the best overall results from two 

expert system approaches, EMERALD [140] labeled Expert-I, and STAT [188], labeled 

Expert-2 [119]. Since the full data set, including Week 4, Day 2, was available during the 

original work, these systems had a possible 200 threat events for detection. Using the 

criteria established for this research requiring a correct source address as part of the 

successful detection of a threat, Expert- I made 68 true positive detections while Expert-2 

made 56. Taking this result versus a total of200 threat events, the TPR for Expert- I and 

Expert-2 were .34 and .28, respectively. 

Lippman et al. do not provide specific numbers on the number of false positive detections 

for each system. They state that each of the best systems met a requirement of returning 

ten or fewer false positives per day. So Expert-I and Expert-2 had somewhere between 0 

and 100 false positives for the entire evaluation. Thus, these systems achieved TPRs 

similar to NetTRIIAD and the Snort baseline, their exact PPYs are not known and could 

range from 0.40 to I for Expert-I and 0.36 to I for Expert-2. 

Kayacki and Zincir-Heywood experimented with Snort and another misuse-based IDS, 

Pakemon, using only the Week 4 data sets from IDEY AL 99 [99]. Of the 80 threat events 

in this data set, they reported Snort making 35 successful detections with a .44 TPR, and 

Pakemon making 29 detections with a .34 TPR. However, this work apparently uses 
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different criteria for detennining mise positive detections, reporting false positive rates of 

.99 and .95, respectively, for these systems. 

Mahoney and Chan experimented with anomaly detection approaches on the IDEV AL 99 

data [121]. One approach returned 49 true positive and 38 false positive detections, for a 

PPV of .56. Another returned 61 true and 67 false positives, for a PPV of .48. 

NetTRIIAD achieves a TPR in line with that achieved on the IDEVAL 99 data by the 

other threat detection work mentioned above. However, NetTRIIAD shows the best PPV, 

.65, of the approaches for which a PPV is available. 

NetTRIIAD is also successful in detecting novel threats, identifYing four out of six novel 

threat types. NetTRIIAD detects the novel threats that exhibit dangerous behavior or 

cause damage to the hosts on the network. However, novel threats that avoid behavior 

defined as dangerous in the NetTRIIAD implementation can go undetected. This 

demonstrates that the Danger Model inspired approach sensing danger and damage in the 

network to detect threats has merit. Further refmement of the implementation might lead 

improved detection results 

The results show that the NetTRIIAD model can overcome some of the limitations seen 

in other network threat detection approaches. NetTRIIAD displays good threat detection 

capabilities with superior perfonnance in reducing false positive detections. The model 
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also has the ability to detect previously unknown network threats which were not 

detectable using a rule-based NIDS alone. 

6.2 Contributions of the Dissertation 

This dissertation makes three main contributions to the fields of AIS and information 

system security. 

6.2.1 Applying Artificial1mmune Systems to Network Threat Detection 

This dissertation applied artificial immune system techniques to a fully-featured network 

threat detection problem. Although other work has applied AIS to network threat 

detection problems, the focus tends to be on smaller segments of the overall problem, 

such as anomalous traffic parameters [67], port scan detection [75] or a limited protocol 

set [82]. NetTRIIAD appears to provide the most extensive coverage of the network 

threat detection problem among all the immune-inspired approaches reported to date .. 

The NetTRIIAD model includes an effective immune-inspired representation scheme for 

features of the network threat detection problem. The antigen representation of network 

packets contains a feature set sufficient to identity threats. The representation is also 

compact enough to keep the quantity of antigens, such as those in the self set, to a 

manageable level. The danger model signals are an effective means to represent evidence 

indicating the presence or absence of network threats. The signals allow the model to 
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accrue and combine evidence from multiple, disparate sources. The methodology for 

binding between antigens and signals allows the model to associate this evidence with 

specific end points on the network. The artificial dendritic cells and artificial T cells 

provide an effective mechanism to correlate network activity and evidence of danger, 

then to filter the results and emit alerts only when a true threat appears. 

This work provides an improved understanding of methods for applying artificial 

immune systems to the complex problem of network threat detection. 

6.2.2 Combining Artificial Immune System and Conventional Threat 
Detection Approaches 

NetTRIIAD represents a working model for combining artificial immune system and 

conventional intrusion detection approaches. The NetTRIJAD implementation achieves 

threat detection capabilities similar to those of other approaches and displays a capability 

to detect novel threats. However, the ability ofNetTRIIAD to reduce the nwnber of false 

positive detections gives it a positive predictive value superior to that of the other 

approaches examined. 

Although NetTRIJAD does not detect more threats, each of its threat alerts has a higher 

probability of representing an actual threat. This has two benefits for protecting networks. 

One is as a 'priority of work' mechanism for security analysts. NetTRIJAD would not 
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replace investigating threats indicated by security logs, conventional NIDS alerts and 

other tools, but would help indicate what should be checked first. In many cases 

sufficient time and personnel are not available to check every threat indication, so a 

means to identify the most likely threats could help to maximize the effectiveness of 

limited security assets. 

The other henefit of a high positive predictive value is in the area of automated security 

response. Intrusion protection systems extend intrusion detection by automatically taking 

action to eliminate or reduce an identified threat, usually by shaping network traffic. 

However, erroneous actions taken in response to false positive detections can result in 

more harm than good. This can interrupt legitimate traffic, frustrate users and in extreme 

cases result in a self-imposed denial of service on the assets the system was intended to 

protect. A strong positive predictive value can help to ensure automated responses target 

only actual threats. Thus the improvement in positive predictive value demonstrated by 

NetTRIIAD may represent a step toward true self-protecting information systems. 

NetTRIIAD also achieves the goal of extending the conventional detection methods 

rather than displacing them. Implementing NetTRIIAD does not mean discarding 

dependable tools such as the conventional misuse-based NIDS or the host monitoring 

system. The conventional tools remain effective in their own right; their individual results 

are still available within a NetTRIIAD implementation should they be needed. Thus the 
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NetTRIIAD approach provides additional depth to network security, building upon an 

extensive body of prior work rather than replacing it 

6.2.3 Extending Knowledge of Danger Model Inspired Artificial Immune 
Systems 

This dissertation contributes to the body of knowledge about the application of AlS 

inspired by the Danger Model to a complex problem. The knowledge gained in defining 

the NetTRllAD model and in the ensuing implementation is at least as useful as the threat 

detection results achieved. 

The Danger Model is a relatively new area of research within the field of AlS. Although 

several authors discuss the danger metaphor [26, 82] only a few have actively researched 

actual implementations [6, 76, 144, 184]. These authors have found approaches based on 

the Danger Model to be useful. 

This dissertation presents a novel method to apply the promising Danger Model metaphor 

to a complex problem. The NetTRIIAD model provides an example of a functional 

combination of mechanisms inspired by the innate and adaptive immune systems, as they 

are explained within the Danger Model. The NetTRllAD innate layer presents a 

methodology for using existing data sources to synthesize danger model signals and 

antigens, then to use the results for classification tasks. The Adaptive Layer presents 
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methods for employing self - nonself discrimination and clonal selection to filter and 

further refine the resu1ts of the Innate Layer classifications. This research should provide 

insight for subsequent work applying Danger Model AIS to complex problems. 

6.3 Limitations of the Dissertation 

This section discusses some of the limitations ofNetTRIIAD and this research. 

The NetTRIIAD model may not be suitable for detecting threats in the complex 

environment of network traffic, hosts and services found on live networks. Although the 

IDEV AL data is useful for laboratory experimentation, it is not sufficient to support 

claims of effectiveness on contemporary production networks [24]. Further, the 

NetTRIIAD implementation itselfis a prototype and does not yet have the necessary 

robustness for live deployment as a network safeguard. 

NetTRIIAD must have a good self set to operate effectively. The current implementation 

requires a representative set of normal network traffic, free of threats, in order to acquire 

a good set of self antigens. Although the IDEV AL data provides such a training traffic 

set, acquiring a good self set from a live network may be more difficult. A self set that 

does not represent a significant portion of normal traffic will result in a high number of 

false positive detections by NetTRIIAD. Similarly, an overly large self set could reduce 

threat detection. A threat present in training traffic could cause the representative 

antigens be included in the self set. NetTRIIAD cannot react to self antigens, regardless 
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of the danger they represent. Thus, any threats inadvertently included in the training data 

would likely be undetectable. 

An attacker could use knowledge ofNetTRIIAD to evade detection. As with most 

intrusion detection systems, a direct attack on one or more of the components could 

degrade or disable NetTRIIAD. Loss of the misuse-based NlDS, the peripheral immune 

node or the artificial lymphatic paracortex would cause a complete failure ofNetTRIIAD. 

Disabling the danger model signal generators or their data sources, such as Nagios or the 

MySQL database server, would degrade detection. However, an attack on these any of 

these components would tend to indicate the presence of a threat. 

An attacker could also use a 'noisy' attack, one designed to generate many danger signals, 

as a diversion from another threat to some more valuable target. The attacker could craft 

the diversionary attack in such a way that the ALP clonal selection process would 

generate a reaction to the diversionary attack, due to its high danger level, and miss the 

actual threat. Both threats would still leave evidence in the form of misuse-based alert 

events or host state changes, but only the diversionary attack would cause an immune

based alert. 

Similarly, an attacker could use knowledge ofNetTRIIAD's reaction thresholds and 

defmition of danger to create threats that avoid triggering immune reactions. This 

includes avoiding certain techniques viewed by NetTRIIAD as being more dangerous or 
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using extended timing or multiple hosts to spread out the remaining danger signals and 

keep the danger sigoallevels for anyone antigen below the danger maturation or immune 

reaction thresholds. 

Finally, an attacker could exploit the acquired tolerance mechanism to alter the self set If 

the attacker can induce NetTRIIAD to become tolerant of the antigens that represent 

threat traffic, then' NetTRIIAD will not be able to detect the threat. The attacker could 

cause this by sending a stream of innocuous traffic that has the same antigen 

representation as the threat traffic. IfNetTRIIAD sees this innocuous traffic over an 

extended period along with corresponding safe signals from healthy hosts, the ALP will 

eventually become tolerant of the antigens. After the antigens corresponding to the threat 

are in the self set, NetTRIIAD can no longer react to them and thus cannot generate an 

inunune-based alert for the threat. 

6.4 Future Work 

Although this research developed a fimctioning NetTRIIAD model and achieved 

favorable performance. many opportunities for improvement remain. The development 

process and subsequent experimentation suggest several areas for future work with 

NetTRIIAD. The items presented below address limitations ofNetTRIIAD, presented 

above, or extend the model for improved performance. 
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This research conducted experiments on NetTRllAD in a controlled laboratory 

environment. This controlled experimentation was an essential first step in developing a 

usable security tool based on the model. However, further experimentation in live 

network environments would help to better understand the true utility of the NetTRllAD 

model. Live testing is needed to learn how NetTRllAD would perform in network 

environments containing many more hosts, much faster traffic rates and varieties of 

protocols and usage patterns that are not feasible in laboratory testing. 

The NetTRIIAD model is also designed to support configurations including multiple 

sensors, as is typical in network intrusion detection deployments to effectively cover 

multi-homed, switched networks [18, 117]. The NetTRIlAD model can support multiple 

peripheral immune nodes sending artificial dendritic cells to a central artificial lymphatic 

paracortex, paralleling an intrusion detection architecture with multiple NIDS sensors 

forwarding alerts and data to a central repository. Testing on larger, live networks would 

help to determine ifNetTRIlAD can scale up sufficiently to augment production level 

intrusion detection system installations. 

Extending the NetTRIIAD to work with Internet Protoeol Version 6 (lPv6) would allow the model to 

remain relevant as IPv4 is superseded by IPv6. The NetTRIIAD antigen, danger model signal and TCR 

could readily adapt to the larger address space of IPv6. 

Several areas of future work could improve and extend the NetTRIlAD Innate Layer. The 

ablation experiments recounted in Section 5.3.3 indicate that the Network Monitor makes 
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only a small contribution to NetTRIIAD. An expanded set of traffic parameters could 

permit the current Network Monitor model to better detect threatening behavior. More 

complex approaches for detecting anomalies in network traffic flow, such as those based 

on artificial neural networks [22] or AIS [68. 70. 145] may provide a Network Monitor 

with more informative danger model signal output. 

The Host Monitor implementation in the NetTRIIAD prototype considers only a small 

portion of host-level information. Extending from the current lightweight, polling 

approach to one with monitoring agents on hosts would enable NetTRIIAD to access this 

host-level information. AIS approaches for detecting anomalous process behavior at the 

host level could supply additional information for the NetTRIIAD Host Monitor [110, 

168, 169]. 

Many applications exist for centralized monitoring and management of host-based 

intrusion detection systems, antivirus scanners. file integrity tools and general system 

status. Using information from these more detailed sources could allow the Host Monitor 

to better determine the 'health' of hosts and emit a more informative stream of danger 

model signals. If such monitoring tools were already in use by an organization, then 

tapping into this information for the Host Monitor would add little additional overhead or 

expense. 

The functioning of the Alert Monitor could be extended by modifying the misuse-based 

NIDS rule base. nus could involve adding rules to generate alert events intended only for 
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use by the Alert Monitor in danger model signal synthesis. Such rules could be more 

general in nature and serve to detect potentially dangerous behavior that does not warrant 

a full misuse-based alert event. Most rules speci.ty very specific matching conditions in 

order to minimize false positive alerts. However, the overall system could tolerate more 

frequent matching of these 'dangerous behavior' rules since they would only drive danger 

signal generation and would not distract security personnel with false positive alerts. 

Investigating the use alternatives to Snort as the NetTRIIAD misuse-based NIDS 

component could be useful. Although Snort is a fully capable NIDS, some other misuse

based NIDS may result in even better performance by NetTRIIAD. Alternatively, a 

hybrid deployment that synthesized danger model signals from the alert events of 

multiple misuse-based NIDS, with each using a different detection approach, could lead 

to detection ofa wider range of threats. 

Extending NetTRIIAD to move beyond threat recognition and include automated threat 

response would be a step towards a computer immune system. A strong positive 

predictive value. such as NetTRIIAD demonstrates, is important to keep an automated 

response system from becoming an automated denial of service system. However, some 

unintended disruption oflegitimate traffic seems unavoidable. Considering that the 

natural immune system has problems with false positives in the form of allergy and 

autoimmune disease, it seems unlikely that an artificial immune system could entirely 

avoid undesirable reactions. However, it is certainly possible that the artificial immune 
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system, like the natural immune system, could be refined to do much more good than any 

harm it may cause. 

Automated responses by NetTRIIAD could vary in specificity according to the nature and 

strength of the immune reaction. The automated response could be specific, affecting 

only a single TCP session or communication between a single pair ofhoslS. A more 

general response could act to completely block traffic from a given host or to prevent all 

traffic on a given port and protocol combination. 

The response could make changes at the host or the network level. Hofineyr discusses a 

future extension to LISYS for automated host level response using TCP Wrapper [82, 

186]. The features that comprise the NetTRIIAD antigen would be sufficient to generate 

blocking rules, such as those used in iptables [126]. A network level response could alter 

perimeter security devices such as firewalls or traffic shapers to control a detected threat. 

A potential extension ofNetTRIIAD to provide automated response at the perimeter 

could use snort Jnline [131], an extension of Snort using iptables to implement traffic 

blocking in addition to intrusion detection. 

The artificial T cell decay process provides a timing mechanism that would allow 

automated responses to persist for a time and then subside automatically. In addition, a 

'memory T cell' capability could allow subsequent reactions to a given threat to be swifter 

and stronger, much like the secondary immune response in the natural immune system. 
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The ablation experiments demonstrated the importance of the self set in getting good 

perfonnance from NetTRIIAD. The IDEV AL 99 data provides training traffic that 

facilitates self set acquisition. However, a production implementation ofNetTRIIAD 

would benefit from improved methods to acquire the self set and to maintain it 

Adding a new entity, such as a host, protocol or service, to the network hosts would 

initially result in a large number ofnonself antigens corresponding to that entity. The 

acquired tolerance mechanism would eventually add antigens to the self set for a new 

host or service that operates in a safe manner. However, a mechanism that adds a 

representative set of safe antigens to the self set when a new approved host or service 

enters the network would help to ~ump start' the acquired tolerance process. For example, 

a profile of known. safe antigens that a new host is likely to emit, such as DNS queries or 

communication with a local file server, could be used to update the self set as part of the 

new host approval process. This would reduce false positive detections resulting from the 

traffic the new host is most likely to generate. 

A mechanism for efficiently deleting antigens from the self set could also be useful. As a 

complement to adding self antigens for a new host, a means to delete the pertinent 

antigens when a given host, protocol or service is no longer approved would be helpful. 

This deletion would help to prevent NetTRIIAD from tolerating antigens that should no 

longer be considered nonnal and acceptable. An example where deletion would be useful 
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is the case where security personnel needed to 'black list' a host or protocol detennined to 

present a threat Deleting the self antigens associated with such a host or protocol would 

increase the likelihood ofNetTRIIAD recognizing threats from that source. 

NetTRllAD would also benefit from the ability to react to threats represented by 

dangerous self antigens. The Danger Model holds that the primary trigger of the immune 

response is danger rather than foreignness [122, 124]. Thus the immune system has some 

capability to react to dangerous self antigens. Experimentation has identified natural 

immune system components, such as 'innate' lymphocytes. that appear to react to self 

rather than foreign pathogens [125]. 

The performance ofNetTRIIAD would improve if threats represented only by self 

antigens could be detected accurately. However, as the ablation experiments with self -

nonself discrimination disabled demonstrated, higher levels of danger signals alone are 

not sufficient to discriminate true and false threats. Thus it appears that a separate 

mechanism is needed to detect threats represented by dangerous self antigens without 

generating an undesirable level of fiIlse positive detections. 

6.5 Conclusion 

This dissertation set out to prove the thesis that a hybrid network intrusion detection 

model, combining an artificial immune SYstem approach and misuse-based detection, can 

overcome limitations seen in other intrusion detection models. The hybrid model. 
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NetTRIIAD, proves this thesis with its superior positive predictive value and 

perfonnance with respect to false positive detections. The issue of false positive 

detections is one of the most significant in various threat detection problems [12, 116]. 

Thus a reduction in false positives and a commensurate improvement in positive 

predictive value overcome one of the more serious limitations in intrusion detection. 

Improving the security of infonnation systems is an important and worthwhile objective. 

Accurately detecting threats and giving infonnation systems the ability to protect 

themselves are useful steps toward this objective. 

The process of the research provides as much benefit as do the results achieved by the 

prototype NetTRIIAD system. This work has contributed to our knowledge of artificial 

immune systems inspired by the Danger Model, methods for applying artificial immune 

systems to a complex problem, and techniques for network threat detection. 

This research has proven to be rewarding in exploration of both natural and artificial 

immune systems and the problems of infonnation system security. Hopefully, the reader 

finds this dissertation to be valuable and an inspiration for subsequent work. 
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